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Abstract 
The study of the Peshitta version of Proverbs started as research into the text-critical value of the Peshitta. By 
utilising the translation technique an attempt was also made ~o determine on which Vorlage(n) this book is 
based. In the course of this investigation it became clear that all the additions, of which the longest are found in 
chapter 9, cannot be sufficiently explained only by ordinary translation technique and/or style. Although these 
pluses may have been in the translator's Vorlage, there is considerable concurrence between the pluses and most 
of the deviations in the Syriac text with the Greek text, which indicates other reasons for their existence. 
It can be accepted with reasonable certainty that the Peshitta translator utilised the LXX to a considerable extent 
in order to establish a legible and simple translation. This fact is widely accepted and most scholars' treatises 
merely confirm most of the conclusions to which Hermann Pinkuss came in an article published in Z.A . W. of 
1894. The exact nature and extent of this utilisation, however, have not been satisfactorily established as yet. In 
all the ordinary cases this utilisation extends from difficult and corrupt readings to readings that, according to the 
translator, may have been ethically or morally unacceptable. 
It was reasonably successfully shown that the Peshitta translator used a Hebrew text that probably did not differ 
from the MT to any significant degree. For example, the translator experienced similar problems with the MT 
to those that modem translators have to contend with. These problems were solved with the aid of the LXX and 
sometimes by means of harmonisation with other verses in the text. 
Judging from the translation technique of the Peshitta version of Proverbs it is clear that, where the translator 
came across some difficulty in the Hebrew text, he used the interpretation of the LXX quite liberally. The term 
interpretation should actually be stressed, because the Peshitta translator did not merely translate from the LXX. 
The tendency of the Syriac translation is always in line with the translation technique, which primarily 
attempted to explain what is written in the Hebrew. For this reason there are, in relation to the MT, fewer 
additions in the Peshitta than in the LXX. The Peshitta translator tried wherever possible to remain as close to 
the Hebrew text as the Vorlage and his unders tanding of the text would allow him. 
A larger problem, however, is to explain the existence of more extensive additions, which in some cases consist 
of several verses. After considering the relation of the Peshitta with other versions, it became clear that the 
possibility of other external influences, including the social and religious environment, had to be considered. 
Pinkuss stated that the Peshitta does not appear to present any connection with the Jewish or Christian religion. 
It should be borne in mind, however, that Judaism and Christianity share many ethical tenets. Furthermore, the 
Peshitta translation reveals remarkable nuances and would present only extremely subtle references to any belief. 
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The Peshitta is after all a Christian document and the additions should perhaps be explained as an extention of 
the translation technique, which is to present the reader with a clear, unambiguous translation. Therefore the 
translation should perhaps be considered closely within the context of its religious milieu, namely , Syriac-
speaking Christianity. 
Firstly, one should not expect Christianity in the East to present the reader with a dynamic, equivalent 
translation where every element of the text is carefully translated into Syriac. The rules of translation in the 
Syriac Church differed from the conventional translation technique in the West (which was too often concerned 
only with the avoidance of misinterpretation). It developed independently, because in a critical stage of the 
development of the Peshitta text (the fourth and fifth century), the Syriac Church was virtually cut off from the 
intellectual influence and debate in the West, which was critical in combatting the extensive increase in sectarian 
and heretical tendencies in the Church. Furthermore, most of the believers, and even priests, knew only Syriac. 
, Secondly, Eastern Christianity had more than Hellenism and a few philosophies that opposed the truth. The 
Church had to contend with a prolific number of cults and religions (not to mention sects) in all the cities in 
Syria. 
Thirdly, due to political factors, Syriac literature developed its own identity and traditions with regard to the 
establishment of Christianity in Osroene. The long strife that the Church had experienced with the Church in 
the West also fostered a unique self-image that the Syriac Church had of itself in the world. The schools in 
Edessa played a major part in perpetuating this tradition. 
Owing to the above-mentioned factors there would have been a number of readings in the Peshitta text that, 
according to the translator, warranted the changing of some words and phrases in the translation of Proverbs. 
Some familiar symbols and words with familiar references in the Syriac mind may have influenced the 
translation as well. Some variants are antiheretical and others are anti-anthropomorphic. 
The influence of Judaism should not be discarded in seeking the "rules" of translation in the Eastern Churches. 
The influence was more marked here than in the West. Numerous Jews even converted to Christianity and the 
intellectual contribution of Jews made to the Syriac Church and life is undeniable. Some Jewish practices (like 
the crowning of the bridegroom during the wedding ceremony) were maintained in the Eastern Churches. That 
this influence should come to the translation of texts was inevitable. Of course, the date of translation is 
important, but traditions did remain for a long time. In the light of all this, the additions in Proverbs do not 
render the Peshitta a Targum, but they should be considered a legitimate part of translation in Syriac 
Christianity. 
In conclusion, the external influences that played a part in the translation of the Peshitta are complex and are not 
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limited to the Peshitta Vor/age(n) alone. The nature and extent of the influences on the translation of the 
Peshitta need to be extended to the socioreligious milieu as well . 
All the verses discussed in this thesis are investigated on their own merits and any identifiable influence is 
considered. 
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Opsomming 
Die studie van die Peshitta weergawe van Proverbia het begin as 'n tekskritiese ondersoek na die tekskritiese 
waarde van die Peshitta. Daar is gepoog om aan die hand van die vertalingstegniek van die vertaler ook te probeer 
bepaal watter Vorlage(n) hierdie boek ten grondslag le. In die loop van die ondersoek was dit egter duidelik dat 
gewone vertaaltegniese en/of styl nie al die byvoegings waarvan die twee langstes in hoofstuk 9 voorkom, 
voldoende kan beantwoord nie. Alhoewel hierdie plusse in die Vorlage van die vertaler kon wees, is daar sterk 
ooreenstemming tussen die plusse (sowel as die meeste ander afwykings in die teks) en die Griekse teks wat die 
vermoede van ander oorwegings vir hul byvoeging laat ontstaan. 
Daar kan met redelike sekerheid aanvaar word dat die Peshitta vertaler geredelik gebruik gemaak het van die LXX 
om 'n maklik leesbare en eenvoudige vertaling daar te stel. Hierdie feit word deur alle geleerdes aanvaar, waarvan 
die meeste, wat Proverbia betref, net die gevolgtrekkings bevestig waartoe Hermann Pinkuss in 'n omvattende 
artikel in die Z.A.W. van 1894 gekom het. Die aard van hierdie gebruikmaking is nog nie ten volle bepaal nie. 
In alle gewone gevalle kan hierdie raadpleging strek van m.oeilike en korrupte lesings tot by lesings wat na die 
mening van die vertaler eties of moreel onaanvaarbaar was. 
Dit is ook redelik suksesvol uitgewys dat dit'. vertaler van 'n Hebreeuse teks, wat nie te veel verskil van die MT 
nie, gebruik gemaak het. Die vertaler het byvoorbeeld ook dieselfde probleme gehad as wat modeme vertalers 
met sekere lesings het. Soms is hierdie lesings m.b.v. die LXX en soms d.m.v. harmoniering met ander 
gedeeltes opgelos. 
Die vertalingstegniek van die Peshitta weergawe van Proverbia is van so 'n aard dat waar die vertaler moeilike 
Hebreeuse lesings raakgeloop het, het hy geredelik van die interpretasie van die LXX gebruik gemaak. Selfs die 
veranderde lesings stem ooreen met die huidige MT. Die woord interpretasie word gebruik, want die Peshitta 
vertaler het die LXX lesings nie sonder meer onveranderd aanvaar nie. Die tendens van die vertaling was altyd in 
lyn met die vertalingstegniek, wat poog om die Hebreeus te verklaar. Om die rede is daar heelwat minder 
byvoegings in die Peshitta t.o.v. die MT as die LXX en is daar duidelik met die vertaling gepoog om so na as 
moontlik aan die Hebreeuse teks te bly. 
'n Groot probleem is egter nie om die voorkoms van afwykings nie, maar om die uitgebreide plusse wat in 
sommige gevalle hele verse beslaan, te verduidelik. Pinkuss het al verwys na die Peshitta vertaling as sou dit 
geen beduidende aanknopingspunte met die Christelike of die Joodse godsdiens he nie. Daar moet egter in 
gedagte gehou word dat baie etiese vraagstukke deur Jode sowel as Christene gedeel word. Verder is die vertaling 
genuanseerd en indien enige verwysings bestaan, sou dit subtiel wees - om die minste te se. Hierdie byvoegings, 
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of te wel plusse, kan egter aan die hand van die leefwereld van die vertaler en sy teiken-gehoor, d.i. die Siries-
sprekende Christene van die provinsie Osrhoene, verklaar word. 
Die Peshitta is egter 'n Christelike dokument en moontlik moet die verklaring vir hierdie afwykings gesien word 
as bloot 'n voortsetting of verlenging van die vertalingstegniek naamlik om 'n duidelike, ondubbelsinnige 
vertaling daar te stel. So gesien kan die vertaling eerder in 'n religieuse lig, gesetel in 'n spesifieke samelewing, 
ondersoek word. 
Eerstens, in die Siriese Christendom moet daar nie 'n dinamiese vertaling waarby elke element van die Vorlage 
presies weergegee word, verwag word nie. Die reels wat in die Christelike kerke in die ooste gegeld het, verskil 
van die konvensionele vertalingstegniek in die weste, waar 'n tegniek wat hoofsaaklik gerig was op die 
vermyding van enige waninterpretasie, gevolg is. Die Siriese kerk het nie die diep intellektuele insette in die 
Christelike godsdiens en die gepaardgaande uitgebreide literatuur gehad wat enige sektariese en heretiese tendense 
in die kiem kon smoor nie. Buitendien was die oosterse Christendom op 'n kritieke stadium van die 
ontwikkeling van die Peshitta teks (die vierde en die vyfde eeu), afgesonder van die westerse kerk. Boonop was 'n 
oorgrote meerderheid van sy lidmate, asook selfs sy priesters, net Siries magtig. 
Tweedens, die oosterse kerke het baie meer as net die Hellenisme en 'n paar Filosofiee as teestanders van die 
waarheid gehad. Daar was doodeenvoudig net te veel kultusse en randgodsdienste, om nie eers te praat van sektes 
waarmee die Kerk te karnpe gehad het nie. 
Derdens, die Siriese literatuur en tradisies wat verband gehou het met die vestiging van die Christendom in 
Osrhoene, het baie groot invloed gehad op die selfbeeld van die Siriese kerk betreffende sy plek in hierdie 
teenswoordige wereld. Die skole van Edessa waar al hierdie literatuur onderrig is, het ook 'n rol gespeel om die 
tradisies voort te sit. 
Weens al die bostaande faktore was die vertaler van die Peshitta genoodsaak om enige dubbelsinnigheid wat kon 
voorkom in enige vers in Proverbia, in die kiem te smoor. Daar is boonop ook subtiele verwysings wat m.b.v. 
sekere woordkeuses en byvoegings vertaal is, sodat dit na bekende simbole en sake van die leefwereld waarmee 
die Siriese leser vertroud sou wees, verwys het. Sommige variante is ook anti-hereties en anti-antropomorfisties 
van aard. 
Verder was die oosterse Christendom nader aan die oosterse leefwyse in die algemeen en sou die invloed van die 
Juda'isme hier sterker wees as in die weste, veral gesien in die lig van die feit dat daar heelwat Jode was wat hulle 
tot die Christendom bekeer het. Selfs sekere Joodse gebruike is ook in die Siriese Kerk bedryf (soos die kroning 
by 'n bruilof). Dat hierdie invloede tot by die vertaling van die literatuur sou strek, is onvermydelik. Die Joodse 
Christene het Hebreeus geken en die kerk was dus nie aangewese op die kennis van die Westerse Kerk nie (met 
wie hulle nie altyd kontak gehad het nie). Boonop was Latyn 'n ontoeganklike taal vir baie mense in die Siriese 
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kerk. Natuurlik is datering van die vertaling belangrik, maar ongeag die Christene se verhouding met die Jode, 
sou vroee invloede beswaarlik net uit die Kerk uit weggeval het. 
Ten slotte, die eksteme invloede wat 'n rol gespeel het in die vertaling van die Peshitta is kompleks en is nie 
beperk tot die Peshitta se Vorlage(n) alleen nie. Die aard en omvang van die invloede op die vertaling van die 
Peshitta behoort die sosio-religieuse milieu in te sluit. 
In die ondersoek na die eksteme invloede is al die verse op meriete beoordeel. 
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1 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Foreword 
The object of this thesis is to resolve the question of which external influence(s) could have played a part in the 
differences between the Hebrew (Masoretic text-MTl) text and the Syriac translation of the book of Proverbs. 
There are clear differences between them in some passages and unless the source(s) of these differences can be 
established no authoritative conclusions can be drawn as to the text-critical value of the Syriac text. 
Proverbs has some advantages over other books of the Old Testament (OT) as a corpus of study concerning the 
influence(s) that may be prevalent in the translation of the Peshitta. 2 Firstly, Proverbs is a structured 
translation, with regular features, that simplifies the verse - by - verse comparison between the Peshitta and the 
MT (and other texts). Secondly, the style of the sayings is economical, with numerous chiasms and 
parallelisms. The Hebrew has no uniformity as far as word order is concerned and puts heavy demands on the 
translator so as to capture the meaning of each verse or unit successfully (especially the last 20 chapters, which 
have independent sentences with no apparent logical connections among them). These independent units or 
sentences, however, lighten the task of the researcher, because he has easily recognisable units to compare with 
other versions and texts. Lastly, Proverbs contains numerous words with probable ideological connotations that 
may reflect any religious or cultural influence, should there be any, in a translation like the Peshitta. 3 
1 
2 
3 
Cf. 1.3. in this chapter 
This does not mean that there is an unqualified relation .between the influences on Proverbs and the 
influences on other books of the OT. Depending on the translation technique, style of writing, relationship 
with other versions, approach to the subject material, etc., the identification and clarification of the external 
influences on Proverbs may serve at least as a pointer to a viable approach to the rest of the Peshitta 
version of the OT, since some of these influences may apply to the other books as well. 
As far as religious influences are concerned the eloquent remark of Gerleman (1950, p. 15) should suffice: 
"One might say that Proverbs, like most of the Hebrew Wisdom literature, might tempt a translator, 
because of its very character, to give the text a new stamp. Nowhere in the Old Testament is the national 
character less marked than in the chokma. The Old Testament sages are surprisingly unaffected by 
particularistic tendencies. Law, cult, Covenant, Messianic hope, none of these data, essential for the 
national feeling, is dealt with in Proverbs. Chokma, instead refers to humanity and is international in 
character. In this no man's land it is but natural for a translator to consider it within his rights to embellish 
the text at his own discretion." Although it is not usual for a translator to translate a text at his own 
discretion, it would rather depend on his attitude towards his Vorlage and the book of Proverbs itself. 
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2 
1.2 The purpose and scope of the study 
The purpose of this study is to determine the text-critical value of the Peshitta version of Proverbs. This links 
up with the long-term object of the Peshitta project,4 which is to determine the text-critical value of larger 
translation units. Since there are so many aspects in a translation unit that can be researched, this study 
concentrates primarily on the pluses, minuses and clear deviations from the MT. In an effort to do this the 
translation technique is established and is defined by the application of certain criteria. The translation technique, 
in conjunction with the translator's5 general approach to his Vorlage, thus serves as the basis for this study of 
the Peshitta text. 
In an effort to determine to what extent the Hebrew Vorlage of the Peshitta differs from the MT, the Peshitta 
version should also be compared with other translations. On the basis of such study one may perhaps come 
closer to characterising the Hebrew Vorlage of this translation. If, for instance, it is determined by the utilisation 
of certain criteria that the text is translated quite freely , the deviations could have been caused by the insertions 
or influence from external sources rather than a different Vorlage. 
The complex and somewhat obscure history of the origin and transmission of the text should also be considered. 
The origin of the Peshitta is usually fixed around the second century C. E., although some of the earliest texts 
date only from the fourth and fifth centuries (Brock, 1984, p. 1; Haefeli, 1927, pp. 5-6; Pinkuss, 1894, p. 107; 
Baumstark, 1911, pp. 40, 53-54). Most of the references to the translation of the Peshitta are found in legends 
of which the most important one is probably the legend about Addai, the subject of King Abgar of Edessa, who 
was commissioned by the newly converted king to translate the OT (Haefeli, 1927, p. 5). 
To execute a valid text-critical study of the Peshitta a representative corpus must be researched. The reason is 
that there may be a relation between a variant or addition in one instance and a variant or concept in another 
verse in a different chapter, which may be overlooked and seriously mislead the perspective of the conclusions 
drawn from the research concerning the source of this difference or addition. It is therefore necessary to include 
the whole book of Proverbs for the study. Furthermore, the differences are found, with varying degrees of 
frequency, throughout the whole book of Proverbs. The scope of the study represents, as already mentioned, the 
pluses, the minuses and those words or phrases that cannot be reconciled with the MT text. Other versions of 
Proverbs (the LXX and Targum) may also throw some light on the origin of these variants. 
4 
5 
The Peshitta project operates under the guidance of Prof. Johann Cook at the Research Unit for Computer 
Applications on the Language and Text of the Old Testament at the University of Stellenbosch. 
For practical reasons the word "translator" instead of "translator(s)" is used in this study. Should there be 
specific cases where one must refer to more than one translator, it will be pertinently mentioned. The same 
applies to the MT, LXX and Targum, where different mss. will be mentioned in the applicable instances. 
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3 
1.3 Method 
In this thesis the MT is used as the point of departure from which to compare the Peshitta text. There are several 
6 
reasons for this. Firstly, the MT currently represents the most complete tradition of the Hebrew text. Secondly, 
7 
it is also an authoritative text, although this does not imply a value judgement (cf. Tov, 1981, pp. 36-37) 
about the absolute authority of the MT text as a reference point (other texts are also considered). It is utilised 
purely for comparative reasons, since the other texts (the LXX and Targum) are also judged with reference to the 
MT. The Hebrew text used in this thesis is the 1977 edition of the Biblia Hebraica by R. Kittel and all 
references to the text-critical apparatus by Fichtner is from this edition. 
Another important aim of the text-critical scrutiny undertaken here is to identify and evaluate another Hebrew 
textual tradition(s).8 It is therefore imperative that the variants in the Peshitta translation should be isolated 
before they are text-critically examined {Tov, 1981, p. 50). Since it would be a massive task to study every 
detail of the translation, it is more meaningful to concentrate on the minuses, pluses and recognisable variants 
in the translation. This approach would comply with the need to have isolated variants, as mentioned above. 
It needs to be explained what these different deviations entail. As pluses are considered those words or phrases 
that, after the Peshitta is compared with the MT, have no equivalents in the MT. Likewise, minuses would be 
those elements in the Hebrew reading that the Peshitta text lacks. Variant readings (or deviations) are those 
instances where the Peshitta translation does not agree with the Hebrew text (although neither text has more 
elements than the other). Such an endeavour does entail numerous problems, which many times become clear 
only as the research progresses. 
The more obvious ones are; for instance, certain idioms and idiomatic expressions that are easily misunderstood 
by the translator and therefore rendered by more words than are necessary. The same applies to technical terms. 
This means that the translator's rendering of the Hebrew could be part of his translation technique. There are also 
6 
7 
8 
Tov (1981, p. 34) states succinctly: "MT is taken as the point of departure for describing variants because 
it contains the textus receptus of the OT and not because its contents is preferable to other textual 
traditions." 
It is true to say, as Tov did, that "the selection within the family of MT, of either the Aleppo codex or the 
Leningrad, does imply a value judgement." 
"The textual scholar must first determine whether a given deviation from MT in a translation reflects a 
Hebrew variant, for only if it does will he be interested in its contents" (Tov, 1981, p. 37). Added to this 
he says (ibid, p. 38): "From the translator's point of view, every difference (deviation) from MT could, in 
theory, reflect a variant reading. However, many such details were inserted by the translators without any 
relation to the Hebrew text before them , while others developed in the course of the textual transmission of 
the translation." 
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syntactical, grammatical and structural differences between Hebrew and Syriac to be considered (cf. Cook, 1985a, 
p. 19). Then there is the matter of differences in Vorlagen. A single Hebrew concept (conveyed by one word in 
the MT) may be represented adequately by two words in the Peshitta or a Syriac word in the Peshitta may have a 
semantic field that includes the corresponding two words of the MT. In both cases the Peshitta translation is 
probably not due to different Vorlagen, but rather reflects different perceptions by the translator or redactor. In 
any case, all verses must be judged on merit. There is no clear-cut or easy way to identify deviations in the 
Peshitta text. 
Translation technique is another crucial consideration in this study (Tov, 1981, pp. 50, 187). The degree of 
literalness9 with which the translator approached his Vorlage has a direct bearing on the identification of variants 
in the Peshitta. One of the best criteria for the analysis of translation technique is word consistency. The degree 
of literalness may also be established by the criterion of word consistency (Tov, 1981, p. 60). Using the 
translation technique can assist the researcher in assessing the variants more effectively. 
With all the above-mentioned in mind, the analysis of the variants involves the following procedure: (1) The 
comparison of the variants with other passages in the Peshitta text of Proverbs itself. (2) The comparison of the 
verses containing the variants with corresponding verses in other versions (the LXX and Targum) of Proverbs. 
(3) The comparison of the variants with similar passages in other books (the Peshitta and other versions are used 
in this case). ( 4) The comparison of the variants with other verses and/or parts of verses in other texts (these 
include the MT, LXX and Targum). (5) The study of Christian and Jewish exegetical material that may have a 
bearing on the variants (e.g. Midrash Mishle) . 
9 Tov (1981 , p. 53) says: "When analysing translation techniques from the point of view of the translators' 
attitudes towards the Hebrew text, it is probably best to start from the criteria for literalness, not because 
literalness formed the basis of most translations, but because these criteria can be defined more easily than 
those for free renderings." 
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2. The problems of the Peshitta 
2.1 Introduction 
The problems surrounding the Peshitta can be put forward by means of some questions: (1) Who translated the 
Peshitta? (2) Where and when was the Peshitta translated? (3) Which text(s) served as Vorlage(n) for the 
translation? (4) What are the influences that affected the Peshitta? Although the last question is the primary 
concern of this study, it cannot be viewed without considering the others, no matter how vague they may be. 
If, for instance, it is known for certain that the translation was done by Jews, very little Christian influence may 
be expected. The date is just as important, however, because the Jews and Christians had varying relationships 
in Edessa during the course of the centuries that this translation was done. In fact, there were Christian Jews in 
Edessa as well.1 Another important factor is the reason for translating the OT into Syriac. 2 In other words, who 
acted as the target audience of the Peshitta? 
According to Haefeli (1927, pp. 7-9) the following should be regarded as reasonable certainties: (1) The Peshitta 
had its origin in Edessa, which was the city where other important Syriac works were created.3 The precise time 
and place are not known. (2) Ephraim Syrus and Jacob of Edessa mention explicitly that "translators" were 
involved in the Peshitta. It is not clear whether they were Jews or Christians.4 Perles5 believes that they were 
Jews on the grounds that the Pentateuch was greatly influenced by the Jewish Halakah and Haggadah. It is 
important, however, to judge each book on its own merit as well. Proverbs, for instance, was clearly influenced 
2 
3 
4 
The famous Bishop Rabbulla of Edessa received thousands of Jews into Christianity. Furthermore, the 
Jewish-Christian sect of the Elkesaites was well known in the region (Segal, 1970, pp. 44, 103). 
About this Segal (1970, p. 165) says: "The desire of Christians for a standard form of Bible text in Syriac 
doubtless arose out of the theological controversies conducted in a largely Hellenistic environment, and 
from the need for the clear expression of accepted dogma." 
Regarding the predominant role played by Edessa in the Syriac-speaking world, Baumstark (1911 , p. 40) 
states succinctly: "Es ist naherhin Edessa, das hier, eine ahnliche Stellung wie Athen in der Entwicklung 
der griechischen, Florenz in der Entwicklung der italienischen Sprache und Literatur einnehmend, seinen 
Dialekt zum einheitlichen Idiom eines ganzen nationalen Schrifttums werden sah." 
There are diverse opinions concerning the theological convictions of the translator, to which Pinkuss 
(1894, p. 119) replies: "Die Proverbien boten ja in der That kaum geniigende Ankniipfungspunkte fiir 
dogmatische Auslegung in jiidischem oder christlichem Sinne." Haefeli (1927, p. 6) also refers to this and 
adds that coinciding dogmatic connections, which would point to irrevocable Jewish or Christian exegesis, 
should first be determined before any conclusions concerning the religious background of the translator can 
be drawn (it should also be considered that possible interpolations came later) . 
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by the LXX, a fact that may exclude Jewish translators, although the Targumic character of the text does not 
exclude Jewish influence altogether.6 (3) Haefeli also concludes that it was translated from a Hebrew Vorlage 
that differed very little from the MT. A closer examination of the variants may reveal a Vorlage not unlike the 
one used by the LXX translators. The interdependency of the LXX, Targum and MT suggests some connection 
among them, although this is not necessarily on the level of their Vorlagen. (4) The Peshitta came into being 
over a considerable period of time and certain interpolations may have occurred in the course of its development. 
As far as Proverbs is concerned, all the deviations appeared in every ms. of the text of Proverbs, which indicates 
that the deviations, especially the pluses, were part of the text from the very beginning (cf. paragraph 2.2.4). 
Most of the differences among the texts and families of texts are of an orthographical nature and involve small 
units like suffixes.7 
Other important influences may have contributed to the Peshitta text. The influence of the LXX on the Peshitta 
is generally accepted,8 but the nature and the extent of this influence are diverse.9 The influence of the Targum 
on the Peshitta has also been researched, but the influence of the Midrash on the Peshitta version of Proverbs 
has not been treated_extensively. Although an attempt has been made to ascertain the influence of the Midrash 
and other Jewish exegetical material on the deviations in Proverbs, it should be borne in mind that some 
Midrashic material that may have influenced the text may be lost (Maori, 1975, p. vii). 
The religious split in the Syriac church during the fifth century is another possible influence on the Peshitta 
translation and has wider implications for the reconstruction of the Peshitta text as well.10 Strictly speaking the 
different text editions should be compared with one another to see if the division played any part in the 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Haefeli refers to his Meletemata Peschitthoniana, 1859. 
McCullough (1982, p. 25) states: "We might posit, for instance, that the Syriac O.T. was the work of 
Jewish Christians, and it can be argued that behind parts of it are clear signs of Targumic material." 
Cf. the text history, p. i-xii, of the published text. 
Dathe, J.A. 1796. De ratione versionis chaldicae et syriacae Proverbiorum Salomonis. Opuscula ad crisin 
et interpretationem V. T. spectantia, Leipzig; Baethgen, F. 1878. Untersuchungen iiber die Psalmen nach 
der Peschitta, Kiel; Credner, C. A. 1827. De prophetarum minorum versionis syriacae, quam Peschitto 
dicunt indole, Gottingae. 
Cook pp. 40-41 (1988) is of the opinion that Septuagintal influence in the Pentateuch has been 
overestimated in the past. 
The view of Rahlfs (1889, p. 165) would suffice: "Was wir sonst mi.ihsam suchen mi.issen, ist uns hier 
durch die Geschichte gegeben: die Handschriften der Peschitta zerfallen in zwei Familien, in die 
Nestorianischen und Jakobitischen. Dass diese beiden Gruppen sich gegenseitig beeinflusst haben sollten, 
ist bei dem Gegensatze (sic.) zwischen den Nestorianern und Jakobiten so gut wie ausgeschlossen. Wir 
konnen also durch Vergleichung der ostlichen and westlichen Gruppe einen gemeinsamen syrischen 
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translation of the Peshitta. The Leiden edition of the Ambrosian ms. is used in this particular study. There are 
also other editions. Pinkuss himself compared some editions with each other and according to him it seems on 
the surface that these editions originated from a common text. 11 If the Peshitta was translated early in the fifth 
century, one may perhaps not find any anti-Monophysite influences.12 Koster showed in his study of the text of 
Exodus that a relationship between the Nestorian and Jacobite mss. and other texts does exist. 
13 
Last but not least are the numerous cults that prevailed in the whole Syriac - speaking region. 14 The Peshitta 
may reflect some antiheretical influences, but since there are so many heretical views to contend with, it is 
almost impossible to unravel those passages in the Peshitta that speak against a particular sect or cult. 
2.2 What is the Peshitta? 
2.2.1 The character of the text 
The first impression is that there are no fundamental differences between the Peshitta version of Proverbs and the 
MT. That may imply that the translator worked from a Hebrew text that did not differ substantially from the 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Peschitta-Text herstellen , welcher mindestens so alt ist, wie die Trennung zwischen den Ostsyrern und 
Westsyrem, also wie das J. 484 oder 489." Cf. also the discussion by Dirksen (1985 , pp. 469-484). 
Ibid, p. 81: "Ich denke mir also das Verhaltnis von a (cod. Ambrosianus) zu u (cod. Urumiaer Ausgabe) 
derart, dass beide auf einen gemeinsamen Text zmiickgehen, der aber nach der Trennung der Kirchen bei den 
Ost- und Westsyrern eine Umgestaltung erfahren hat. Ein Vertreter dieses gemeinsamen, bei den 
Nestorianem umgestalteten Textes mag u (Urumiaer Ausgabe) sein, und in so weit mogen die ersten beiden 
von Rahlfs s. 165 aufgestellten Regeln richtig sein, aber ein Zusammengehen von a und u gegen g (Pariser 
Polyglotte) istjezt nicht mehr an und fiir sich entscheidend, da die Zeugen sich dann nicht wie 2: 1, sondern 
wie 1: 1 verhalten. Est ist also auch hier, wie bei Regel 2 eine besondere Untersuchung notig, auf welcher 
Seite ein blosser Fehler, oder eine absichtliche Korrektur vorliegt." 
Hiba, the successor to Bishop Rabbula (who died in 435/6) in the see of Edessa, was not unfavourable to 
the Nestorian party (Segal , 1970, p. 93). 
Koster (1977, pp. 529-532) states in his general conclusions that the text of the Western (Jacobite) 
tradition is very closely related to the ancient mss. (An-mss.) , while the Eastern (Nestorian) tradition is 
close to what he calls the standard text - "TR, the standard text, was originally none other than the text of 
the oldest Nestorian authorities, complete mss. as well as mas and 1-mss. Therefore, with the Peshitta we 
do not have to abandon , as so often happens, a possible distinction between the eastern and western 
tradition in order to show all the more clearly the discrepancy between the text of the ancient and the later · 
mss., for these two divisions coincide for the greater part: the difference between the western and eastern 
text is expressed in the differentiation between the BTR (An-mss.) and the TR text." 
The most important ones were the Gnostics, followers of Marcion in particular. Then there were the 
Manicheans, Elkesaites, Sabians and a number of pagan cults incorporated from neighbouring centres like 
Hierapolis (Segal, 1970, pp. 54-56). 
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MT. 15 This seems to be the general consensus, but a detailed study may still refute this probability. This does 
not mean that the Hebrew Vorlage is slavishly followed, or that every single word of the Hebrew was translated 
punctiliously, irrespective of the results. The translation character displays a rather flexible approach that would 
still do justice to the meaning of the Hebrew text. 
The style of translation in the Peshitta indicates a distinct inclination on the part of the translator towards 
simplicity and fluidity. There are many examples of this. 
Sometimes the translator made use of double translation (cf. 17. 3 i:TJ.~O - i<.c.::i r<.9 'i_s and 17. 9 i:i~'?~ -
r<;n::;,U.Cl ~; ) , omissions16 and reformulations17 to explain difficult Hebrew concepts and sentences. 
Certain verbs, conjunctions and suffixes are also treated freely in the Syriac rendition. The translator used the 
status constructus instead of adjectives and concrete concepts instead of abstracts. 18 Hebrew synonyms are 
sometimes rendered with one word (2. 16, 7. 5, 8. 19) and two different Hebrew words by one Syriac word19 (in 
such cases often with simpler, more general terms). Single Hebrew terms do not escape the tendency towards 
simplification either (8. 27 and 29 p~r;r becomes 11.::i~ and 10. 31 :i~: becomes j.j..::r.i.::r.i). Questions , 
especially rhetorical questions, are sometimes replaced by a negation (5. 20), confirmation (16. 16, 22. 27), 
denial or even conditional sentence (23. 25). 
The translator sometimes departed from his Vorlage as well. This does not mean that he altered the meaning of 
his text, but rather that he made a concerted effort to render the Syriac legible to the common reader. He deviated 
from the compendious and formal Hebrew style by inserting more particles like Cl and <l r< . This means that 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Existing differences that may be present, can already from the outset be explained by the fact that, as 
Haefeli (1927, p. 7) puts it: " .. die hebraische Textvorlage unpunktiert war, oder gehen aus einer 
bestimmten Dbersetzungsmanier hervor." 
In 17. 14b tziit;i~ :J'';JiJ lf;im,if ')~71 ("quit before the quarrel breaks out") is translated as~'Ul ~~ 
r<\0 .\x instead. The ·translator shortened the Syriac reading without damaging the sense at all. There are 
other more extensive omissions that involve small elements in the translation and were considered 
superfluous by the translator. Real minuses are very rare in the Peshitta text. Examples of the omissions 
are 1. 23 i1)iJ, 24. 31i1~iJ1,11. 231~' 20. 10 CJ~, 10. 22 ~·p, etc. 
A good example of such a reformulation is 12. 14a, where :i'JQ-ll:;l~~ tzi·~~·~ '')~O ("From the fruit of a 
man's lips he is filled with good things") in the MT is translated ~~J m.::r.itl.9 .. :;r<.9 ~ ("the 
good man is filled by the fruit of his mouth"). The Peshitta interpretation avoids ethical difficulties by 
qualifying the "man." The Hebrew statement may have been understood by the Peshitta translator to mean 
that a man will be rewarded for the better, irrespective of what such a man produces in speech; this is 
clearly in violation of the expressed view of Proverbs that wisdom is rewarded. 
In 25. 12 n~9~ Jt~-'?~ C~IJ' rr;iio ci:;i;i-•7r:n :iryt, t:ltl is rendered as ,Cl~ ;.m Cl r<.::i m 'I~ r<.x. 'lLI 
~.::r.i..x. ~ r<J" <l r<:JJ.,.:i.a:;" r<~ ClJ.m.:i.::r.i i<.J.:iro . r<.::i\,; cf. 9. 6, 11. 14, 24. 9, etc. 
In 26. 3 c:q~ ("strap") and JJ)9. ("halter") are both rendered r<~..01 ("rod"); in 28. 3 tz.il. and CJ']"l are 
rendered as r<J.:i.m.::r.i. Other instances appear in 8. 28 and 34, 10. 28, 11. 27, 15. 1, etc. 
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there are far more particles in the Peshitta version than can be accounted for in the MT.2° In the first seven 
chapters alone some 74 particles, mostly Cl's, were inserted in the translation.21 There may be some cases where 
the translator made some haplographical mistakes (6. 32, 28, 25). 
2.2.2 The Peshitta and the LXX 
Although the existence of a relation between the Peshitta and the LXX is generally accepted, there is no 
agreement on the nature of this particular relation.22 The versions themselves contain inherent difficulties, 
which should be considered. Neither the Peshitta, nor the LXX is a homogeneous work. This means that 
numerous translators/redactors perhaps participated in the development of both texts. Furthermore, the Peshitta 
text, used as basis for this study, is not an established text. Indeed, both texts comprise readings from various 
mss. (cf. Di Lella, 1979, p. vii; Rahlfs, 1971, pp. vi-xiv) . Text-critically, it is proper that all mss. should be 
compared with each other.23 It is also a known fact that different groups of translators worked on the LXX. The 
same applies to the Peshitta to some extent. It is not clear whether Proverbs was translated by one or more 
translators. 
The difficulty in determining the relation between the Peshitta and the LXX is compounded by the fact that the 
influence is of a sporadic nature (Barnes, 1901, p. 187; Goshen-Gottstein, 1963, p. 140). The Peshitta does not 
follow the LXX in all cases. The LXX also has far more pluses than the Peshitta. The interpolations from the 
LXX in the Peshitta are not consistent and lack an evident method.24 The only significant factor may be that so 
many agreements between the Peshitta and the LXX involve unclear or corrupt readings. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
This has major implications for a workable definition of the translation technique involved. Do we consider 
all these particles pluses or should we rather approach the translator's literalness from the point of view of 
the overall meaning of the sentence? 
Cook (1985a, p. 20) states that the Peshitta translator had a preference for syndetic constructions, which is 
clearly evident in the Proverbs version. 
Baumgartner, for instance, accepts the utilisation of the LXX by the Peshitta, but he rejects the view that 
it was employed by the translator at the beginning of the translation. The interpolations and alterations 
occurred much later; perhaps they were made in the seventh century by Paul of Tella. Pinkuss states that 
the LXX was directly used by the translator himself (Haefeli, 1927, p. 42; Pinkuss, 1894, p. 104 f.) . 
Fortunately, in the case of the Syriac translation, practically all variants in Proverbs, which reveal 
substantial connections with the LXX, appear in all the Syriac mss. with very little alterations, if any. 
This can point to the possibility that the insertions appeared at a very early stage, if not right in the 
beginning of the translation process of the Peshitta (cf. paragraph 2.2.4). 
One of the characteristics of the style of translation, already mentioned above, is the translator's preference 
for syndetic constructions. Particles like ~ and ~"" occur 10 times in the first six chapters of 
Proverbs and in these cases there is an equivalent in the MT in only one instance, i.e. Prov. 6.26 (';;>). A 
number of these particles have equivalents in the LXX, although some do not. The question is whether 
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2.2.3 The Peshitta and the Targum 
There is also a relation between the Peshitta text of Proverbs and the Targum of Proverbs. This is particularly 
clear when the Targum of Proverbs is compared with other Targums. The main difference between the Targum 
of Proverbs and other Targums is that the Targum of Proverbs discloses Syriac linguistic characteristics25 and 
substantially shares the exegesis of the Peshitta. 26 It has numerous Syriac forms and words. The Targum of 
Proverbs also lacks the extensive paraphrases found in the LXX and Peshitta; neither is there any haggadic 
materiat.27 It does not even share important additions like Prov. 9. 12 and 18 with the Peshitta.28 
Therefore, the main question is whether the Peshitta actually had the Targum as Vorlage. The opinions on the 
priority of the Targum are variect.29 Given the evidence of the Syriac influence and the characteristics of the 
Targum it seems plausible that the Targum made use of the Peshitta rather than the other way rounct.30 In a 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
these particles are translated from the Greek or whether some of them at least should be regarded as 
resulting from the translator's own style. 
Pinkuss (1894, p. 110) writes: "Die Sprache ist von vorwiegend Syrischer Farbung, der Wortschatz, 
Erscheinungen in Deklination und Konjugation sind grosstenteils syrisch. Mehr noch als das Angeftihrte 
spricht ftir die Prioritat von S der Umstand, <lass Tan mehr als 100 Stellen, wie ich oben gezeigt habe, mit 
G tibereinstimmt, wo auch S =Gist, und was noch mehr entscheidet, auch an einer Anzahl der Stellen, wo 
S wortlich = G ist." 
The Targum follows the MT closely and the characteristics that it shares with the Peshitta do not apply to 
the pluses, because there are virtually none at all in the Targum (cf. 24. 14, 28. 1 and footnote 35). The 
Targum apparently agrees with the Peshitta in no less than 300 of the 915 verses (cf. Haefeli, 1927, p. 43; 
Kaminka, 1931/2, p. 171). 
Cf. Haefeli (1927, p. 43): "es findet sich in diesem Targum keine haggadischen Auslegungen wie in den 
andem Hagiographen und keine Paraphrasen wie in den Targumen zu Job und zu den Psalmen." 
These two particular verses are good examples of how the Targum, in spite of translating only the Hebrew, 
still utilised the Peshitta to give an intelligible reading. In 9. 12 l? is replaced by l~El~? = ~..:i::...9.J~ 
("yourself') and r;i¥? is rendered as p•oo '1iln o~ ("If you are scoffing"); it reveals grammatical similarities 
with .:i::....::J r<am Ch ,r<a in the Peshitta. In 9. 18 ?::i = ~.::> (which is lacking in the MT). 
Kaminka (1931/2, p. 173) is of the opinion that the coinciding deviations of the Targum and the LXX 
suggest that the Targum is based on an early, pre-tannaitic Vorlage (third century B.C.) and that this is also 
used by the LXX (p. 174). In one of his examples, Prov. 31. 8 in the Peshitta is compared with two words 
in the LXX - My(\) 0Eo\I (with J'?m in the Targum) - unfortunately the rest of the clause in the Targum 
)'1 1~00 ~?1 - is ignored, which may be an interpretation of the Syriac r< Ch..:i::. run r< Chb.::i. The 
Peshitta may be based on the LXX and/or on v. 9 and the avoidance of ernv is perhaps due to the 
translator's reluctance to sound disrespectful as is the case in Prov. 14. 31, 16. 4, etc . He also ignores the 
numerous comparisons with the Peshitta and the fact that the Peshitta shares all the instances of agreement 
between the Targum and LXX (Pinkuss, 1894, p. 110; Haefeli, 1927, p. 43). 
Examples of this are the use of T~ ( = ""r< in the Peshitta; cf. 1. 2 and 3. 19) instead of Til and words 
ending in 1' (3. m. pl.) instead of p (cf. 4. 25, 5. 17, and 11. 3). 
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number of cases the Targum also agrees with the Peshitta as opposed to the MT.
31 
Thus either the Targum and 
the Peshitta are based upon the same Vorlag e, or the Targum was composed under the influence of the Peshitta 
(Levine, 1981, p. 12). There is grammatical evidence to support the priority of the Peshitta.32 Regarding the 
LXX, Pinkuss (1894, p. 110) states that, because of national resistance towards the Greek translation, the LXX 
could hardly have served as a Vorlage for the Targum translation.33 However, this would depend on the dating of 
the Targum text. 
A very important characteristic of the Targum is the fact that it contains numerous anti-anthropomorphisms (10. 
2, 19. 2, 24. 9, etc.) of which only a few instances (21. 13, 22. 11 and 28. 13) are shared with the Peshitta. 
However, the Peshitta translator did alter certain readings that he thought may be interpreted or perceived as 
being disrespectful towards God. Verses that may present God as having human traits were avoided as welI.
34 
2.2.4 The t~xt history and the pluses 
Ms. B. 21 (7al) Inferiore of the Ambrosian Library in Milan is the basis of the published text (by EJ Brill, 
Leiden, 1979) from which this study is made. Almost every ms. dated later than the 12th century has also been 
included in this study. This text is also the basis of the Peshitta database (cf. Cook, 1985a, p. 166). 
Only the most prominent pluses will be discussed here to indicate that variants - and pluses35 in particular -
were part of the Peshitta text at an early stage, if not at the very beginning, of the translation. 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
Cf. 1. 7, 4. 26, 5. 9, 7. 22 f., 9. 11, 16. 4, etc. 
Baumgartner argues that a number of "falsche Lesarten"in the Targum are undoubtedly caused by a defective 
understanding of the Syriac language. The Targum made use of the Syriac~ instead of the Aramaic n• as a 
sign of the accusative. Also of interest are translations in the Targum that display a tendency to 
compromise: in 11. 15 l! is translated as r<.o.."~ in the Peshitta; the Targum retains "J1?•n (=If) and 
adds ~p·,t?. In 17. 14 CJ~O, l\:)i~ reads i<::n" 'l.X.r<'I in the Peshitta; the Targum reads l'i1 ~r:n ,,~~ 
~·c. More examples appear in 10. 4, 13. 15, 17. 12, 27. 29, etc. 
In the tractate Sopherim 1,7 it says: "The day on which the Greek translation was made was as difficult for 
Israel as the day on which Israel made the Golden Calf in the Wilderness; for the Torah could not be 
translated adequately" (Orlinsky, 1975, p. 10; Strack, 1961, p. 414, vol. IV.1). 
In 3. 34 r?: -.9C1.u.c:a.JC1, 14. 31 t']).IJ (LXX; cf. 17 . 5), 16. 4b (LXX), 3. 30 - i1~1 :J'?Q~ ~?-o~. 10. 12 
i1~0~ i19.;>r;i, 29. 14 0']1 and 29. 18 )irQ, 1'!9· The Targum goes even further in some instances: cf. 10. 2, 
19. 2, 24. 9, etc. 
Pluses are those additions in the Peshitta text (compared to the MT) that add to the meaning of the Hebrew 
text in any particular verse. This implies that many small additions like the CJ will not be discussed, 
unless there are cases where they do indeed influence the meaning of the text to such an extent that their 
insertion cannot be regarded as merely part of the style or technique of the Peshitta translator, but that an 
external influence can be substantiated. 
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The first plus, rG.:::11 in Prov. 1. 16, appears unaltered in every ms., without exception. The same applies to the 
two adjectives of 2. 11. The substantial plus - "and my law like the pupil of the eye" in 4 .4 - appears in all 
mss. and the only difference in this verse is the ci that appears before ~in mss. 9cl, 915, lOcl.2, llcl , etc. 
This has no real implication for the plus with regard to the possible external influence in these sentences, since 
the plus probably appeared quite early in the history of the Peshitta text. 
Two of the most significant pluses in Proverbs are 9. 12 and 9. 18. Both are long pluses and they agree 
substantially with the LXX readings of these two verses. All Syriac mss. contain these pluses and the variations 
in the various texts stem from corrections and/or faulty interpretations by the copyist of the later text(s). For 
instance in 911, "'\"'.::n.1.1i~ci reads ~1.:i.1.1~ci, while '<Jr< is omitted, 1~ .. .:i.::z:. is singular in 12al fam., 
r<.:iici.1.1.::i reads r<.1.1iC1r<.:i in 915 and 1111.4, .9r< reads .9r<C1 in 6h16 and .:z:..J.::U is~ in 12al 
fam. In 9. 18 criChC1~reads roChci~, ~" i.:::ra" reads~ i.::n" in 7h6, 8al, 911, etc. and en.:i 
reads ab in 8al. It is clear that the majority of the pluses are not affected in the mss. and that they were 
probably always considered as part of the text of Proverbs from its beginning. 
The plus in 10. 25 appears without alteration in all the other mss .. The plus in 11. 16 appears unchanged in all 
mss. and in 12al only one word of the plus reads 'Cl en Ch ci~ ci~.:i instead of ,ci en i Ch Cl~.:i. In 11. 29 
'°" is written with a ci in some mss. (8al, 915, etc.) and <l.:::i.c:aCl is without ci in 12al fam. This does 
not affect the meaning of the sentence or the plus at all. The plus in 13. 13 appears in all mss. and the only 
deviation in this verse is ~.:i.1.1ChJ , which reads ~.:i.1.1Ch.::n in 6h16 and has no influence on the meaning of 
the verse. In the case of 13. 23 all the mss. concur. 
The two doublets in 14. 22 appear unchanged in all mss. and only in 7h6 does r<Ch.:i~ appear without a 
seyame. In 14. 23 the plus has no deviation in any ms. and in only two cases do ..9 ..!"'" and <l~.::n.::n ci read 
.9"'.l'"'" (in llcl ) and r<.J~~.::n.::n Cl (in 1115), respectively . In 14. 35 there is an extra Cl before ~ .. .:::i Ch" in 
several mss. and Cl before ~ci i in llc 1. 
Prov. 6. 19 has no deviation among the mss . and in the case of 16. 23 the noun r<..:::i~ is lacking in 12a fam. 
(this is probably due to a reading mistake). Prov. 17. 9, 18. 3 and 18. 22 agree in all mss. In Prov. 19. 14 
r<.JChici .. reads r<.JiChci .. in 7al and in 7h6, leaving the plus untouched (cf. 17. 2, where 7al reads the same 
word). The sentence in 19. 22 reads substantially the same in all mss., with only minor differences such as the 
omission of the ci before .:i~ in 12al fam. 
Prov. 20. 4 and 15 have no different readings in any ms. In 20. 19 the plus is lacking in 9cl, lOcl, l lcl and 
12al fam. However, all the earlier mss. and some of the later mss. contain this addition. As far as external 
influence is concerned, this plus was inserted in the Peshitta text at an earlier stage of its development and later 
omissions can perhaps be regarded as corrections, since this particular plus is somewhat superfluous and it was 
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obviously inserted from another verse.36 Chapter 21. 13 and 19 have no deviations in any of the mss. Prov. 22. 
3 has small changes like an extra Cl in only one ms. (6h 16) and Cl ;..cc..u Cl and Cl 'i::ll are singular in this 
particular ms. as well. Prov. 22. IO has one orthographical change in llcl. In 22. 11 the~ ( the accusative 
sign before t<J.. r<) is lacking in 12al fam., but it does not affect the plus in the least. The same applies to 22. 
13 where one difference of preposition ( Ch....::i for .:i ) in 7h6 does not alter the meaning of the Syriac text. In 
23. 30 the "'before di ... r< is omitted from 7al and 10c2, while r<;.::n..u.:i is lacking in 6h16, 7h6 and 8al 
(probably considered superfluous in this context). The long plus appears in all mss. 
A change in orthography in one ms. and the lack of one Cl in another ms. do not affect the plus or the phrases of 
Prov. 25. 13 at all. There is a substantial addition in 25. 20, which is represented in all mss., and only Cl en 
(probably considered tautological, because there is another Cl en next to it) is lacking in 9cl and 12al, while 
r<;di ... is plural in 8al, 9cl, IOcl.2 and llcl. In 26. 13 r<...;r<Cl reads r<~..\,.cCl in 7h6 and seems to be a 
correction based on 22. 13. 
In 27. 21 r<c.:i is omitted in 7h6 and 8al and is perhaps superfluous, since ~ i.s does convey the meaning 
of "crucible". Once again, this omission does not affect the plus, which is present in all mss. without alteration. 
For 28. 13 there is one change in orthography in 12al fam . and the important plus - r< en~ r< - is present in all 
Peshitta mss. 
An important variant is r<.,;r<"' r<.,;~in Prov. 30. 30, which appears in all the mss. 
It is clear that most of the differences among mss. result from ordinary grammatical or reading mistakes, which 
are commonly associated with copying from one text to another. There are some rare corrections that can easily 
be explained in the context of the sentence, or the book as a whole (cf. 26. 13). The basic influences that were 
prevalent at the very beginning of the translation of Proverbs may have largely been unaffected by the repeated 
translation and copying of texts in the course of the development of the Peshitta translation. 
36 It is probably inserted from 10. 14, which gives the same view expressed here in 20. 19; cf. the discussion 
of this verse in chapter 20 of the study. 
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3. Translation technique 
3.1 Introduction 
Translation technique is crucial for the correct identification and judgement of the variations in the Peshitta 
version of the book of Proverbs. The medieval ideal of word-for-word translation had its beginnings in Bible 
translations. When Jerome referred to "the Holy Scriptures, where even the word order is a mystery", he did not 
refer to a new ideal, but rather to the experience of five centuries of Bible translation (Brock, 1984, p. 81). The 
dilemma then, as now, was the tension between a verbum e verbo and a sensus de sensu translation. In other 
words, the translator attempted either to bring the reader closer to the original, which is the aim of a verbum e 
verbo translation, or to bring the original closer to the reader, as the case with a sensus de sensu translation. 
During the course of his work the translator himself was confronted with a choice regarding his technique. The 
approach of the translator towards his task was influenced by several factors. Firstly, he had to determine the 
nature of the text. Secondly, he needed to assess the importance of the two languages involved and, finally, he 
had to ascertain the extent to which the source language was still understood (Brock, 1984, p. 73). In the case of 
Syriac, the Greek language had a considerable influence on the development of the Syriac language. The 
translation of the Bible in particular provided the Syriac-speaking world with a ready-made paradigm of style, 
vocabularly and idiom within which intellectual discourse and literature could be produced (cf. McCullough, 
1982, p. 9). 
In the West, the practice of verbum e verbo translation was wellknown some time before the period of biblical 
translation commenced. Roman administrative and legal documents were translated quite literally so that the 
reader could understand the precise meaning of the original language. In other words, the Greek language always 
referred the reader to the Latin. The Greek text (of a legal document, for instance) is a word-for-word translation 
of the Latin, irrespective of the clarity of the Greek rendering to the reader. If the reader understood Latin well he 
could easily have reconstructed the Latin from the Greek. In cases where the text was too obscure, it was 
elucidated by an expositor. 1 The expositor had an important role to play as long as literal translations were the 
norm and where none existed it became imperative to render translations more freely (Brock, 1984, p. 78). 
Regarding the matter of translation technique in a bilingual milieu Brock (1984, p. 74) states: "The 
availability of such an expositor is essential if the techniques of literal translation are to be pushed to the 
extreme. Thus the literal school of Greek biblical translation, culminating in the work of Aquila (early 
second century), is only a practical proposition in Palestine, where many Jews were bilingual: this is why 
the Egyptian Jews, to whom Hebrew was mostly unknown, chose to regard the Septuagint as inspired 
rather than to correct it and t~us render it virtually unintelligible. Likewise the Syriac school of translators 
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The role played by the prestige of a language is well illustrated by the history of the Syriac translations from 
Greek. The earliest examples from the fourth and fifth centuries were translated freely into Syriac and Greek 
idioms were rendered in words that would be easily understood by the reader. From about the middle of the fifth 
century the Syriac church came under Hellenistic influence and suddenly the Greek wording became important, 
while the importance of Syriac waned.2 Even biblical quotes coincided with the Greek renditions at the cost of 
the Syriac Bible.3 This new importance afforded to the Greek language of necessity altered the translation 
technique of translators. The translator's whole approach to the text is influenced by the prestige of any given 
language. We can thus expect Hellenistic influences in a milieu where an international language like Greek was 
respected to such a considerable degree. Whether this influence is prevalent in the Peshitta is entirely dependent 
on the date and locality of the Peshitta translation. 
The case is different for religious texts. It was considered more important to bring the reader closer to the text.4 
In ancient Egypt there was a general suspicion of any translation. When translation was finally practised the 
original language dominated and a literal approach was followed. Later, Judaism also objected to translations, 
primarily to protect Jewish cultural life against domination by larger cultures. The Hebrew Bible was the focal 
point of Jewish national life (Brock, 1984, p. 79 ff.). 
In the Christian church literal translations became important for different reasons. In the biblical sphere the 
Septuagint became the authoritative text. Controversy with the Jews compelled the church to obtain a text that 
corresponded with the Jewish text; the result was the Hexapla of Origin. 
Outside the Bible, literalness became important due to the swift dissemination of sects. The avoidance of 
dubious readings in translations of orthodox writers became paramount. This was to dispel any accusation of 
heretical views on the part of the translator and to protect the common reader against such views. 
2 
3 
4 
of patristic and biblical literature was also the product of a bilingual culture where the source language had 
an overriding prestige." 
Numerous works were translated into Syriac; among them the writings of Clement, Titus of Bostra and 
Eusebius, and other theological treatises. The Schools of Edessa were responsible for Nestorius, Diodorus 
of Tarsus (before 435) and many other Greek authors (Segal, 1970, p. 165 - 166). 
This factor can never be underestimated in the study of the Peshitta either. In so many instances (discussed 
further on) Proverbs in the Peshitta does not merely follow the Greek language, i.e. with regard to the 
structure of the verses and the meaning of words. In fact, the Greek version of Proverbs itself commanded 
respect and therefore the interpretation of the Greek readings was trusted in difficult cases (examples of this 
are also discussed further on, from chapters I to 31). 
This probably applied to the Peshitta. The reader was important to the translator and the importance of the 
LXX, coupled with the various sects and cults in Mesopotamia, all contributed to the technique followed in 
the rendering of Proverbs into Syriac. 
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Literal translations can inhibit the translator as well. He has to find new techniques to translate the source 
language. Certain syntactical anomalies are created in order to deal with a verbum e verbo translation and should 
not be automatically attributed to an inability to translate. The receptor language and not the source language 
was the translator's first language. The development of the Syriac language was also enhanced by Greek 
"nfl 5 1 uence. 
Lastly, it needs to be mentioned that the categories "literal" and "free" are not absolute, but relative and are also 
subject to the definition of "literal" employed. The modem concept of "free" generally did not exist in the world 
of the LXX or biblical translation (Barr, 1979, p. 281).6 
3.2 Lexical f ea tu res 
Technical terms form one category of lexical features and there are various ways to translate them, e.g. 
transcription, etymological translation (usually a neologism), or a cultural equivalent. A general lexical 
similarity is usually the aim, the focus being on what the translator may consider the most important elements 
in the vocabularly of the source language. This practice ignores the possibility that concurrences in any two 
languages do not have the same semantic field. In the minds of past translators the importance of using the same 
word in the receptor language might have overshadowed all other considerations. However, sometimes the 
process of analogy aided the techniques of literal translations. Features that already exist in the receptor language 
were stretched to the limit to serve their purposes. An example of this is the manipulation of the Greek reflexive 
pronoun. In Syriac literature m ~ can be found after a word like m..:z:...9.J, indicating the ethical dative (also 
after verbs, especially of motion). The seventh century translator used this as a good equivalent for alauT6v. 
Analogous to this, many new equivalents appeared that were distinctly non-Syriac; alauT6v, lauT6v, etc., 
became "\~•~.Ji<, ,am.J, ,a.Jm, etc. 
Another irnporant lexical feature especially relevant to Proverbs, is the importance of metaphors. Metaphors, by 
implication, may defy literalness, since the receptor language operates in a different cultural milieu and may 
never be satifactorily translated from a literal point of view. 
5 
6 
The translation of the church's Scriptures into Syriac gave the language a ready-made model for all prose 
and poetry in the Syriac church. All the important Syriac writers were to reflect the language, idiom and 
thought of the Scriptures (cf. McCullough, 1982, p. 26). 
Barr (1979, p. 281) mentions "types" of literalness. For instance, depending on our definition of literalness 
and the extent to which a translation deviates from it, the freedom of such a translation can be established. 
Books, like Proverbs, that may be considered free translations also contain literal methods in translation. 
Thus literalness sometimes means that these methods were practised more constantly. 
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3.3 The translation technique followed in Proverbs (Peshitta) 
Several criteria are applied to establish a workable translation technique for the translator of Proverbs. These 
criteria are: word consistency, the representation of all Hebrew elements with relevant Syriac equivalents, word 
order, quantitative representation and the linguistic appropriateness of lexical choices.7 The first criterion can be 
investigated successfully with the aid of the computer (cf. Cook, 1985, p. 8; Cook, 1988, p. 35 ff.). It should 
be stressed that the results can serve only as a guideline and cannot replace the manual investigation of each 
instance, particularly in cases where there are major differences. The same applies to other criteria. What may 
seem like a very free rendering may in fact be a legitimate translation when seen within the context of the text 
itself and when some factors beyond the scope of the above-mentioned criteria are borne in mind. 
3.3.l Representation of Hebrew elements with Syriac equivalents 
A logical consequence of consistency is that translators divided the Hebrew text into meaningful segments that 
are represented by Syriac equivalents. This segmentation can be easily done by computer. But here problems 
may also arise. In Proverbs for instance, there are cases where some elements that appear in the Peshitta 
translation have no lexical equivalents in the Hebrew text, although these elements may be implied in the 
Hebrew text and omitted for various reasons. 
3.3.2 Word order 
In the case of biblical translation where word order was once considered sacred, the reproduction of the correct 
word order may be essential. The consistent representation of word order can be a very clear feature of a literal 
translation. Problems may arise if the receptor language has only one equivalent for two different words in the 
source language, or vice versa. 8 The book of Proverbs, however, presents its own unique problems. For 
instance, in various cases the prosaic style of Proverbs in the Hebrew text ignores word order for the sake of 
rhyme or it demands an unnatural word order for reasons of parallelism, chiasm or emphasis. The Peshitta 
translator was forced to change the word order to render the sentences meaningful for the Syriac reader. 
7 
8 
These definitions ofTov's agree basically with Barr's "distinguishable modes of difference" between literal 
and nonliteral translations: (1) The division into elements or segments, and the sequence in which these 
elements are represented. (2) The quantitative addition or subtraction of elements. (3) Consistency or non-
consistency in the rendering, i.e. the degree to which a particular versional term is used for all (or most) 
cases of a particular term of the original. (4) Accuracy and level of semantic information, especially in 
cases of metaphor and idiom. (5) Coded etymological indication of formaVsemantic relationships obtaining 
in the vocabulary of the original language. (6) Level of text and level of analysis. 
One example is the Hebrew infinitive absolute, which has no equivalent in Syriac. This is reproduced as 
,m + 11, after which a perfectum, imperfectum or participle follows. 
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Furthermore, the Hebrew word order, being sometimes forced, could be interpreted in various ways. Neither 
could the Syriac translator be accused of nonliteralness in the face of rendering the Syriac unintelligible or too 
cryptically should he have retained the Hebrew word order. 
3.3.3 Quantitative representation 
Because of stereotyping and a literal approach in general , some translators find it imperative to translate each 
element with a corresponding concept in the receptor language. Others did not hesitate to add descriptive 
elements or to subtract whatever they considered superfluous also in the name of literalness. Quantitative 
representation was not important to the Peshitta translator of Proverbs and, due to the cryptic style of the 
Hebrew and grammatical peculiarities of Syriac, perhaps impossible as well. Examples of both are Prov. 21. 1, 
where iTJiT;-,~:;i 17Q~::J? c:i;:i-·~'?ti reads ,{ mj. ,{" >ma 'lJ ~..::i r<.::i.~.~n m..::ij. r<...:ij" r<.s ~ ~ i< 
in the Peshitta, and Prov. 20. 12, where C\:n~-c~ reads merely ~,{ in the Peshitta. The Peshitta simplified 
various idiomatic Hebrew phrases with more or fewer words as well. Whereas the MT text is cryptic, with no 
apparent connection between independent sentences (especially from chapter 9 onwards), the Peshitta treats every 
sentence as ordinary, logical, fluent readings with very real connections with other verses in the immediate 
vicinity of the readings, and with comparable readings elsewhere in the text as well. Thus, this whole approach 
to the text precludes an exact quantitative representation of the Hebrew in Syriac. 
3.3.4 Word consistency 
If the translation of Proverbs is to be considered a literal one, the translator needed to translate, as best he could, 
every Hebrew element, root or construction with exactly the same Syriac equivalent throughout the entire text. 
A statistical analysis of the trend cannot consider the context of each sentence, although it does give some 
indication of the literalness of a given translation. To add to the perspective of the translation technique, 
cognisance should be taken of the exceptions, if any, among the various words studied. In Proverbs there are a 
number of words that characterise the central themes of the book, which seemed appropriate for such an analysis, 
especially words that contain concepts such as wisdom, foolishness and teaching. 
Where the translator made a lexical choice, the extent to which he retained the choice should be studied. For 
instance, the context, limitations of the receptor language, and his own style may have forced the translator to 
choose another synonym. In such cases the translation may not be considered nonliteral. As long as the 
semantic field of these words covers the same ground it remains a literal translation. Other considerations in 
Proverbs like harmonisation, moralisation and own inner convictions may have prompted the translator to use 
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another word. That the Syriac translator of Proverbs was particularly subtle in this regard is evident from the 
analysis of the following words.9 
3.3.4.1" Chastening" (icic) 
There are 27 instances of icio in Proverbs, of which 23 are rendered as r< Ch cP1 ;.:;n in the Peshitta. The 
general Greek term in the LXX is iraL8dav. The first exception in the Peshitta is 1. 8, where r<."1 t'l~.J 
("law") is read instead (irm8dav in the LXX). The Peshitta reading may be a harmonisation with n")il'l in 
the second clause of the same verse. In 7. 22 i9~0 is rendered as mi t'l."1 r< ("chain") in the Peshitta text 
(8EaµovS' in the LXX). Fichtner (BH, p. 1103) mentions that other versions have a different vocalisation for 
icio. The Hebrew of this whole clause is uncertain and the Peshitta may have been influenced by the LXX, 10 
or it had a different Hebrew Vorlage. In 13. 24 and 15. 3311 the Peshitta reads r<'li and r<.J..9~Ci ... ,12 
respectively (iraL8EVEL, iraL8da in the LXX). Both words are synonyms of icio and appropriate in their 
contexts. 
3.3.4.2 11 Wisdom 11 (c;:,n) 
Of the abundant instances of the word "wisdom" 35 occurrences read i10)n in Proverbs. The Peshitta version 
differs from the MT in only two readings - the rest of the version reads r<~ consistently. In 15. 33 and 
28. 26 it is translated as tG~" and r<en Cl~ .. ~ Ch, respectively (the LXX reads ao4>Ca in both instances). 
Prov. 15. 33 in the Peshitta is perhaps a harmonisation with 16. 21, 22 and should be judged in that context. 
Prov. 28. 26 likewise may be based on 2. 7 and 10. 9. 
In Proverbs c:m is translated quite consistently with the term 7-J..:::i..u (also 7-J..1..:::i..u ). The only deviation is in 
Prov. 11. 30, where the whole sentence has a different meaning in the Peshitta and it is either based on a 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Since the following words have been obtained from the CATTS Database it was inevitable that words with 
different meanings, but with similar roots, would also be identified in the course of the search . These 
derivatives were not discarded, because they throw some light on the relation between the versions and 
consequently they are also included under the different headings. Because the important deviations will be 
analysed more extensively further on in this study and include many of the words, the discussion of the 
words is cursory and serves merely to be indicative of the main contention that the translation technique of 
the Peshitta version of Proverbs is relatively literal and that a statistical utilisation of word consistency is 
not sufficient grounds for judging literalness. 
The Peshitta follows the LXX in the whole clause - "like a dog in chains." 
Cf. the discussion of cnn in the next paragraph. 
Important mss. like 7al and 7h6 read ~ Cl.::J~ ( = "spring," "source") instead. This is probably due to 
deliberate harmonisation with 16. 22 and the reading in these mss. should not be accepted. 
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different Vorlage, or it is interpreted differently. 13 Either way, it should not be judged on the same terms as 
other cases. The fact is that a "wrong" reading of the Vorlage cannot serve as a basis for establishing word 
consistency with the intent of establishing the translation technique of this text as a whole. In any case, c:in is 
translated consistently in the Peshitta. 
ni~O, appears in 1. 20; 9. 1; 14, 1 and 24. 7 and there are a further 16 cases of C::l'r.i.::m, which are all translated 
with r<: ()i,:,a..o..u, r<:,:,a .. ..o..u, etc. 
3.3.4.3 11 Discern 11 (}':J.) 
There are 48 different cases of J':l in Proverbs. In the Peshitta 34 of them read some form of the root ~. In 
six cases 7J..o..u is used and in five others ~'LI • In 23.1 ~'I ci ()i..::z:. r< is used for r:m J':I and in a sense may 
represent a minus. The first three variants are practical choices and have no influence on the literalness of the 
translation from a semantic point of view. However, it is unclear why these variations are used and there is no 
clear contextual pattern for their preference. Theological tendencies may also be ruled out and it is perhaps only 
intertextual harmonisations that may throw some light on them. 
The utilisation of ()i-w in place of i1~·;;i~ in 7. 7 is probably due to the interpretation by the translator, since 
the teacher (i.e. father) is the subject in v. 6 onward, while the loose women is the subject in the Peshitta (and 
the LXX). The LXX has no equivalent for i1r;;i~ in v. 7. The rest of this verse in the Peshitta agrees with the 
MT. 
In 9. 6 the term i1t~ 1/J.:;i is translated as r<:()i.s';~ i<..uicir< and this is suitable for the context of this 
verse. 
Ji~, in 10. 13 is not translated at all in the Peshitta. Although the Peshitta reading agrees with the LXX, it may 
perhaps be based on the same Vorlage as the MT and only interpreted like the LXX. 
The Peshitta does not agree with the MT or the LXX in 14. 15. The Peshitta reads~ ~ ~ ..::z:. 'i..9 
for il~~7 ]';;i; and is thus a very good equivalent for the Hebrew text. Consequently, the literalness of the 
translation is not affected. Fichtner proposes a Hebrew reading of i1:J1tlin? instead of il~~7 to concur with 
µETdvoLav in the LXX. 
In 15. 14 the Peshitta reads r<.J~'l ~instead of Ji~, :i7 and the LXX reads 1Cap8Ca 6p0i]. 
13 
The Peshitta reads <l Ci~ 'I r<Ch..::z:..9.J "'l..:J ~.~:rrn ("the souls of the unrighteous are scattered") 
compared to l:l;?IJ ni~;i~ 11p?1 ("he who wins souls is wise"). 
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In 18. 15 the MT and the LXX read )i:J~. and 4>pov(µov, respectively, while the Peshitta translator has decided 
on r<..ui ~ - perhaps because of the broader context. 
The Peshitta is again influenced by the LXX in 24. 12; it reads r<.s..:::i, which agrees with yLVWCJKEL. 
In 28. 2 the Peshitta interprets the Hebrew Vorlage and differs substantially from the LXX as well and i<ii..'11 
is in the plural. 
In 28. 16 the Hebrew concept niJ~::Jf;l. i9q is translated as ~ i um.u (this is a frequent Syriac expression 
and it is often used to indicate the ignorant). This seems to be an appropriate semantic equivalent and serves well 
in the context of the sentence. The Hebrew reading may also be corrupt. Fichtner (BH, p. 1190) proposes that 
the last word should read m~1:Jn. The LXX reads lv8dis irpoa68wv - "lacking revenue". 
It is clear from the above discussion that the translation of the root r::i is relatively literal if the semantic 
synonyms are also incorporated in the definition of literalness and it is not restricted to the use of one specific 
Syriac word. Most of the variants may be explained on contextual grounds, while others may be used because of 
different interpretations. 
3.3.4.4" Evil" (l1i) 
This word and its different forms occur no less than 65 times in Proverbs, of which 53 are rendered with some 
form of .:z:. .. ..:::i, mostly r<~.:z:. .. ..:::i. 
The first exception appears in 3. 30 where the Peshitta has no equivalent for il.!)1 at all, since the Peshitta has 
no v. 30b in its text and this verse therefore represents a minus. 
In 20. 14 the Hebrew is interpreted quite differently and vv. 14 to 19 do not appear in the LXX at all. 
.l)';r:J'{ in 25. 20 reads r<..:::i~ r<..:::i~ in the Peshitta. The Peshitta agrees with the LXX's Kap8(av >.virEL. 
This verse has a long addition, which manifests similarities with the LXX. Therefore this verse has a different 
interpretation than in the MT and may be based on another Vorlage or is perhaps influenced by the LXX. 
3.3.4.S"Man" (C1M) 
en~ occurs 45 times in Proverbs, of which 38 instances read either r<.x..i r< i..:::i , r<.::i::.J i..:::i, or r<.::c..i r< ..:i=i in 
the Peshitta. In four cases the translator used r<i..:::i~ . It is not clear why the translator used r<i..:::i~in these 
cases. However, since it really makes no difference to the text and unless there is a profound religious intention 
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involved in the specific choice of words, it is probably used merely as a variation. The LXX used dv8pot; , 
dvfip, and dv0pwiros, which are the usual renditions of c::n~ in the LXX. 
In 3. 13 the Peshitta reads r<-ui:i.=i -i.::i for C::J11$. The LXX has 0VJ]TOS' ("a mortal"). Fichtner proposes that 
rd~ or rZiiJ~ should be read (as in the LXX and one ms. from Kennicott). This may well have been the reading of 
the Peshitta Vorlage, unless the Peshitta reading is based on the LXX. 
In 15. 20 Cit$' is translated as r<-i.::i ci and it coincides with vlos in the LXX. According to Fichtner some 
eight mss. read ?•o::i1:ii. It is therefore quite probable that this rendition is literal. 
CJ,~ is not translated by the Peshitta translator in 28. 12. The LXX reads dv0pwiroL. It seems that the 
translator made a reading mistake, adding "man" at the beginning of v. 13. 
3.3.4.6"Unjust" (lHDE>) 
The MT has 14 instances of l1rD£l, of which 12 are rendered as rLlcU in the Peshitta. The LXX reads 
dµapT£a (cf. 10. 18 - dµapT£av) . 
According to Fichtner (BH, p. 1176) Prov. 18. 19 is not a clear text and should perhaps read l11rli instead. The 
LXX, Syriac, and Vulgate have the equivalent of l1rti1J. Since the Peshitta agrees with the LXX ( i u ~~ = 
~OTJ0ovµEvos), it follows that, either the Peshitta Vorlage read l11ZiiJ, or it is based on the LXX due to an 
unintelligible reading in the Vorlage. 
The Peshitta also agrees with the LXX in 28. 2lb - ~~.x..::n = diro8waETaL for the verb l1tQ~~ 
3.3.4.7"Knowledge" (n.vi) 
The important root n~ occurs 49 times in Proverbs and is consistently (without a single exception) translated 
with ~'LI in the Peshitta. 
3.3.4.8" Kindness" (ion) 
There are 12 instances of ,on in Proverbs. The LXX translates this word with t> .. ET)µoavVT], t >..Ecilv (14 . 
21), etc. The Peshitta reads r< ~ ci.=i~ six times, :;;ia.u i three times, and r< .. .ra.u ( 11. 17), '\'. ;~ 1~ ci 
(14, 34) and ~.u once each. The last three cases are all legitimate variants within their contexts. 
In 11. 17 r< .. .ra.u forms a better contrast to "cruel" in the context of this verse. In 14. 34 Fichtner (BH, p. 
1172) makes a sound proposal , namely that ,901 should be altered to read 19/Jl instead ("sin is a shame to any 
nation"). In 25. 10 the MT reads: "lest he who hears you brings shame upon you". The Peshitta correctly reads 
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~ ("to put to shame") instead; the translator probably had no alternative. It is interesting to note that in 
20. 28 the Peshitta (as does the MT - 1C?,IJ) reads r<en a..::i .. ~ twice; the LXX has 8LKaLoavvri and 
l AETlµoavvri , respectively. 
3.3.4.9" Work" (,::i.11) 
The root 1:J.IJ appears 12 times in Proverbs in the MT. In two cases it is employed as a verb (12. 11, 28. 19). In 
both cases it is read as a verb in the Peshitta and can be translated likewise: "He who works the land, has enough 
bread". The Peshitta, however, uses .u~..9 , while the LXX reads lpya(cSµe-vos in both instances. The 
Peshitta verb is more suitable in the context of the verses in which it appears and it does not impair the 
literalness of the translation. 
The deviation from the MT that occurs in 12. 9 is entirely due to the personal interpretation of the Peshitta 
translator of an awkward Hebrew reading. The verse in the MT reads: "A humble man who works for himself 
(i'? i;;i?.) is better than a great man who lacks bread". The Peshitta reads rn.x...9.J .x..::n.x..::rn instead (the 
LXX has BovAEVwv eavT~). The Peshitta reading suits the context and there is a remote possibility that the 
translator wanted to prevent the translation of i'? i;;i?. to be read as "he has a slave" (cf. the discussion in 
chapter 12). 
The root 1:J.IJ appears in 11. 29, 14. 35, 19. 10, 22. 7, 30. 22, 17. 2, 29. 19 and 30. 10, where the Peshitta 
reads r<~ throughout. The LXX reads olKETTlS', BovAEV<TEL, otKiTaL, etc. The Peshitta rendering of 
1:J.IJ is relatively consistent and, taking into account the merits of each respective case that deviates from the 
MT, the translation of this word can be considered to be quite literal. 
3.3.5 Linguistic precision 
It is clear from the discussion of the various words above that mere consistency in the use of words does not 
suffice to determine the translation technique. Linguistic precision or adequacy should also be considered. As a 
means of establishing the translation technique employed by the translator, this criterion of linguistic precision 
is very subjective. It cannot be statistically described to gain a satisfactory perspective regarding the extent of 
literalness involved. Every word has its own merits and should be judged in its own context. 
On the whole, the Peshitta translator attempted to present as accurate a text as possible to the reader and thus 
cognisance must have been taken of the precise form and content of all the words in his Vorlage. The precision 
with which this is done reflects the translator's attempt at a literal translation; but this in turn depends on how 
the translator understood the text, which can and probably did differ from our modern perspective. Some 
instances in this study may initially appear to convey an addition or a deviation , which could be construed to 
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contain some external influence. However, closer analysis may instead reveal such an instance as an attempt by 
the translator to give a linguistically precise equivalent of the Vorlage. 14 
3.3.6 The consistency of smaller units 
These smaller units comprise mostly particles, conjunctions and prepositions like t:l~, i and?. These units were 
not translated consistently at all. The translator added the units wherever he considered it necessary. This 
phenomenon is due largely to the Syriac grammar and structure, 15 coupled with the translator's apparent 
intention to render a fluid translation and to clarify the relation between verses. 
There are no less than 210 i's in the first seven chapters of Proverbs (MT) that are rendered by means of ct in the 
Peshitta. The Peshitta contains another 62 ct's, which have no equivalent in the MT at all. Furthermore, in 
another seven cases the ct replaces particles and/or elements like? , 1£1 and t:l~ of the MT. Two i's in the MT 
are equivalent to "· Four instances are replaced with X" and six are rendered as ;.,~in the Peshitta; the 
majority of these renditions (i.e. in the Peshitta) have equivalents in the LXX. In three cases the Peshitta also 
reads 1~ instead of t:l~. 
The majority of these particles (as far as the Peshitta translation is concerned) are inserted to maintain the logical 
connections between clauses, which are implied in the meaning of the Hebrew text. It would therefore perhaps 
be misleading to make any assumptions from the statistical analysis of these smaller units and they should 
rather be judged by manual, contextual comparisons between the MT and the Peshitta. 
3.4. Conclusion. 
With the anomalies of the Peshitta translation taken into account and on the basis of the criteria discussed 
above, the Peshitta version of Proverbs can be considered a relatively literal translation. In many cases the 
differences between the Peshitta and the MT indicate a desire on the part of the translator to clarify his Vorlage; 
he did not change the Hebrew sense deliberately. Because the translation technique seems to be relatively literal, 
it is to be expected that the translator would not have liberally inserted foreign material into the text. The pluses 
may have occurred in the translator's Vorlage, or alternative reasons must be sought for their being inserted. 
14 
15 
In this study it has been necessary to discuss these instances as well, since they are contentious. 
In his study on the relation between the Peshitta Pentateuch and Jewish exegesis Maori (1975, p. iv) also 
refers to the ct's and states: "The phenomenon of an added waw is found in hundreds of cases in P. In most 
cases such an addition merely reflects t~e demands of Syriac style, and is not a function of exegesis. Hence 
one should be careful of over-exegesis." The same opinion applies to other smaller elements such as 
particles, whic,;h have no equivalent in the MT, as well. 
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When the variants in the Peshitta are analysed, the translation technique should always be considered in 
conjunction with other factors such as text history, the milieu of translation, other versions and exegetical or 
nonexegetical material. 
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Chapter 1 
In this chapter the Syriac text has, in comparison with the MT, two additions, neither of which appears in the 
LXX. These additions are rG..:::i1 in 1. 16 and r<...h ~ r<.J~t<CJ in 1. 26. Apart from these two pluses , 
the Syriac translation generally follows the MT reading. The LXX exhibits numerous other deviations from the 
MT and the text seems to concur less with the MT than the Peshitta does. These deviations in the LXX should 
be examined more closely, because in later chapters most of the pluses in the Peshitta coincide to a large extent 
with the LXX readings. It is thus important to establish as far as possible the inter-relationship of the Peshitta, 
the LXX and the MT (inter alia). 
The deviations of the LXX occur in 1. 4, 7, 11, 18f, 22, 28 , 31, and 32. In 1. 4, 22 and 32 o;~o~7 was 
translated in the LXX with three different words, all of which have a positive connotation in translation. The 
Peshitta translator, true to his more conservative translation technique, rendered all three instances with the word 
Prov. 1. 7 is a very interesting case as far as the relationship of the Peshitta with the MT and the LXX is 
concerned. The LXX has a substantial addition, 1 while the Peshitta has none. Instead of the couplet of the MT, 
the LXX has a quatrain, which reads as follows: 
'Apxfi oocpCas cpo~os 0Eo0, 
ovvEO"LS' 8£ dya~ miO"L To'Ls TTOLot:loLv alhi1v· 
Evoi~ELa 8€ ds 0Eov dpxfi atoOi1oEws, 
oocpCav 8€ Kat traL8ECav doE~ELS' £eovOnr11oovoLv. 
The third line appears to be a doublet of the first (except that the terms "wisdom" and "knowledge" exchange 
places), although it may also represent an original parallelism.2 
The Syriac reads '<·~J.x. i< ~CJ 'I ;.::r.1C1 "'" i< ~~ 'IJ . ,<., ;.:::ra" m ~~.u 'I i< ~.:::ra..:::i.u .X.J; 
rd.Ci~, which resembles the Hebrew reading quite closely (except for the word order). However, by looking 
2 
It should be noted that the second line of 1.7 in the LXX appears in Ps. 111. 10. The Greek translator may 
have derived this line from the Psalms, although the possibility that v. 7 is the original reading cannot be 
discounted. 
The second line of the LXX reading appears in Ps. 111. 10. The LXX reading may be an insertion, based 
on the Psalms, perhaps due to the Jewish character of the translation . The Midrash Mishle, for instance, 
states: " ... denn David hat gesagt: 'Der Weisheits Anfang ist Gottesfurcht' und Salomo hat gesagt: 
'Gottesfurcht ist der Erkentniss Anfang.' Daraus geht hervor, dass Weisheit und Erkenntniss beide gleich 
wichtig sind."' 
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closer at the Peshitta translation one may draw some comparisons with the LXX. Firstly, the first part of the 
strophe (7a) has the word order of the first strophe of the LXX and not that of the Hebrew. Secondly, the particle 
'<." could have been inserted via the influence of BE: in the Greek reading. True to his translation technique it 
seems as if the Peshitta translator succeeded in conveying only the sense and meaning of the Hebrew text, 
although he could have consulted some Greek text as well, if only to assist him in constructing an easier reading 
and a more flowing translation. 
Prov. 1. 11 is an awkward verse to translate and the Peshitta translator probably had the same difficulty in 
translating it sensibly. The Hebrew of v. 11 a reads ~JD~ il;?? ~19~'-Cl~ and the Peshitta reads: ~ -l:n .<:.. ,r< a 
~ r<~ ~- The Peshitta reads like the LXX ( ~ is the same as the LXX) and its translation might be 
based on the Greek reading - irapaKaAiawaC O'E Aiyovns EA0E: µE0' 1'\µwv. The LXX has a 
further addition in this verse, whereas the Peshitta follows the MT. 
In Prov. 1. 12 the Peshitta reads: "like Sheol let us swallow him alive ... " (as is the case in the Targum as well 
as the LXX) as opposed to " .. .let us swallow them alive ... " in the MT. The rest of the verse reads exactly like 
the MT. The Peshitta translator made a connection between vv. 11 and 12 and he subsequently could have 
considered r<....!:i 1 together with r<:::n" (Cl1 in the MT) in v. 11 as the object of the verb ~ and thus his 
version may even be preferable to the Hebrew reading. Although the Peshitta reading coincides with the LXX, 
there is no clear indication that the Greek reading is the source of this deviation . As a matter of fact, in the 
context of the previous and subsequent verses this reading either could have been in the Vorlage of the Syriac 
translator (the same reason applies to the LXX) or it is a deliberate harmonisation within the context of this 
chapter (cf. the discussion of v. 16 below). 
It would almost seem as if the Peshitta translator had a lot of confidence in the Greek translation, but this is not 
always the case. The Peshitta translator sometimes used other means of resolving difficulties in the Hebrew text 
(assuming of course that the text he translated from reads much like the MT). In Prov. 1. 16, for instance, the 
Peshitta has an addition that does not appear in the LXX or the Targum and there is no other external evidence 
that could serve as a source or even as a motive for its presence. 3 
There is, however, a strong indication of internal influence for this addition. Prov. 1. 16 of the Peshitta reads 
. r< ... .:i I r<.::n " 't..:Z:. r<.::n~ '\'. . ..::i m -1 ~.m.::n a . ~ m -1 a m r< ~..:i::. .. ...::i~ ,a m .. ~~ -1 " S.\,.::n 
compared to the MT's Cl1"l:;J~'? ~iQ0',1 ~~ff1: .11)'( O.'J'?.n '~· The adjective r<....!:11 has no equivalent in the 
Targum or the LXX. This whole verse can be viewed as an insertion, because it breaks the connection between 
vv.15 and 17. The whole section of vv. 15 to 19 is devoted to the description of the fate of the robbers, whose 
3 Concerning Prov. 1.16 the Midrash Mishle (Wiinsche, 1893) merely compares the robbers to those who 
serve idols: "Daraus geht hervor, dass jeder, welcher Gotzen anbetet, so betrachtet wird wie der, welcher 
Blut vergiesst, wie es heisst: Und sie eilen, Blut zu vergiessen." 
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intentions are described in vv. 10 to 14. Bearing the unity of this section in mind, it is quite possible that the 
translator inserted ~1 from v. 11, which reads "If they say to you: 'Come with us, let us wait for blood 
( t<:::n ~). Jet us lie in wait for the innocent ( ~ 1) deceitfully."' The translator understood this sentence as an 
ellipsis and the addition in v. 16 is probably a deliberate harmonisation within the context of the whole section 
from vv. 10 to 19. 
Inv. 17 the Peshitta translator seems to have been influenced by the LXX. The Syriac verse still conveys the 
meaning of the Hebrew, although with the more economical use of words. The Syriac does not agree with the 
LXX entirely. Had the Peshitta translator followed the Greek completely, the translation was in danger of not 
being literal enough if compared with the Hebrew text. Therefore, the translator used a instead of oil (the Greek 
sentence reads in the negative) and in v. 17b made use of the Greek (which reads fKTdVE"TaL 6(KTUa 
TTTE"pwToL's) to translate T<du..'i..9 ~ T<di.i;.S~ ~,..9. The words T<di..u'i..9 ~ still convey 
the MT reading '1R ?.p;r-?.;i '5'.P.:;l but, with the probable utilisation of the Greek reading, in a simpler form . . 
In Prov. 1. 19a4 appears a case that is similar to the above. The Peshitta reads ll~;i ~~!;!-?~ in the MT as 
T<~ q ~ '<. "l.:J~" ~..::i "'· which in turn could be based on the Greek reading: TTdvTwv Twv 
C1UVTE>.ovVTWV Td dvoµa. 
The following two verses (vv. 20 and 21) also posed a problem for the Peshitta translator and here he probably 
consulted the Greek text (assuming that the Peshitta translator's Vorlage reads like the MT): i1~'1;1 is translated as 
rG.J..:::idi.:z:.~ (as opposed to ilµvE'LTaL) and ni;oh reads T<di...b (the LXX has TE"LXEWv). Regarding the 
rest of the sentence, the Syriac follows the Hebrew text closely, while the LXX (in comparison with the Hebrew 
reading) does not only read differently, but also has additions in its text. The Peshitta translator probably found 
the Hebrew text a little obscure and consulted the Greek text for a better translation of the sense of this verse. 
The two nouns in v. 25 are both singular in the MT ('f:ir;r~inl 'N~). while they are plural in the LXX. In the 
Peshitta the first noun (_,di~, di) is plural and the second (_,di CJ...u:a..::i~.::i Cl) is singular. There are a number 
of ways in which these differences can be explained and neither the external influence of a Greek text, nor the 
possibility that the translator merely followed his Vorlage can be excluded, although it is obvious that the text 
presented no difficulties for a translator as competent as the Peshitta's and the words and meaning of this verse 
are quite simple. The answer lies in an internal influence, namely that the nouns are translated within the 
context of the whole section from vv. 20 to 33. 
In this section the word T< di~, di appears in vv. 30 and 31 and _,di cum~ appears in vv. 23 and 30. In 
all these cases, as in v. 25, the subject of the noun is "Wisdom" and it is for reasons of harmonisation that 
4 V. 19b in the Peshitta is the same as in the MT, while the LXX reads Tij dm:~dq. instead of i''.?.!J:;i. 
This is probably from 11?.!J:;i (De Lagarde, 1863, p. 8). 
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.. Ch,~;~ was translated in the plural, especially if v. 25 is compared with v. 30, where both nouns appear in 
the same context. 
V. 27 in the MT also contains a word with a difficult spelling and in this case the Syriac reading agrees with the 
Greek translation. The Hebrew word is il)~~:;i, which was translated as r<...k ~: which means "suddenly" 
(dcf>vw in the Greek text). Fichtner (B H, Kittel, 1977, p. 1157) suggests that il)~tti:;i should read il~itzi:;i 
("tempest", "storm"), which seems like a plausible alternative in the context of the sentence. 
Instead of "complacency" (riJ'?~l) in v. 32b, the Peshitta has "error" or "forgetfulness" ( ..U. n.\, ci), which may 
be a free rendering of the Hebrew.5 This may be the case here, if one considers the fact that 1 .J~ ci~ a is 
synonymous with r< ~ ci.J.:::i..9 m.::n ("error") in v. 32a. The translator may have understood n)'?tOl to mean 
"tranquility", which would not quite fit in the context of the verse. His own rendering of the word would then be 
a compromise, as he might have thought, and correctly so, that nf?tOl should be understood in a negative sense. 
The last deviation in this chapter of the Syriac text occurs in v. 33b where il;t'l i!J~O Jj~~l (which follows the 
clause n~;n~~~ ·~ ~r;liZi1)was rendered as r<~~ 11 r<~nm ~ rG..:i::..Jci. This translation agrees to 
some extent with the Greek reading - Kal 1'auxdan dcf>6~ws drro rravTos KaKoil. The word 
dcf>6~ws has no equivalent in the Peshitta, because the Syriac represents only the elements of the Hebrew text. 
It is not clear why the translator follows the Greek reading, unless the translator misunderstood irJ~O . 
understanding it in a bad sense, or he understanding it to mean "from fear" instead of "without fear". 
5 
Toy (1904, p. 31) states that the Syriac reading is translated from prn:i and the Greek text from n'?~tzi or 
n'?tzi in their respective Vorlagen. 
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Chapter 2 
The Peshitta translation of this chapter is relatively literal when compared to the MT. This is particularly the 
case if the translation of the meaning of the Hebrew is considered of greater importance than other parameters by 
which literalness can be measured, such as word order and word consistency. The only real pluses in this chapter 
appear in vv. 11and16. Other deviations occur in vv. 2, 8, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18 and 19. Vv. 2, 8, 12 and 14 may 
represent difficult or dubious readings, while v. 19 contains an intertextual harmonisation. 
The first occurrence of a deviation from the MT text of a grammatical nature is to be found in v. 2. In the MT 
the sentence begins with :J'¢l?if? (?+ inf.), while the Peshitta translator (followed by the Targum) rendered it as 
r<~ .J' Ch a (imperf.). This may mean that the Peshitta translator did not understand the sense of v. 2 as the 
conclusion or the result of v. 1, but that he rather made a grammatical connection with v. 1 in order to continue 
the construction of v. 1 in v. 2. It is also plausible that he did understand the Hebrew and that, within the 
context of his particular style of translation, he deliberately retained the construction, introduced by ,r< in v. 1 
up to the end of v. 4. The consequence of the condition expressed in vv. 1 to 4 is presented in vv.5 to 8. This 
consequence is introduced with ~'Lim in v. 5.) The Septuagint .commences v. 2 with lmaKOVO'E'TaL, 
which makes it different from both the MT and the Peshitta. The Vorlage of the Peshitta need not have been 
different from the Hebrew in this verse; this is simply one example of the approach followed by the translator 
whereby not only verses, but paragraphs and even chapters are contextually integrated to form a certain unified 
and uncontradictory reading. 
The term llJ~ is rendered as "'2b to harmonise with ~:;i? in v. 2. There is probably no external influence in 
this case. 
In v. 8 the Peshitta translator translated i~~?, (? + inf.) as ~J a (perf.) for probably the same reason as the 
above. He wanted to retain the construction of the previous verse where, incidentally, ~a also appears. As 
is the case in v. 2, this deviation does not coincide with the Greek reading and the Targum closely follows the 
Hebrew reading (it reads ''?~m and iiC!lJO?, respectively). However, in v. 8b the Targum does not contain the 
suffix of i1't;lQ and reads J'P'1~1 1 instead. 
The first plus in this chapter occurs in v. 11, where i11?!9. reads r<~ r<Ch ... ~ien in the Peshitta and 
~ovXTi KaXfi in the LXX. Inv. llb, the noun i1)~:::ir;i reads r<.J~.::n r<.ba..caa in the Peshitta and lvvoLa 
OCT(a in the LXX. The Peshitta follows the Greek quite closely in this sentence. Whether these adjectives were 
in the Vorlage of the Greek is a very contentious point. It is also possible, as has been suggested by Cook, that 
The word l'P'1~ in the Targum would be equivalent to Cl')'QQ in Hebrew. 
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the two Greek readings are based on two Judaic concepts, namely the good and the bad inclinations in man.2 
However, our concern is the Peshitta text. Apart from seeking external motivations or sources for these pluses, 
the tendency of the translator to give the meaning of the Hebrew and to deviate only slightly in cases where the 
text could be misunderstood should be seriously considered, especially if no other evidence from an external 
source is indicated.3 The Peshitta translator's general concern is with the text itself and whether it is clear 
enough for the reader of his translation. Therefore, it is conceivable that he made use of the Greek reading only 
to indicate to the reader that iiriW?. and i!~~:Jl;i are meant in a positive sense. In addition , the reading harmonises 
with v. 9 as well. 
Inv. 12 the word 17'~iJ7. (?+inf.) was translated as r<.s.9~~a and the LXX reads tva PVCTTJTaC. Here is 
a similar case to that of vv. 1 and 2 and it may have been rendered thus for a similar reason, namely to make a 
grammatical connection with v. 11 as an alternative to it being read as a consequence of v. 11. The change does 
not affect the general meaning of the sentence, particularly within the context of vv. 10 to 15. 
The Peshitta translator repeated the grammatical change in v. 13 as well. In the second clause instead of?+ inf. 
(nef?'?) the Peshitta has a + participle ( ~~ cn.:::r.i a), which expresses the meaning conveyed by the Hebrew 
reading correctly. 
V. 14 has a dubious reading and the Peshitta (and the Targum) follows the Greek reading, although again not 
completely. The word nt;i~i;TIJ;';l reads r<..::i.9 a cn..::i (sing.) in the Syriac and ll'J reads i:<di..::z:. .. ..::i 't (pl.). The 
LXX reads Kat xaCpovTES lrrt 8LacTTpocpij KaKij. The Targum follows the Peshitta. 
V. 16 is a good example of how subtly the Syriac translator dealt with a reading that can be misunderstood by 
the reader. 
He omitted the equivalent of i!Jt and then he inserted r<~ as the subject. This verse should not, however, 
be studied in isolation from the whole section in which it stands (vv. 10 to 19). In v. 10 the subject is 
"Wisdom'', which upon entering the soul keeps watch over it and saves the man from the influence of bad men 
(vv. 12 to 15) and bad women (vv. 16 to 19). Perhaps the translator inserted the subject "Wisdom" here to avoid 
confusion, since, in this pericope, the subject is mentioned only in v. 10. As is the case in many of the 
previous verses , the translator attempts to keep all the verses within their context. He therefore may have 
omitted i!Jt for the sake of brevity and inserted r<~.:::r.i..::i.u from v. 10 to maintain a continuity with v. 16, 
2 
3 
Cf. Cook (1988b, pp. 30ff.) and Urbach (1975 , p. 472). 
In the Midrash Mishle i!r.itr.i is equal to the Torah: "Dann wacht die Vorsicht Uber dich d.i. wenn du deinen 
Hals unter das Jach der Thora beugst, so wird sie dich behUten, wie es heist das 6.22: wenn du gehst wird 
sie dich leiten d.i. in dieser Welt, wenn du liegst, wird sie dich bewachen d.i. in der zuktinftigen Welt, und 
wenn du erwachst, wird sie ftir dich sprechen d.i. in der Zukunft." 
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which is broken by vv. 12 to 15 (the influence of bad men). Thal in turn, introduces the next section (vv. 16 to 
19) regarding the influence of bad women. 
There was perhaps, another, ethical consideration behind this translation. The fact is that, due to the word order, 
the term i1VJ~O may have been wrongfully construed as the subject (with o taken as "from"). This possibility is 
completely eliminated by this peculiar translation. The LXX has a text that is totally different from the Hebrew, 
because it reads as a consequence attached to v. 15, instead of presenting it as a new paragraph.4 
The Peshitta reads "rearer" r<.J.,.::i;.::n instead of "friend" <z:i~'?~) in v. 17. The LXX reads lh6aaKa>..Cav , 
which means "teacher". It seems as if the Syriac translation is influenced by the Greek reading (the LXX also 
has a substantial plus at the beginning of the verse). The Targum reads like the Peshitta. Apart from identifying 
the "rearer" with the object (en en~ i<.. i<.:::n...o) of v. l 7b, there is no clear motivation for this reading. 
In v. 1s• the translator perhaps misread i1nl0 for n:;,d (which is the final verb in v. 17) and translated it as 
~ accordingly. 
The verb "attain" (ll'U;~) in v. 19 is rendered as "remember" ( ~ 'i.:i .. ~) by the Syriac translator. The reason 
for this may be found in the previous verses where the verbs "forget" (twice) and "forsake" are prominent. The 
translator apparently wanted to harmonise v. 19 with vv. 17 and 18 contextually, by using the opposite of these 
particular verbs, without destroying the general meani1rn of the Hebrew. 
4 
Cf. Cook (1988b, pp. 6 and 7), where the Greek rendering is discussed. Cook is of the opinion that the 
LXX translation is intended to be of a religious nature or specifically, Jewish beliefs in Greek garments. 
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Chapter 3 
Chapter 3 has three independent discourses or paragraphs, each of them introduced by the address "my son". 
These paragraphs are fragmentary, with different exhortations, warnings, descriptions and appeals following each 
other without necessarily being connected. 
This chapter is generally close to the Hebrew text and the Peshitta contains few deviations that can be regarded 
as external influences. Deviations occur in vv. 4, 11 , 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 21, 24, 26, 30 and 34, of which 
only v. 19 seems to be of any significance as far as external influences are concerned. The rest can easily be 
explained and recognised as intertextual corrections or simplifications. 
The term oi?~1 ( ~k Cl) is transposed by the Peshitta translator from v. 2b to v. 3•, where it is the subject 
of "\.J C1.c..::i..::a::..J, together with i< ~.::a::. Cl.D Cl i< ~ C1..:::i .. ~ Cl . Because the translator renders "Let not them 
forsake you" (1~~,p~-?~) as "they will not forsake you" ( ~Cl.D..:::J..::a::..J <l), it does not really represent a 
deviation from his Vorlage (assuming that it does not differ from the MT and that he either deliberately read?~ 
as~?, or misunderstood it to mean the same as~?). As a matter of fact, it is a suitable reading in the context of 
the paragraph, since these three concepts are regarded as blessings, in addition to the long life in v. 2, that come 
to the obedient son who keeps the instruction given to him (v. I). It is furthermore possible that the translator 
wanted to place i<.::r.i~..::i::. together with i<~..::i::. C1.c and i<~ C1..:::i .. ~ ("faithfulness" and "kindness"), because 
they are in closer semantic proximity to each other than "years of life" and "length of days" in v. 2. This 
deviation does not appear in the LXX and the Targum has the same reading as the Peshitta. 
Inv. 4 the Peshitta translator took :Ji<p-?~~1 as ~Cl.D:lCI i<~o.:::i~C1, perhaps because?~~ already has a 
positive connotation and he decided to make :Jio a substantive. Thus he could reinforce the motivation for the 
reader by increasing the reward that the diligent pupil will receive for not forsaking the tutor's good instruction. 
The LXX reads differently and the Targum reads like the Peshitta, although it follows the Hebrew word order. 
Vv. 11 and 12 form one paragraph and here again the Peshitta translator did not bother to translate i9~0 (v. 11), 
'1'.?.i' and il~T (v. 12) with three different words. Instead, he used some form or derivative of the word i<,.; in 
all the instances, which complies with one aspect of his translation technique, namely simplification. The 
Syriac does not agree with the LXX, but it reads like the Targum (the Targum translator also used the same 
word as the Peshitta translator did in the above cases). No external influence is suspected in this instance. 
The Peshitta reading does not concur exactly with the MT (or the LXX) in v. 13. The verbs ~~r;i and P'P: read 
~i< in the Peshitta (E'~pE'V and d8E'V, respectively, in the LXX). The translator merely simplified the 
translation by not utilising two different Syriac words to translate the two Hebrew verbs. He even retained the 
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same tense for both verbs . .u..o.x.1 is an anomalous verb with a variety of meanings among, which are concepts 
like "to acquire", "to attain" and "to find ."2 There is no reason to suspect the existence of any external influence 
on this translation. 
In v. 14 the Peshitta follows the MT except for the insertion of ~Ch .. ~ (= ::iic;i) before cr:i Ch~~S:, which, 
although its Hebrew equivalent may have been in the translator's Vorlage, seems merely to qualify "her 
produce". This qualification results in the strengthening of the parallelism with cr:iCh;~r<Ch ,m ~" 
in this verse. The Targum agrees with the Peshitta (even having exactly the same word order) and leaves out 
only the equivalent of ~Ch..~. 
The significance of~? 1'$~r:f-?.;i in v. 15 was totally disregarded by, or unclear to, the translator, who rendered 
it by means of a bland and neutral rG ~ <e:n instead. This verse is an almost exact duplicate of 8.11, where 
the translator also used ~ 'C:7a for CJ'~~o'-?.;i. Apart from the two extra clauses between the parts of the verse, 
the LXX correctly reads TlµLov for "treasure" and the Targum has CJll10. The translator used an easier Syriac 
expression to translate the Hebrew idiom and 3. 15 and 8. 11 may also be an intertextual harmonisation. 
The Peshitta and Targum present the predicate of v. 18b (i~~Q) in the plural ( ~ m ... ..::i a~) . This rendition 
does not necessarily indicate the precise form of the Vorlage, since both translators may have altered their 
translations to conform with grammatical rules within the sentence. The plural establishes a grammatical 
connection with the first clause. In the light of the very probable dependence of the Targum on the Peshitta, the 
Targum may have been copied from the Peshitta, which is far more inclined to deviate from the MT than the 
Targum. 
The terms "Wisdom" and "understanding" are accorded the role of attributes of the Creator in the Peshitta 
translation of v. 19. The Peshitta translator therefore attached the 3. sing. masc. suffixes to the two nouns -
m Ch~.:::w..::i and m~ a.ca . He probably interpreted the il's of i19=?1J and il~'l:JI;l as suffixes in order to ensure 
that the concepts of "wisdom" and "understanding" do not approach hypostatisation in the reader's mind. They 
are not "fellow creators", but rather reflect the skill shown in the Creation and the quality of that creation.3 
2 
3 
Clement (Paedagogus II, chapter X) quotes this verse: "Blessed is the man who hath found Wisdom , and 
the mortal who hath found understanding" (Roberts, 1951, p. 232). 
Payne Smith (1967, p. 576): ".u..o.x. usually has a prosthetic alaph." 
Weiss (1966, p. 189) says: " .. . an diesen beiden Stellen (Prov. 3. 19, Ps. 104. 24) begegnet zwar die 
Vorstellung, dass Gott "mit (der) Weisheit" (ilo:m::i) die Welt geschaffen habe, das instrumentale ::i gibt 
aber hier lediglich dem Gedanken Ausdruck, dass Gott bei der Schopfung der Welt "mit Weisheit" vorging, 
bezeichnet also im Grunde nur die Qualitat von Gottes Schaffen." 
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4 
Jewish exegesis presents "Wisdom" as one of seven (or 10) instruments with which the world was created, 
while the early Christians identified "Wisdom" with Christ.5 lreneaus on his part identified "Wisdom" of Prov. 
3. 19 and 8. 22 f. with the Holy Spirit.6 The LXX does not agree with the Peshitta reading in this regard. All 
things considered, no external influence, except a religious or ethical one (to prevent misunderstanding) can serve 
as the source of this translation. 
In the final analysis, the fact that the Peshitta intended to make the two nouns the attributes of the Creator still 
seems to be the most likely reason for this rendition. The Peshitta translator could have taken the two 
consonants (il) in their Syriac meaning, i.e. 3. masc. sing. suffixes.7 This reading also serves to harmonise v. 
19 with v. 20, where "by His knowledge the waters fell down" is read. The Targum follows the MT. 
The MT seems to lack a subject in v. 21 ·.The antecedent can be supplied from ~v. 19 and 20, where "wisdom" 
and "knowledge" are the attributes of God, but probably not from the second clause in v. 21.8 However, it is 
exactly this second clause that becomes the subject' in v. 21 •in the Peshitta. The translator probably also found 
the Hebrew difficult and inserted ~ before ~. translated ~ for 1'.t.P.P. and attached 1 pers. suffixes 
to the nouns in v. 21 b, so that the verse reads: "My son, let not to keep my wisdom and my discretion be 
despicable in your eyes". This reading concurs well with 3. 1, which is similar in meaning, and the translator 
may have wanted to harmonise the introductory verses of these discourses, i.e. of 3. 21 and 3. 1. The Targum 
reads like the Peshitta (it even follows the word order) but leaves out the S The LXX reading is quite different 
from that of the Peshitta. 
Inv. 24 the Peshitta translator changed what he may have perceived as a clumsy, tautological Hebrew reading 
(::i,:,~ is used twice) into a fluid, well-balanced translation to read "And (Cl instead of c~ in the MT - connecting 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Saldarini (1975, p. 258) translates: "Where does Scripture teach that the world was created by Wisdom? It 
says: "'The Lord by Wisdom founded the earth; by understanding He established the heavens ."' Cf. 
Ginsburg (1937, vol. V, p. 7) and Bereshit Rabba. Jewish exegesis also identified Wisdom with the Tora 
(Midrash Mishle, pp.13-14) to prove the pre-existence of the Tora. 
"Ebenso wie qas Judentum diese Stellen auf die Tora bezog, indem es die Gestalt der Weisheit und die Tora 
gleichsetze, so wird nunmehr die Weisheit mit Christus gleichgesetzt: 'Christum primogenitum esse et 
ipsum esse sapientam dei, per quem omniafacta sunt' (cf. Origenes, Commentary of John, I 19: Christus 
ist dpxl't . "soweit" (Ka0'o) er Weisheit ist; d.h. soweit er Logos ist, ist er nicht dpxl't und zwar wegen 
Joh 1:1; "Am Anfang .... ".)." Ibid, p.313. 
He says that God created the world through the Son and the Holy Spirit and did this freely and without 
force (ibid. p. 317). 
The Peshitta translator has in several cases translated his Hebrew words with the meaning of their Syriac 
roots , e.g. in 8. 2 n';+ is translated as ~...::i ("between"), and r<...::r.i i ("to place") for nir;itq ("above") in 
24. 7. 
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v. 24 with v. 23) you shall sleep and not be afraid and you shall lie down and your sleep shall be sweet". No 
external influence can be detected here either. The Targum has a mixture of the MT and Peshitta readings. 
The word l;io;:, in v. 26 was probably not clearly understood by the Peshitta translator. It is generally translated 
as "trust" or "confidence" but it also means "flank" or "loin", which is perhaps what the translator took it for. 
There could be an influence from the LXX in the Peshitta translator's choice of words - the LXX reads trrl 
rraawv oBwv · aov. He thus simplified it to ;ra::.., meaning "with" ("by your flank" is perhaps a metaphor 
for "to be with you"). The little word ~ is quite neutral and meets both of the above-mentioned meanings in 
the context of this verse. The translator's Vorlage did not necessarily differ from the MT. No other version 
agrees with the Peshitta. 
V. 30b has no equivalent in the Peshitta text. The omission may be a reading error. There seems to be no clear 
moral reason to do so, unless the word r<Ch::.. serves as a replacement for the second clause. The Hebrew text 
reads il-!?l :J79~ ~1;i-cl~ CJrJ Cl)~-c~ :iiir;i-?~ and the Syriac has r<~ r6::...J-\:J ~ ~"~ rU.. 
Inv. 34 the Peshitta omittted to translate CJ~ , as it was unnecessary for his translation (cf. v. 24) and he renders 
r?; as .9nu.w.Ja. This rendition reinforces the statement that the scorners will be overthrown. The particular 
choice of the verb .9nu.w.Ja may also be influenced by the Peshitta translator's own ethical consideration (or it 
may rather be called an anti-anthropomorphic tendency), whereby God does not "scorn" like humans do. Inv. 35 
the Peshitta and Targum renders C''JO as an imperf. - ,ni::i.w and Jn', respectively. 
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Chapter 4 
In Prov. 4. 1 the preposition ' (+ inf. in the MT) has been taken as an accusative sign 1 by the Peshitta 
translator, with the result that n.p-;r is translated as a substantive: i<du. "-'· The Targum and the LXX read like 
the MT. 
V. 4 has a substantial addition at the end of the sentence that is reminiscent of Prov. 7. 2 whence the translator 
perhaps inserted it - "and my law like the apple of the eye".2 A comparison of these two verses clearly indicates 
the probability of this interpretation.3 As a matter of fact, not only are 4. 4c and 7. 2 exactly the same, but 4.4' b 
also compares well in its contents and context with 7. 1. Perhaps the translator wanted to stress the need to 
maintain, and be obedient to, the teaching of wisdom. Speculative as it may seem, the translator could also have 
been motivated by the need to complete the quatrain for the sake of balance, or he could have wanted the Torah 
to feature prominently in a probable identification with the "words" and "commandments" that should be 
remembered. The MT (Prov. 7. 21) reads -;l'~'.P Jiv,I~~ •fqinf and the Peshitta (4. 4d and 7. 2b) reads ~n::n.JCl 
~" i<~ ~i<. The Targum follows the MT reading and the LXX leaves out i1'Mi. 
In v. 8b the Peshitta reverses the position of the verbs to balance it with 8'; the translator did not find it 
necessary to honour - or simply did not recognise - the chiasmus. The Peshitta may have been influenced by the 
LXX, which reads lTEpLxapdKWO'OV avTiiv. Kat i11pwaEL O'E, T(µllO'OV avTiiv. tva O'E 
lTE"pL>.d~lJ· The Targum exhibits the same word order in this instance. 
The MT noun 111 (sing.) in v. 11 is translated as i<Ch..u fo i< (pl.) in the Peshitta, as it is in the Septuagint 
(the LXX and Targum are the same). This may be a rhetorical assimilation with rd. .. .::i.X: in v. llb by the 
translator, or it may be based on an~ther Vorlage . The possibility of the LXX (which reads 68ovs) being the 
source of this reading cannot be excluded, even if it means that it simply contributed to the translator's decision 
to assimilate these two nouns. 
2 
3 
Other examples are in Prov. 1. 18 and 12. 8. 
"the apple of the eye" also appears in the LXX in Deut. 32. 10, while the MT reads: 1~'ll J'~'~:i ("the 
apple of his eye"). The Midrash Mishle has no exegesis of Prov. 4. 4 (or Prov. 7. 2 for that matter). The 
pupil of the eye features in Jewish legend, which represents man as a microcosmos: "his tears to a river his 
mouth to the ocean. Also, the world resembles the ball of his eye: the ocean that encircles the earth is like 
unto the white of the eye, the dry land is the iris, Jerusalem the pupil , and the temple the image mirrored 
in the pupil of the eye" (Ginzburg, 1937, vol. V, p. 50). 
Of course, the addition could have been in the Vorlage, although it does appear that all mss. contained this 
plus. 
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,ll~ is plural in the Peshitta, LXX and the Targum in v. 12. The Peshitta also renders i~: ("impede" or 
"restrict") as ~ci1-1 ("tremble"), which may be a free rendition of the Hebrew. The verbs in the Peshitta are also 
more closely related to each other than to the Hebrew. It reads "When you walk, your steps shall not tremble, 
and when you run , you shall not stumble". 
The verb i~~r;l in v. 14b is a difficult reading, which the Peshitta reads as ~Ch and the LXX as C11AWC11JS. If 
the Syriac Vorlage read the same as the MT, it is probable in this case that the Syriac translator again consulted 
the Greek text to solve this unclear reading. 
The Syriac reading also follows the Greek in v. 15a; it reads ~-1.x.'I ,<;Chr<:::ici (= lv ~ dv T6ml) in 
the LXX) as the equivalent of i.1p1~ in the MT. It has been suggested by Toy (1904, p. 95) that the Vorlage of 
the LXX reads ,.,.1110 . This is not unlikely and the same can apply to the Peshitta Vorlage; especially since the 
Hebrew (MT) is a good reading and no change to this chiasmus seems necessary. By far the greatest number of 
differences between the Peshilta and the MT are brought about by difficult or anomalous readings. The Targum 
follows the Peshitta. 
The Peshitta translator had an obvious difficulty with the Hebrew reading in v. 16b, because 1?i~~: has no 
object. Instead of "make (someone) stumble", he gave a free rendition of the Hebrew text: "until they do as they 
please" - ~ m.J..::i .l' ~ ~~" r<.:::n "~ . This does not agree with the LXX, which reads d4>-Q p11TaL 6 
Oirvos avTWV, Kal ov KOLµwvTaL. The Targum offers the following reading - ~?p•ri r,:::ill, iTO ,ll -
which agrees to some extent with the Peshitta (]'1:::ill,), but retains ~?p•n, which is closer to 1?•~:?'. Inv. 19 it 
is the wicked that "know not over what they stumble" - 1?~.:p~ i19;1 lill! ~?.. In this sentence the verb 1?~:;i: 
makes sense when compared with v. 16 - 1?i~=?: - and it is translated by the Peshitta translator accordingly. 
V. 17 may serve as another example of how the Peshitta translator applied the morphology of a Hebrew word to 
its meaning in Syriac. The MT reads ll~J om "JOr:f?. '?. ("they eat the bread of wickedness"). The Peshitta reads 
. , . 
<l CJ~ 'I >en ~~ ci..:::i r<.:::n ~en Ch~ a.:::i r<.:::n" ~;:Q ("their bread is the bread of wickedness"). The 
translator read 10CJ7. not as a verb (perf. 3. masc. pl.), but as a noun with a suffix. 3 masc. sing., which he 
changed to a noun and a plural suffix to fit the context. This may be a viable reason (apart from a different 
Vorlage reading or fear that all bread would be regarded as wicked) for the translator to offer this reading. 
A simplification of the Hebrew occurs in v. 18 of the Peshitta. The concept i1~ ii~=? ("light of dawn") reads 
,<;en~ r<;enci.J ("a bright light"). 
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The equivalent of the word il~;l~;?4 in v. 19 is an adjective in the Peshitta (and Targum). The Peshitta also 
presents a more neutral reading with its rendition ( '6nx..u), which also fits well in the context, since it gives 
the reason why the wicked stumble - their way is in darkness. The Peshitta is perhaps influenced by the LXX, 
which reads O'KOTEL val. 
V. 21• in the MT reads 1'''.PQ ~t'/~-?~ and the Peshitta reads ~..::i ~i:.i rd.. Both readings agree with 
3.21, although the Peshitta reads for the plural a singular instead. The Peshitta translator made his translation 
from the root ??:::i: - "despicable". 
The words iQ~O~~P in v. 23 are generally translated: "with all vigilance" (cf. RSV, p. 510).5 The Peshitta, 
which reads ;mc11 k ("with all caution"), follows the LXX, which reads irdOiJ cf>vAaKij. The Hebrew 
may have been unclear to the translator. The term iQ~O. also means "guard" or "watch" and even if he did 
understand this word, he may have misinterpreted ?~p to mean "from all", otherwise the whole expression 
iQ~O~~P may have been unintelligible to him. The LXX offered a good reading, which the translator 
subsequently employed for his own rendition. 
It is probable, but not conclusive, that the Peshitta is influenced by LXX in the rendering of n_;,~7 ("forward") in 
v. 25. It is improperly understood by the LXX in an ethical sense to read 6p0d. 6 The Syriac concept 
t< Ch ci.S""; Ch.::i means mostly, although not exclusively, "upright", but "direct" can perhaps also be the 
meaning here. 
The Peshitta paraphrases v. 26• of the Hebrew to read "keep thy feet from evil ways" instead of "let the path of 
thy foot be smooth."7 This was done by the translator on the basis. of v. 27 ,b which reads the same. He either 
did not quite understand the word c~;i,, or may have wanted to simplify it and harmonise it with v. 27. 
4 There are 15 mss. (Hebrew) that have :i instead of :i, which may be favoured because of its connection 
with v. 18 - the way is dangerous like darkness. 
5 
6 
7 
The New American Standard Bible reads "with all diligence." 
The Midrash Mishle (p. 13) states: "Deine Augen sollen immer grade vor sich blicken d. i. wenn du betest, 
sollen deine Augen und dein Herz auf deinen himmlischen Yater gerichtet sein. Wenn du so tust, dann 
werden deine Wimpem ~Mcf>apd vor dich hinsehen (dir den Weg lehren)." Hence the LXX reading of the 
term "forward" was probably affected by Jewish exegesis. 
The LXX may reveal Jewish influence here as well; it reads 6p0ds instead of "smooth." The Midrash of 
this verse reads: "Ermesse den Weg deines Fusses d. i. in der Stunde, wenn der Mensch in das Lehrhaus 
geht. Wenn du so thust, so werden alle deine Wege recht sein" (p. 13). 
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Chapter 5 
This chapter is a discourse against sexual licentiousness among men. It has the customary introductory 
exhortation (vv. 3-6) to give heed to the instruction of the teacher and ends with the motive presented as being 
the fate of the wicked (vv. 22-23). In between this the deadly influence of the harlot is described (vv. 3-6); the 
pupil is cautioned to avoid her lest loss of wealth and destruction come upon him (vv. 7-14), and is urged to 
conjugal frugality. 
There are a few verses that are intertextual harmonisations, i.e. vv. 1, 2 and 4. Most of the deviations seem to 
be corrections of unintelligible or obscure readings, e. g. vv. 5, 6, 9, 11, 14, 16 and 20. V. 21 has an anti-
anthropomorphic correction. 
The first deviation in the Peshitta from the MT is in v. 1, where 'fi~~:::ii;i? is rendered as > ;.::;n r<.:::ra~ ci. This 
agrees with the LXX ().6'YOLS 1), except that the word is singular. Although the reading may have been 
influenced by the LXX, it is perhaps a repeat translation from 4. 20 to harmonise with 4. 20.b It is therefore 
quite likely that the original reading was 1~..:::>ci.m~ci. which appears in the mss. 8al , 9cl, 913.5, lOcl.2, 
l lcl and 1114.5 (it is possible that these readings are later corrections). 
The Peshitta translation of v. 2 is an attempt to establish a connection with v. 1 so that the "son" is still the 
subject. The Hebrew text is problematic (possibly corrupt) and has no subject2 (i.e. "you") for the verb. The 
MT of v. 2• reads ni9tr;i ii;l~7. and the Peshitta reads r<<h .. ~;<h.::i ;m'l1Ch'l. The Peshitta translator's 
rendition not only establishes a logical connection between vv. 1 and 2 (and v. 3), but also solves the problem 
of a lacking subject in v. 2 by presenting ; m "''Ch"' as the subject (; m "'Ch"' with " instead of~) and 
niratr;i as the object ( r< <h .. ~; <h.::i). 
In v. 3 the Peshitta reads "her words" ( m~ ) for "her palate" in the MT (i'l;?IJ). Inv. 2b "your lips" is the 
subject, which will "keep knowledge". This establishes a good comparison with the lips of the harlot in v. 3 
(subject again), which drip honey. The Peshitta rendition of v. 3 should probably be regarded as a harmonisation 
with v. 2. 
2 
Jewish exegesis is probably the underlying motive for the Greek rendition: "Zu meiner Unterweisung 
(Einsicht) neige dein Ohr, nfunlich in der Stunde, wenn du sie (die Worte der Thora) hOrst" (Midrash 
Mishle, p. 13). Caution should be taken before ascribing the same motive to the Peshitta rendition , 
because the approach of the Peshitta translator is usualJy to harmonise similar phrases in Proverbs and is 
not necessarily based upon religious grounds. 
If nir;W;i is taken as the subject this verse Jacks an object instead (cf. The Jerusalem Bible) . 
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In the first three verses of this chapter the Peshitta translator shows his remarkable ability to give an 
unambiguous and logical translation of a sometimes difficult Hebrew text without adding anything extraordinary 
to it. By contrast, for other translators there seems to have been no alternative to solving the Hebrew reading, 
but to add elements supposedly missing in the text.3 The LXX has such a connecting phrase at the beginning of 
4 
v. 3. 
The Peshitta also continues this connection with v. 4. The MT reads "But at the last she is bitter as wormwood, 
sharp as a two-edged sword'', while the Peshitta continues the comparison of v. 3b in v. 4: "And their ("her 
words" in v. 3) end are more bitter than(~) wormwood, because she is sharper than(~) a two-edged sword". 
The LXX has the comparison in v. 4• (adding dip~ons rhetorically), while the Targum has the comparison 
only in v. 4b (JO) and the rest of the v. reads as in the Peshitta. 
While the LXX may have influenced the Peshitta to a limited extent in v. 4, the translator of the Peshitta may 
have found the Hebrew somewhat incongruous and thus made his rendering of the Hebrew Vor/age fit the general 
context of the pericope in which it appears. In order to do that he may have consulted the Greek and c~anged the 
suff. 3.fem.sing. to 3.masc. pl. as well. 
Inv. Sb the Peshitta reads ~m.:n (from lOO-"uphold" , "support") for ~:ii;ir;i: in the MT. The translator also 
exchanged the subject and the object so that it reads "Sheol supports her steps", compared with the MT; "her 
steps lead to Sheol". The LXX translator paraphrased the reading of v. 5 completely and the Targum follows the 
Peshitta. If the translator did understand the Hebrew to mean "her steps uphold Sheol", his translation can be 
regarded as a correction to render a logical reading of the phrase. 
The word )~5 in v. 6 of the MT is grammatically unclear. The v. in the Peshitta text that has been translated as 
r<....U" r<.u; cu<.::i r<.:::i;"' r<~ a follows the Greek reading instead - 68ous ydp C wijs oliK 
lirlpxETaL. The Targum reads exactly like the Peshitta, although it still follows the Hebrew word order (it 
does not have the equivalent of ~either). 
In v. 9 the Peshitta has "\S,..., (cf. Cw~v aou in LXX) instead of 11iil. It is possible that the Peshitta 
Vor/age read )lil or '?'n instead of in The Peshitta has a paraphrase for ''Jt~~? to read ~" ~ ~ 
~.u'i::Q (dVEAE~µooLv in the LXX). The Targum reads the first clause like the Peshitta and 'X?~? is 
rendered as )'tr1:iiJ, which is probably correct, since the original Hebrew reading could have been 'l:lJ. The 
3 
4 
5 
The text-critical footnote in Biblia Hebraica suggests for instance that the suff. 2. masc. sing. be added to 
the verbs iorzi and l~J. so that rwi1 nirptr;i protects "you." 
µT) TTp6oe:xi; q,av>..1J yuvaLKC. Cf. The Midrash Mishle, p. 14: "Denn Honigseim traufeln die 
Lippen der Fremden d. i. mein Sohn hilte dich vor einem buhlerischen Weibe, ... " 
Used only (in the construct) adverbially as a conjunctive, which means "lest." 
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Peshitta omits l~ in v. 10 and uses ~~"'.l.J for 10.:i (cnis toxvos in the LXX). The Peshitta probably 
simplified and harmonised the translation of 1Jii1 in v. 9 in the light of v. 10. The Targum follows the Peshitta 
in this by reading l?'n in vv. 9 and 10 and it may possibly represent the correct reading.6 
The Peshitta also more or less follows the LXX in v. 11. It reads "In your old age your soul will sadden you, 
when the flesh consumes your body". 1D'!t,n~:;i (tir' toxdTwv 7) is rendered as ~~ a..:J.,m .. ::rn and !;i9iJ~l 
reads ~..9.J "'<a~~ (µe-TaµE~'fl~O"lJ). The Peshitta and the Targum follow the MT closely in vv. 12 
and 13 (the LXX contains deviations in both verses). 
V. 14 in the Peshitta differs to some extent from both the MT and the LXX. However, the translation gives no 
indication that it is based on a Vorlage, which differs from the MT. First, the Peshitta translator rendered t!l~9'.i', 
as ~ u and then it makes ll"J plural ( ~_,..:J). Although the reading does not affect the sense of the 
Hebrew, it does serve to intensify the completeness of the grief to which the disobedient comes and this was 
perhaps the intention of the translator in his rendering of the Hebrew Vorlage. 
A good example of the simplification of the Vorlage, which is often aimed at by the Peshitta translator, appears 
in v. 16. The MT reads c~rr'i?e. nt:ih1;! i1~~r:i 1'P.~~"'10 1:~m;i: and the Peshitta text ~~ -...g_~..9 ~.::i::..J a 
-...g_,. -=u ¥ 0.X:..:J a ¥ a.:i::..:J. The semantic field of r<.c a.::i::. includes the meanings of both nt:itq and 
i1~1ry. The LXX follows the MT, but renders the sentence in the negative and the Targum closely follows the 
MT. 
A slight allegorisation is the only difference between the Peshitta and the MT in v. 19. Instead of "breasts" the 
Peshitta reads "ways" (although a consonantal difference in the Vorlage, whereby iJ'TJ,reads iJ'?ll instead, or a 
deliberate alteration by the Peshitta translator for ethical reasons may account for the Syriac rendering). 1'9D is 
not represented in the Peshitta. However, this does not really upset the context of the reading and the word 
choice serves only to harmonise with nP.-?:;i:;i. The translator may have considered the term superfluous. The 
translator also simplified the translation by rendering both c•:;i;;i~ and l!J with r< ~ i. The LXX allegorises 
to an even greater extent and reads iro~ocrTOS' lO'lJ for 1'(;lQ. The Targum allegorises throughout the verse, 
comparing "wife" to the "wisdom" that one always needs to learn (t']"?~ = ~ ). 
Inv. 20 the Peshitta reads a command instead of a question (rd. , rd. .9 r< for i19j) in both clauses. This can 
be ascribed to the influence of the LXX (µfi and µ118e-). The verse otherwise reads like the MT, while the LXX 
6 
7 
The introduction of vv. 9 and 10 in the Midrash Mishle (p. 14) reads : "Dass du nicht Andern (Fremden) 
deine Kraft giebst..." and "Dass Fremden sich nicht sattigen von deiner Kraft." 
tm ye-pws in Clem. Stromata 12i24 is regarded as the genuine text of the LXX by De Lagarde (1863, p. 
20). 
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does not translate '):;i. The Targum reads more like the Hebrew but has ilr.:i? in v. 20• and~? t'j1~ in v. 20b. The 
Targum also reads ni~n for il~~D (~~~in Peshitta). 
The Peshitta usually avoids translating any reading that may appear anthropomorphic8 in reference to Yahweh 
(cf. Prov. 14. 31, 16. 4, 29, 14, etc.). Inv. 21 the Peshitta reads 1mCJ.::1n..c ~instead of an equivalent 
for c7;ir;i9 (aK01TE'6EL in the LXX). The Peshitta reading avoids presenting Yahweh with the human attribute 
of "watching over". The Peshitta rendering also harmonises with the first clause of v. 21 ( > m ru;~ 7'I ui 'I 
~~). Both the above reasons may have had an influence on the Peshitta translator. The Targum agrees with 
the Peshitta reading. 
8 
9 
Cf. 3. 34, where God is not attributed with the human action of "scorning." 
The meaning of this verb is uncertain and is usually translated as "to watch over" (cf. RSV. p. 511). The 
Midrash Mishle (p. 15) reads: "und alle seine Pfade erwagt er." 
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Chapter 6 
The first discourse covers vv. 1 to 19 and is generally aimed at petty vices. The second discourse, from vv. 20 to 
35, deals with adultery and is similar to that in chapter 5. 
There are some deviations in this chapter of the Peshitta that are caused by difficult readings in the Peshitta 
Vor/age (assuming that the Vorlage did not differ from the MT), namely vv. 3, 5, 6, 7, 22 and 23. Some verses 
are simplifications and as such the deviations should not be regarded as the result of external influences - vv. 12 
and 13. Corrections involve invertion (v. 19) and a change from the active to passive (v. 25) or a preference for 
the LXX interpretation (v. 11). Harmonisation occurs in vv. 2 and 31, while the construct state between two 
words was ignored or misread in v. 23. 
In 6. 1 Fichtner (BH, 1977, p. 1161) suggests that 1'~~ should read 1~~ like the other versions, namely the 
LXX, the Peshitta, the Vulgate and the Targum. This is not an unmerited suggestion, but not a pressing one 
either, for it does not affect the reading in any way, except that it is more logical to have a singular here. The 
Peshitta may thus have had this reading in its Vorlage, or it is based on the LXX reading. 1 
V. 2 in the Peshitta differs from the MT in word ~hoice and agrees with the LXX to a small degree. The fact that 
the Peshitta translates 1'.~rl.r;i~ (which appears in both clauses in the MT) with different wordings ( r< ~ r<::7a 
~n.9" and "\Ch n.9.i:i:i" ~.::r.i.::r.i) may therefore not be entirely due to the influence of the Greek 
reading, but rather to an internal harmonisation with other verses in Proverbs where "lips" and "mouth" appear 
in the same sentence.3 However, the possibility that it is based on a different Vor/age should still be kept in 
mind. 
In v. 3 there are three different readings in the MT, Peshitta and LXX. The Hebrew reads with some difficulty 
and it seems as if the Peshitta translator, if not making use of the LXX, at least interpreted the Hebrew Vorlage 
differently. The former seems rather to be the case. 
First, the Peshitta translator did not translate~;~~ . which is rendered as d f.ycfJ aoL f.vTi>J.oµaL by the 
LXX translator. However, in the rest of the verse the Peshitta translator probably made use of the Greek. It reads 
1 
2 
3 
The singular "hand" is used throughout the exegesis of this verse in the Midrash Mis hie (p. 16), where the 
explanation serves as a warning against abandoning the law of Yahweh and mingling with unbelievers. 
Toy (1904, p. 129) mentions that it is strange for the Hebrew to have a repetition like this, as well as the 
repetition of xECX.11, xECX.rnw in the LXX, although it reads aT6µaTos at the end of v. 2. 
Cf. Prov. 4. 24, 5.3, 13. 3, 14. 3, 16. 10, 16. 23, 18. 20, 27. 2, 28. 7, etc. 
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,.sr< ~ (8Ld) instead of =p:i. Then there is the addition of ~.::i"~~.::i >""'r<..::i (cf. ds XE'Lpas 
KaKwv); the LXX does not have the 2. sing. suff. The Peshitta is more specific about the "enemy"; it is "your" 
enemy. The two verbs 0$11;1;:117. are rendered freely by ~ro ~~("arouse therefore") in the Peshitta. The 
Targum is also rendered freely (.l'i.l '=''t~). The LXX follows the Hebrew sense, except that C$"1t;iif ("humble 
yourself") is rendered by a different concept - µTj EKAt16µe:vos. By and large the Peshitta tries to clarify the 
meaning of this verse. 
The problem in v. 5 is the two renderings of ,;r,i, which does not suit the context entirely. The Peshitta makes 
use of tw·o different words r<.::i.:i::..J and rU...9 (for "hand of the fowler"). This reading is perhaps based on the 
LXX reading - ~p6xwv and rray(8os - resulting in a clear, more satisfactory reading. The Targum follows 
the Peshitta reading (cf. Prov. 7. 23).4 
The Peshitta does not read ?~.yin v. 6 and it paraphrases 17. to read r<::::r.i"~r< ("imitate"). The Targum agrees 
with the Peshitta text (~o,n~). but adds ~?011, as in the MT. The LXX expands even further on the MT reading 
(with C"l1AC&>aov, ticECvov ao4>CISTe:pos). The last clause of v. 6 in the Peshitta is the beginning of v. 7 
in the MT. 
The Peshitta reads r<".s..u at the end of v. 6 for l'~l? in v. 7 of the MT. The Syriac word could have been 
translated from i'~P in the Vorlage of the Peshitta (cf. ye:wpyCov in the LXX) . The Targum follows the 
Peshitta. 
Vv. 8, 9 and 10 in the Peshitta agree with the MT to a large extent and the Targum concurs with the Peshitta as 
well. The LXX, however, has a long paraphrase of the text in v. 8 and an expansion in v. 10 - 6>.Cyov 8~ 
Kd6TJO"aL. 
The Peshitta translation of v. 115 reads "Poverty will come over thee and distress will assault thee like a diligent 
( r<~6) man." The MT text reads "so shall thy poverty come as a highwayman (1YiJ9.:;i), and your want as 
an armed man", still in the same verse.1'.?.iJ9.:;i is taken as a verb (¥i"~C1). The LXX reads like the MT, 
but added another clause to this verse. The Targum reads like the Peshitta, although it retains the word order of 
the MT. The idea of "assault" may have come from 68oLrr6pos, but there is no reason to suspect a Vorlage 
that is really different from the MT behind the Peshitta translation. 
4 
5 
6 
The Midrash Mishle agrees with the MT - "Hand" and "Hand des Fangers." 
This sentence also occurs in 24.34, where it reads the same, except that it has r<ili~ ("letter-carrier") 
instead of r< ;.,.:i::...:::i . 
Apparently this adjective is often used of ascetics. It also means "active", "assiduous", "vigorous", etc. (cf. 
Payne Smith, 1976, p. 229). 
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The concept "frowardness" ( i<~~) is used for "false speech" (il~ m~p,.1,1) in v. 12, which may have been 
influenced by the LXX - dcf>pwv. The Hebrew was perhaps unclear to the Peshitta translator. The Targum reads 
~?10C!l but has ~?11.u for p~ ( rLl ci~ in the Peshitta). 
In v. 13 the words nP and illO are rendered as I~; in both cases by the Peshitta translator. The Targum 
coincides with the Peshitta (1..1~i for both verbs), while the LXX reads ivvEV€L and 8L8daicn, 
respectively. The Peshitta (and Targum) has J'~ in the plural and the LXX follows the MT. The term 1~ i is 
probably used in the sense of "give indications" and it fits the context of the sentence, which means that this 
reading has not been influenced from an external source, but merely reflects the translator's technique of 
simplification. 
The following two verses in the Peshitta exhibit no deviations from the MT and Targum, while the LXX reads 
with difficulty; notably xaCpH for~~ and avvTpC~ETaL for .u;i~ in v. 16. 
The first clause in the Peshitta (and Targum) is appropriately inverted in v. 19 to fit the context of the sentence. 
V. 22 may present a problem as far as literalness is concerned; the clause ~~ ci ~ ~.Ji< .9.c i< 
~Cl m.J is taken as a doublet instead of as a paraphrase for 10~ illj~o. The Peshitta agrees with the LXX, 
which reads lrrdyov avniv, ical µETd aoD laTw. As the Hebrew now reads, the whole sentence in v. 
22 is a triplet, which might have influenced the Greek translator to read it as a quatrain for the sake of symmetry 
instead. The Peshitta translator was not concerned with the issue of symmetry, but perhaps made use of a Greek 
text to clarify the awkward relationship of 1Qk and ill)~ and he probably did not understand -;pi;i~;i. The Targum 
follows the MT. The Peshitta (and Targum) probably follows the LXX at the end of v. 23, which reads 
l'>..€yxos ical rraL8da (i<~ci .. i~ci t<~C1.J.cc..::>~ in the Peshitta) instead of i9~0 nir;qin as in the 
MT ("guidance of admonition"). 
V. 25• of the Peshitta agrees entirely with the MT, while the LXX interprets it as "do not be overcome by the 
desire of beauty" instead of "do not desire her beauty in your heart."7 The second clause of this verse in the 
Peshitta agrees extensively with the LXX, which reads µT18€ dyp€v&fjs ao'Ls 6cp0aAµo'Ls ("your eyes") 
µT18£ avvaprraa&ijs drro T63v avTfjs ~A€cf>dpwv. The Peshitta translates: "Do not be caught by her 
eyes (m~.=:i) and do not be captivated by her eyelids (cr:i ... ::;.::n~.=:i = iJ'~.P=;i.P:;i)." Although the translation is 
in the passive like the MT, the Peshitta translator may have used part of the LXX reading for moral reasons. By 
means of this translation he wanted, firstly, to accentuate the particular temptation presented by the licentious 
woman, which would serve as a warning to anyone who may experience this kind of seduction and, secondly, to 
ensure that the reader of this verse would recognise it as such. Apart from the ethical reason given above, the 
7 Cf. the Midrash Mish/e (p. 19): "Lass dich nicht ge!Usten seiner Schonheit in deinem Herzen." 
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translator may have intended to harmonise ·and identify this verse with other occurrences of "eyelids" in 
Proverbs, particularly with Prov_. 30.13. The Targum follows the MT. 
In v. 31 the verb ~is repeated from the previous verse to retain the grammatical connection between the two 
sentences. 
The Peshitta also follows the LXX in v. 34, only omitting a'iJTfjs- and utilising a different word order to render 
it even closer to the MT as far as the meaning of the sentence is concerned. 
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Chapter 7 
This chapter represents a continuation of the exhortations against the adulteress in the previous two chapters. 
The subject has a similar arrangement to that in the subsections of Prov. 2. 16 to 19. 5 and 6. 20 to 35, but it 
is treated more elaborately. The teacher counsels obedience to his word and wisdom in order to preserve the pupil 
from the adulteress (1. 1-5). The section from vv. 6 to 23 describes her fatal wiles and the chapter concludes 
with an appeal to avoid her. 
In this chapter most of the deviations serve the purpose of harmonisation and simplification (vv. 1, 4, 5, 6, 20 
and 22). The rest of the deviations are corrections in the Syriac rendition, which were made for ethical (vv. 14 
and 21) or grammatical (vv. 7 and 22) reasons. 
Prov. 7. 1 contains the same thought as 3. 1, 4. 21, 6. 21 and 7. 3, namely the teacher's exhortation that his 
commandments be preserved within the heart of the pupil. It is thus not surprising that the translator rendered 
1J;;i~ l~~t:l •Jji~O. similar to the above verses, to read ~b TU:.~ r< >-' Ui n9 ci. This reading does not 
subvert the general meaning of the Hebrew and fits better in the context of the first five verses. V. 3 urges the 
pupil to "write them on the tablet of your heart" . Because internal harmonisation occurs quite often in the 
Peshitta, there is no real reason to suspect a different Vorlage reading for this verse. The LXX (lTapd 
O'Eatm~) and Targum concur with the MT, although the LXX has another verse added to this phrase. 
Compared to the LXX, the Peshitta text is closer to the Hebrew in v. 4 and differs only in the sense that the 
translator misunderstood lJlb ("intimate friend" or "kinswoman") and rendered it as ra.. 'OJ - "understanding". 
The Hebrew morphology of this word is taken in its Syriac meaning I (this can serve as confirmation that the 
Peshitta Vorlage had the same reading as the MT). The Targum reads ~JJ1~0. 
V. 5 in the Peshitta represents a minus compared to the MT. The two phrases i1~l:;i~o' and i1Jt i1~~ are rendered 
as r<Ch.. ;.:;i a.J in the Peshitta. This may be due to the fact that the Peshitta translator considered i1~l:;i~o' and 
i1lt so synonymous that he regarded the construction as a tautology and replaced it by a single concept, 
r<~ .. ;.:;ici.J r<~~.J2. The LXX and the Targum follow the MT. 
The Peshitta follows the LXX closely in v. 6, where 'fl'~ Ji?o:;i is rendered as m ~ ..... :n r<~ n.:::i ~ and 
·;i~~~ reads ~ ;~..ca..ca.::i. V. 6 in the LXX reads dm~ yap 0vpC8oS' EK TOO otKov airrfiS' EtS' 
2 
Cf. 8. 2 (n';;l) and 8. 22 (C:JlP,). 
It may also be a case of intertextual harmonisation , as the Peshitta translation of Prov. 7. 5 reads almost 
exactly like Prov. 2. 16 and may well be based on this particular reading. 
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TdS' 1TAanlas 1TapaKV1TTovaa. The Peshilta translation changes the subject from the teacher, who sees 
the youths (v. 7) passing by her comer towards her house, lo the woman, who herself watches the youth passing 
the comer coming to her house (v. 8). The translator, by his rendering of the Vorlage, wanted to retain the 
grammatical connection in the context of vv. 6 to 13. Thus a climax is reached in v. 14, where the woman 
confronts the youth directly. The Peshitta translation is based on the LXX and the deviation in the Peshitta does 
not necessarily impl.y a different Vorlage .3 
It should be noted that the first mention of the "youth" is in v. 7 and in the plural (Cl~~i;i~:;;i). It is translated 
simply as i<=i.::i.:z:. in the Peshitta. The translator perhaps took :i as the accusative sign after ~l~ (instead of 
"among") and thus retained the plural throughout until v. 13, where the adulteress speaks directly to one of the 
youths. 
In v. 10 the Peshitta reads ~JJ.9.J a as the equivalent of i1}.iJ1 in the MT. Thus the Peshitta translator has 
supplied a verb for ~ + inf. - il;:l~lR7 ( m~ i a~ in the Peshitta), because this reading created grammatical 
tension for the translator. The LXX and Targum follow the MT in this clause. In the second clause the Peshitta 
and Targum follow the Greek reading to some extent, perhaps because of the unclear meaning of n1~~-4 
The Peshitta (and Targum) inserts ·i< .. m.9 ("to roam") after i.::i~ in v. 12, which agrees with the LXX, 
~iµ~ETaL. The Peshitta translates '?~ before ilj~ (singular) in the second clause with i<~ .. ci 1.:i (plural), 
while the LXX follows the MT. 
The Peshitta reads ,ru i< instead of''.?-? in v. 14 so that the clause reads "they are vow-sacrifices" instead of 
"vow-sacrifices for me". This rendering of the Hebrew may be due to ethical considerations. That an adulteress is 
able to make a sacrifice was probably contrary to his beliefs and he felt compelled to make a more "neutral" 
reading in his text. He does, however, let her make vows (>:;'LI) in the second clause. The LXX and the 
Targum text follow the MT. 
In v. 20 the Peshitta reads i<r<..¥i for ~9$,iJ and this agrees with the LXX - 1TOAAWV - to read the second 
clause "and he will go home after many days" instead of "he will come home at the full moon". The Hebrew 
meaning of ~9$,iJ (i.e. full moon or full moon feast) may have been lost to the Peshitta translator or it was 
3 
4 
The Peshitta translator, for instance, renders il~';;i~ as ~ iJ.i (which is the equivalent of r:m) in order to 
coincide with the subject, i.e. "her", which is not represented in the LXX. 
The Peshitta reads r<.::r.i ... Ss: 'I ~m.::i~ i<'li.9.::r.n and the LXX has lTOLEL vlwv Hl1TTaa0aL 
KapBlas. The insertion of r<.::r.i ... ~ could also be justified as keeping the connection with v. 7, where 
it first appears in this paragraph to prevent ambiguity. 
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ignored and altered for the sake of simplification.5 The fact that he always wanted the Syriac text to be clear to 
the average reader may have contributed to his decision to use the Greek reading, which he regarded as an 
authoritative text. 
The meaning of i=l!JP.7 in v. 21 must have been clear to the Peshitta translator, since it is aptly rendered as 
i<Ch.::rJ.::i.u in Prov. I. 5. But, of course, here in 7. 21 it was unacceptable to the translator that an adulteress is 
the possessor of "teaching" or "instruction" for the benefit of the young man whom she is actually enticing. The 
translator, therefore, rendered it with a neutral word - ~("her words") - instead.6 The Targum follows the 
Peshitta and the LXX follows the MT in this verse. 
The last clause of v. 22 in the MT is corrupt and is generally translated: "as a stag is caught fast". The Peshitta 
follows the LXX reading (tlicnrEp ic'6Cllv ilTl 8Eaµovs) and renders it as i< i cu::a i<~ i<.::i~.::i ""i<C1 
The Targum also follows the Peshitta reading. The LXX differs from the MT and Peshitta in that "suddenly" is 
read - tcEmf>Cll0ds. 
The Peshitta and Targum read exactly like the MT in the rest of the chapter up to v. 27, while the second clause 
of v. 25 was omitted in the Lxx.7 
5 
6 
7 
This may be an indication that the translator was a Christian, since there is an important traditional feast 
by the same name and the Hebrew term for such an important feast usually survives for generations. It 
would probably not have been lost to a Jewish translator who would have recognised the Syriac equivalent 
- i<i<.co.::i. 
This verse also harmonises with 5. 2 and 3. 
The Midrash of v. 25 (Midrash Mish/e, p. 20) reads: "Lass dein Herz nicht weichen auf ihre Wege. Warum 
nicht? V. 26. Denn viele sind der Erschlagen .... " 
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Chapter 8 
Chapter 8 is devoted entirely to exalted Wisdom, who actresses the reader directly. There is an introduction and a 
conclusion, with two closely related sections in between (vv. 4-21 and 22-33). In the first section Wisdom sets 
forth her noble character and relationship with men who listens to her. In the second section the reasons for her 
high esteem with Jahwe is explained to the reader. The conclusion sets out the fate of those who either embrace 
or reject her. 
In the Peshitta most of the changes are due to internal factors like harmonisation among verses and even 
chapters (vv. 22 and 23). Some variants can be considered corrections in cases of ambiguity (v. 7). Where the 
Hebrew text is obscure, or contains a rare term, the translator made extensive use of the LXX rendition (vv. 1, 
7, 9, 14, 22 and 30). Vv. 22 and 23 are of particular interest, because they carry some religious import. The 
main concern of the translator in these verses seems to be the avoidance of potentially misleading interpretations 
regarding the role of wisdom. The verses can perhaps be considered antiheretical in the sense that the translator 
did not want these verses to offer any justification for (other) sectarian or heretical views pertaining to the 
hypostatisation of wisdom and, by implication, for the legitimacy of their philosophical points of view. The 
translation protected the reader from misinterpreting the text. 
The Peshitta translation in v. 1 seems like a mixture of different elements of the LXX and the MT. Like the 
LXX, the Peshitta supplies an object for the verb in the second clause, which may have been inserted from the 
LXX (aoL firraicovCTTJ = ~.J~.J) , but the rest of the Peshitta text agrees largely with the MT. The term 
r<.Jm ~.::n may also have been influenced by tva, although it appears at the beginning and not the end of 
the verse. The Targum has ~D'i1 ?'lt:lo at the beginning (in the Peshitta) , but mp •01n (in the MT) at the end 
of the sentence. It looks as if the Peshitta translator did not quite know how to translate ~"'70 and thus made use 
of the LXX interpretation instead. 
V. 2 is grammatically connected to v. 1 by -1..~(ydp in the LXX), although not in the same manner. The 
noun r<b.::i.u is also inserted for the same reason from the previous verse and ni::;i·i:i~ n·~ is paraphrased, 
again with the help of the LXX (dvd µfoov 8€ Twv TpC~c1.w) to read "'~Cl ( r<~.u for< ~ ..... ::rn) 
~-The Targum follows the MT exactly. 
V. 3b reads r<..:;i::;.::i,.. ra.,::;~'t ~.:n.=iCl instead of tl'f.10=? ~i:;ir;i , which is not necessarily based on a 
different Vorlage. It may, in fact, be an alternative repeti tion of v. 3• (rG"w m.::nn.9.=i ra.,::;~ ~Cl) for 
the sake of the clarity of the locations from where Wisdom calls out. The LXX agrees substan tially with the 
MT, with only one deviation - BwaaTwv instead of nJe. 
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V. 4 is introduced by r<-i.::~~r<ci to indicate direct speech, because this discourse is only in the first person. Both 
the Targum and the LXX follow the MT. 
Both the Peshitta and the Targum supply a suffix (3. masc. pl.) to ~ in v. Sb to read ~~.::i ai.c:cJJ 
~ cn.::ib and J1i1:i?:i p?:moJ, respectively. The Peshitta rendition of v. 5 is a continuation of v. 4 in the form 
of a clause indkating purpose. Vv. 4 and 5 in the Peshitta read: "To you, 0 men, I call, and my cry is unto the 
sons of men, so that the simple ones can learn prudence and the foolish can understand in their hearts!" The MT 
repeats this exhortation in v. 5 to read: "O simple ones learn prudence, 0 foolish men pay attention!" It is clear 
that the Peshitta translator was forced, by virtue of his particular rendering of the text, to add "their" after heart. 1 
The Targum follows the Peshitta only by reading "their" after heart, but translates the whole sentence as an 
exhortation, as does the MT. The LXX follows the MT. 
The word ,:::ra 'LD is inserted in v. 7b to obviate ambiguity in the reading of the text. As the Hebrew now reads, 
it can be read either as "wickedness is abomination to my lips", or as "false lips are an abomination to me". The 
Peshitta reading clearly follows the latter meaning (cf. Prov. 3. 32 and 15. 26). The Peshitta translation is 
logical and may have been based upon the interpretation of the LXX reading - €~8e),vyµ€va 8€ 
lvaVT(ov €µoil xe-O,Ti 1Jirn8il. The Targum follows the MT. 
The Peshitta again supplies the object in v. 9 (~en~), which coincides with what is implied in the MT, and 
both participles are rendered in the plural (in the LXX). The Peshitta reading is based on internal influences as 
well as the influence of the LXX interpretation. The Targum shows a partial influence by the Peshitta (tDJ'~ = 
~Jr<). 
The adverb ~ is added to r<ai~ -:u in v. 10 and was probably inserted from v. 11. The word rrJQO. reads 
"fine gold" (r<.J.....J.m r<.::icn'l ), which is interpreted thus elsewhere in Proverbs (cf. 3. 14) and in 8. 19, with 
which v. 10 is probably harmonised. The verb ci.::i~may also have been influenced by r<....::i~in v. 19. The 
LXX has no adjective for yvwow, while the Targum agrees completely with the MT. The Peshitta also inserts 
'a.::i~, which is implicit in the MT, for the sake of clarity. The reading of "instruction" instead of "my 
instruction" may also be a harmonisation with the objects in vv. 9, 10 and 11. The Targum agrees with the MT 
and the LXX has an addition in this verse. 
The Peshitta reading of vv. 4 and 5 differs from the MT in that Wisdom calls to all men with the hope that 
only the foolish among them may listen. The MT considers all men to be Jacking in understanding. This 
may have seemed to be too harsh a reality to the translator. 
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V. 11 substantially contains the same idea as stated in Prov. 3. 14 and 15_2 The addition in 8.11 may have been 
inserted from v. 10 to retain the logical connection with it and to harmonise v. 11 with other verses like 16.16 
and particularly with 3.14 and 15. The Targum and the LXX agree with the MT. 
The Peshitta reads ~ i.::i ("create") instead of 'DJ)~ ("possess", "dwell") in v. 12. The Targum follows the 
Peshitta in this rendition of the verb. The Hebrew meaning may have been unclear and the Peshitta translator 
probably had in mind the verb )-1.C , which has both "create"and "possess" as part of its semantic field. This verb 
occurs in v. 22, where Wisdom states that she is created ('~P.) by Jahwe. 
In v. 13 there is no difference in meaning from the MT, although the Peshitta replaces an adjective with the 
status constructus3 and the two words ni:S~;;io ·~~ become ~ m ~ n9 a. The Targum agrees somewhat 
with the Peshitta, using iiiil'i n?~i for the above-mentioned construction. The LXX reads 4>6~0S' Kvp(ov. 
This instance may not be a proper deviation at all. At least, no external influence is suspected. 
The Peshitta equivalent of',~~ in v. 14 is ,.i.'1, which agrees with the LXX (lµT)). The Targum, like the other 
two versions, has only one occurrence of,.,,., in this verse instead of three. 
The Peshitta, Targum and numerous Hebrew mss. read "righteous" instead of "earth" (p,~ for f1~) at the end of 
v. 16. It seems as if the Peshitta Vorlage read pi~. The Targum reading may even, however, be a compromise; 
it reads M1~'1n, which is quite close to the Hebrew equivalent of f'"ln . The Targum translator apparently took 
the Hebrew reading for rin4 instead of f1~. The LXX reads yfjS'. 
The Peshitta adds the suffix 1. sing. to ;n.ui in v. 17, which clarifies the MT text and may have been in his 
Vorlage or may have been loosely based on the LXX, which does not entirely agree with it. The Targum agrees 
with the Peshitta, leaving out only the one r<.Jr<, which is not important for the Aramaic meaning. 
The LXX adds another couplet to v. 21, which serves as an introduction to the next verses (cf. the Midrash 
quoted further on), while the Peshitta's only deviation is the rendering of ~; as r< i.::i.c::i (flirapeL v in the 
LXX and "many years" in the Targum). 
2 
3 
4 
Aphrahat (Schaff, 1956, p. 349) says that the righteous shall be tried by the fire, like gold and silver and 
goodly stones, while the wicked shall perish, like straw and reed and stubble, and proceeds to quote Is. 66. 
16: "Ye shall go out and see the carcases of the men who offended against Me, whose worm (Prov. 12. 4) 
shall not die .... " (cf. Prov. 12. 4). Christ is also symbolised by a stone; Is. 26. 16 is quoted in this 
connection (ibid. pp. 347-8). 
Cf. 4. 11, 9. 17, 10. 31, 11. 12, etc. 
The Targum Vor!age may have read f'"ln. 
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Vv. 22 and 23 presented some interesting challenges for the translator. Firstly, he rendered'~ + il~P. in v. 22 as 
>-';.:;,and then 'f'99~ in v. 23 as )ol..JJJChr< (in the LXX and passive in Targum). To a large extent it seems as 
though the choice of verbs can be a matter of degree and is not really different in meaning from the MT. In the 
Peshitta "Wisdom" was not simply "formed" or "set up" by Jahwe in the beginning, but was really "created". 
This puts the importance on the creative power of Jahwe in the paragraph in order to dispell any notion that 
"Wisdom" was present in whatever way as a Creator and initially needed only to be manipulated into some or 
other form. This tendency is also apparent and does indeed coincide with the translator's intention in Prov. 
3.19.5 Here, like in other parts of the text, he prevented a hypostatisation of "Wisdom" as it may be interpreted 
in the MT text. 
Jewish exegesis did identify "Wisdom" with "Torah" and in the Midrash Mishle of v. 96 the pre-existence of the 
Torah is described, with Prov. 8.22 quoted in its description of the seven things created before the world. Also 
noteworthy is the Midrash of v. 21 , which ends with this question: "Wo warder Thora vor der Welterschaffung? 
Im Himmel, wie es heisst: v. 30 lch war bei ..... " 
V. 23 also adds /n.o and ~du" in the Peshitta to read: "From before ( 7n.c) eternity he established me, 
from the beginning, even before he established <-edu") the earth". Both words are perhaps inserted from vv. 
22b ( ~ 'UI ) and 23' (~du '1) to render a grammatical and contextual connection between the two verses and 
the rest of the paragraph (cf. VV. 24,7 25 and 26). v. 23b in the Hebrew, which reads n~-'OlP-0 ~~'io, may 
also have sounded dubious to the translator and he thus split it with a and added -e du'I after ~ 'l..D. This 
reading in v. 23b agrees with v. 24' in the LXX, although not entirely (rroLtjaaL for ~Ch}), and the rest of 
the verse also differs from the Greek text. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Prov. 3.19 and 20 look at the function of "Wisdom" at the start of Creation. As Weiss (1966, p. 189) 
says: "Hier wird zunachst berichtet, dass die Weisheit zwar von Gott geschaffen, nichtdestoweniger aber 
bereits vor der Schopfung der Welt zugegen (sic.) war." 
"Komm und sie! welche Hille von Gtite schon Gott for seine Welt erschaffen, bevor seine Welt erschuf. 
Welches ist das? Das ist die Thora." 
V. 24 also served as proof that God created Wisdom; in GenR 1(2d) it is written that R. Gamliel was once 
told by a Greek philosopher: "Ein grosser Maler ist euer Gott, aber er fand auch gute Farbstoffe vor, die 
ihm zustatten kamen: Tahu (Wtiste), Bohu (Leere), Finstemis, Wind, Wasser u. Tiefen (Tehomoth) Gn 
1:2." R. Gamliel answered: "Moge der Geist dieses Mannes hinschwinden! Von ihnen alien steht eine 
Erschaffung geschrieben"; and then he quoted several texts: Is. 45. 7, Ps. 148. 4-5, Am. 4. 13 and Prov. 8. 
24 also to prove the creation of the depths. This whole discourse is an argument against Greek philosophy 
and for the creatio ex nihilo, according to Strack (1961, vol. IV. l, p. 411). 
Several Syriac mss., i.e. 6hl6, 7h6, 8al, 9cl, 913.35, lOcl.2, llcl and 1111.4.5, do have "-=l~J'I ("to 
make") instead of ~Ch.J'I ("to form"). 
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V. 30b in the Peshitta is probably based on the LXX reading - eyw i'!µllv ~ lTpoO'lXaLpEV = r<'Ll.I ,.::i 
?Jn. ~ r<am . This is perhaps due to a misunderstanding of Cl'~tQJ?~. ;i;;;i~. 
V. 35• is also based on the LXX - l~o8oC µov l~o8oL Cwi]s = r<,,..U" ~ur< r<.il:i.9.::n i.Jii.9.::n'l. 
The verb p;i! in v. 35b is translated as .D.9.J ("to go out") in the Peshitta, thereby taking the root of the Hebrew 
word in its Syriac meaning to coincide with the first clause of this verse.9 
It is clear that some of the verses in chapter 8 may be influenced by the LXX, although they are generally not a 
complete retranslation of the Greek. The Targum also shows some similarities with both versions but is far 
more conservative in its approach, keeping close to the Hebrew, even to the point of word order. 
9 
It is possible that the Peshitta translator did not understand the Hebrew correctly (cf. Prov. 12. 2 where the 
Syriac reads quite differently from the Hebrew rendering of P'P: as ~ ). 
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Chapter 9 
In this chapter "Wisdom" is personified as a householder who prepares a feast and then invites the uninstructed 
to take part in it in order to live (vv. 1-6). The discourse then is interrupted by a paragraph composed of different 
aphorisms (vv. 7-12) and is similar in content to the succeeding chapters. The next paragraph deals with "Folly" 
as opposed to "Wisdom", who also invites the uninstructed passerby with promises of secret delights (vv. 13-
18). The first and third paragraphs are closely related to chapter 7. 
V. 1 in the MT reads "Wisdom has built her house, hewn her seven pillars". The Peshitta reads "Wisdom built a 
house, and set up seven pillars for it" ( cn.::i is il':l in the Targum). The Peshitta differs from the MT only in the 
fact that the verb "hewn" (il~~IJ) is rendered as "set up" (di.::n .. .ct<). This rendition seems to have been 
influenced by the LXX, which reads v~pELaEv. The translator may have read or understood il;;i'~iJ instead 
of il~IJ. The reading of "set up" is favoured by the context and completes the parallelism, although this may be 
only part of the reason why the Peshitta translator made use of the LXX interpretation in this instance. The 
deviation from the MT in the rest of the verse is not easily explained. The omission of the 3. sing. fem. suff. 
after "house" (found in both the MT and the LXX) is perhaps due to a deliberate avoiqance of the impression that 
"Wisdom" is merely altering the construction of a house already belonging to her. However, this is a moot 
point and the variant does not alter the general meaning of the text. 
The words n112 'O.lQ •$.i-?.p in v. 3 are rendered simply as t<b 1 ~ and this does not disturb the 
meaning of the text. Instead of "maidens" the Peshitta (as does the Targum) reads "servants" (in the LXX -
Sou Ao us 1 ). The rest of the sentence is closer to the MT than the LXX and only ,a ;.:;n t<J a is added to 
introduce the direct speech. 
The Peshitta has a similar reading to the MT in v. 4, with the exception that "in here" (il~D) is translated as "to 
me" (>Ch aj,) instead. This rendition agrees with the LXX, which reads irp6s µt:. The Peshitta translator 
made this alteration within the context of the whole pericope, connecting v. 4 with both vv. 3 and 5, and thus 
Wisdom, being the speaker, invites the simple to turn to her and eat of her bread and to drink of her wine. The 
Targum reads exactly like the Peshitta. 
The LXX is quoted by Clement in Stromata 1:17 (cf. Roberts, 1951 , p. 319) in connection with John 10, 
8. The "servants" refer to the true prophets inspired by the Lord; they were not thieves, but all those before 
the Lord's advent were thieves and robbers. Furthermore, Clement writes that "philosophy, it is said, was 
not sent by the Lord, but came stolen, or given by a thief' (ibid. p. 319). The Peshilta translation may 
also be regarded as a subtle antiheretical statement, assuming that Wisdom refers to the Lord or to the true 
doctrine, i.e. Christianity, as opposed to paganism and false philosophy. 
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The verb ~:;ip,1 at the beginning of v. 6 is translated with a different nuance in the Peshitta text. The Syriac reads 
,a..:::u.::n Cl.J..UJKCl ("put away from yourself'). As the object of 9\.l? the MT reads Cl,'~r;J~, while the Peshitta 
reads ~.:J.J .. ~; Ch Cl ; .. .ai..u. This divergence may be due lo the influence from the LXX, which reads 
dcf>poauv11v. The Peshitta translation of ~.:J.J_,~; ChCl; .. JXJ..u is harmonised with v. 4 and thus also 
within the context of the whole pericope. The LXX translator misread the Hebrew and expanded even further 
upon it. The Targum follows the Peshitta., 
Inv. 7 the Peshitta translator changed "reproof' to "reprover", personalising the term in agreement with "simple 
ones" in the previous verse. It is followed by the Targum in this rendering. This reading does not agree with the 
LXX, which is closer to the MT, but has µwµtjanaL fovT6v = i? cio. 
After the imperative "give" the noun r<M r< ("opportunity" or "occasion") is added as an object in v. 9 of the 
Peshitta, while the Targum has merely "J?l1 instead. This must surely be based on the LXX, which reads "give 
opportunity (dlf>opµ~v2) to the wise and he will be wiser still". The equivalent of the word "opportunity" may 
have been present in the Peshitta Vorlage but, even if it was not, the sentence is intelligible without it and the 
rhythm does not suggest an omission, so that preference should be given to it having been inserted in the 
Peshitta from the LXX reading. The translator probably felt uneasy about the lack of an object after "give" . 
V. 11 in the Peshitta reads rn.::i for':;!, which refers to the "fear of the Lord" and "knowledge" in the previous 
verse. He did not read this verse separately from v. 10 or v. 12. By changing the suffix, he joined the contents of 
vv. 10 and 11 in one context, which concurs with the thoughts of 10. 27" and 14. 10 to 13. It is on 10. 27 
especially that the translation of v. 11 is based. The Targum follows the Peshitta. 
V. 12 has an addition that renders it very similar to the LXX and reads "My son, if you are wise, you will be 
wise unto yourself and your neighbour, if you are evil, you alone shall bear the evil; he that speaks lies, will be 
fed on the wind and will follow the birds of heaven; for he leaves the paths of his vines and turns from the paths 
of his farming to travel through a waterless desert, from a country given to thirst, and he gathers emptiness". If 
a few changes are made to the Peshitta text as they occur in other text versions,3 the Peshitta and LXX read 
exactly the same. The Targum does not contain this long addition, but it does exhibit some influence from the 
Peshitta - ldE:IJ? = ~.4 The Midrash does not throw any further light on the long addition in the Peshitta 
2 
3 
4 
The Midrash Mishle (p. 27) explains: "Und sobaJd er begierig ist, die Worte der Thora zu horen, so giebt 
sie ihm auch noch Gottesfurcht dazu" and is perhaps suggestive of the background of the LXX reading. 
"\"'.::n..u ;~ reads "'\"' ;.:i..u~ in 911, .. ~~.:i.x. is singular in 12al fam, r<.:i; Cl..u.:i reads r<..u; Cl r<.:i in 
915andllll.4,and.9r< reads.9r<ci in6hl6. 
The Targum, and perhaps the Peshilta, may have been influenced by the Midrash regarding this verb. The 
Midrash perhaps also refers to 9. 12 in its exegesis of 2. 10, which reads: "For wisdom (im:m) will enter 
your heart and knowledge (n.11,) will be pleasant to your soul." WUnsche translates the Midrash of v. lOb: 
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and, except for qjEJ~ . the plus appears even to go against the thoughts of the Midrash. The Midrash of v. 12 
clearly states that wisdom benefits only oneself: "d.i. der Nutzen kommen nur dir zu" (cf. Wi.insche, 1893, p. 
28). This does not agree with the view of the Peshitta that it is beneficial to one's neighbour as well. 
The long plus is probably a description of helI.5 Because of the length of this plus, it is improbable that the 
Peshitta translator would have inserted it without very strong motivation. Apart from the possibility that this 
addition was in the Vorlage, the translation may be based on an unknown Midrash or the answer may lie in the 
importance of this particular image in Syriac church tradition. It could have been identified with the nether-world 
whose inhabitants thirst for water. 6 
The Hebrew text in v. 13 contains a few difficult words, of which the meanings are unclear.7 The Peshitta 
solved this problem by relying partly on the LXX. The second clause follows the LXX. In the first clause the 
Hebrew was perhaps not comprehended by the translator and the word "boisterous" was therefore, freely rendered 
< 
as "seductive" ( r<....J~ -u:..::r.i). His reading does, however, strengthen the moral tone of the translation and it 
stresses the immorality of the foolish woman. This also concurs with what is said about the foolish woman in 
chapter 7 (cf. v. 21). 
n1e ("city") is not translated in the Peshitta, which renders v. 14b as "she sits on a high chair (throne)". The 
noun n1P. reads tv TTAaTECaLS' in the LXX and )'qj.lJ1 in the Targum. The Peshitta translator probably 
considered "city" superfluous to the meaning of the sentence. 
V. 18 contains another long addition , which results in a correspondence with the LXX. The verse reads "He does 
not know that giants perish there, that there all her guests are in the valley of Sheol. So turn away!, do not 
linger in that place!, do not let your eye look at her!, for thus will you go through alien water, and pass through 
an alien river, but tum away from the alien water and do not drink of the alien water, because many days and 
years of life will be added to you". It is clearly an equivalent reading to the LXX. 
The first part of the Peshitta reading of v. 18 actually agrees more with the MT than with the LXX; 
r<.c.::r.iC1~.::i is translated from 'l?.r;i.lJ:;i as opposed to TTETEupov ("trap", "depth") in the LXX. The phrase S.:::i 
cri~ ~'I~" is also translated from iJ'~lP ("her guests") and not from awavT4 (" meet her"). But the 
5 
6 
7 
" .... d.i. sie machen dich, deine Seele und dein Wissen angenehm, sowie es heisst Prov 9,12: 'Bist du weise 
geworden, der Weisheit Vortheil bleibt dir' d.i . hast du dich um die Thora bemi.iht, so hast du guten Lohn 
zu gewartigen, !asst du aber von der Thora ab, so werden sich viele Hindernisse gegen dich aufthi.irmen." It 
is clear that "knowledge"and "wisdom" are synonymous with the "Thora" . 
Cf. Ginzberg vol. I, pp. 10-12. 
Cf. Ginzberg, vol. I, pp. 10-11 and vol. V., p. 143, note 36. 
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translator still translated ~ '1.:1 r( cri ~ ~ for t:l~, which is equivalent to Trap' avT'fl ~U.lJVTaL in the 
LXX. 
It is unlikely that the plus is based on the Peshitta Vorfage and a different reason for its insertion should 
probably be sought in the context of the whole chapter. The chapter deals with two women, Wisdom and 
Foolishness, who each invites different types of men, i.e. the wise and the ignorant, respectively, to listen to 
them with promises of rewards for doing so. The long addition suits the context of the paragraph and certain 
elements of the addition actually appear in other parts of the chapter. For instance, in v. 17 reference is made to 
"stolen water" with which the foolish woman entices the ignorant, as it is "sweet". This instance may be 
identified with the "alien water" referred to in the addition, where one is warned against drinking or passing 
through it. The "many years of life" that will be given to the one who heeds the warning may also refer back to 
v. 11, where "long life" is promised to the wise by the wise woman. 
The addition may have been inserted from the LXX to strengthen and advance the cause of wisdom in its 
opposition to foolishness. It should also be noted that there can be a connection between the "depths of Sheol"8 
in this plus and the "country given to thirst" in the plus of v. 12. The fact that the "river" is also a well-known 
image in Greek mythology, may also have influenced the LXX reading. For instance, on their way to Hades the 
departed souls first had to pass through a river. Furthermore, the purification by water is also well established in 
the Jewish and Christian religions9 and this fact may have contributed to the addition in the Peshitta translation 
(depending on the dating, of course). This addition may be an exhortation to the pupil to abstain from heathen 
8 
9 
Older Midrash texts mention seven compartments in the place where Moloch was worshipped (cf. v. 12). 
Sheol is one of these compartments. The allegorical interpretation of these seven compartments is that it 
means a sevenfold punishment; this is also found among Cabbalists, e.g. Zohar II, 150b. (Ginzberg, 1937, 
vol. V, p. 20). 
Clement of Alexandria allegorises v. 18 of the LXX to refer to heretical baptism as opposed to the true 
baptism (Hanson, 1959, p. 120). According to the Cabbalists all the souls must go through rivers of fire, 
either to be purified or, as is the case of the godless, to be judged there. Another opinion occurs in Konen 
29, which says that the righteous bathe in 248 rivers of balsam, one for each member of the body, before 
entering Paradise (Ginzberg, 1937, vol. V, p. 225). 
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practices and, as such, it is possibly antiheretical 10 - particularly regarding the heretical baptism of pagan 
religions and sects as opposed to the true baptism of Christianity. 11 
10 
11 
Mention should be made of the fact that there were numerous pools and ponds in Osrhoene and that water 
played a significant part in the religious (i.e. healing or baptism) and social life of the people, Christian as 
well as pagan. Pagan practices abound in nearby Hierapolis. Segal says: "A. significant role is played at all 
these shrines, as at others in the ancient near east, by running water. Edessans were also familiar with the 
devastation of drought and floods, which did occur relatively often, and were a serious concern to them" 
(Segal, 1970, pp. 48-54, 73, 79). The symbol of water is thus appropriate in the Peshitta as a thinly 
disguised warning to anyone who contemplates flirting with other sects or cults and a particularly good 
allusion to baptism. 
Evidence that there may be a connection between the two pluses in chapter 9 (i.e. vv. 12 and 18) with 
regard to the importance of baptism comes from the writings of Cyprian concerning the baptism of 
heretics. It is perhaps appropriate to quote directly from it: "Nemesianus of Thubunae said: That the 
baptism that the heretics and schismatics bestow is not the true one, is everywhere declared in the Holy 
Scriptures, since their very leading men are false Christs and false prophets, as the Lord says by Solomon: 
"He who trusteth in that which is false, he feedeth the winds: and the very same, moreover, followeth the 
flight of birds. For he forsaketh the ways of his own vineyard, he has wandered from the paths of his own 
little field. But he walketh through pathless places, and dry, and a land destined for thirst; moreover, he 
gathereth together fruitless things in his hands." And again: "Abstain from strange water, and from the 
fountain of another do not drink, that you may live a long time; also that the years of life may be added to 
thee."And in the Gospel our Lord Jesus Christ spoke with His divine voice, saying: "Except a man be born 
again of water and Spirit, he cannot enter the Kingdom of God." (Roberts, 1951, vol. V, p. 566). 
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Chapter 10 
From chapters IO to 22. 16 the aphorisms are more detached. However, without going into any details, in 
chapter IO the main thoughts are that goodness and industry bring prosperity, while wickedness and indolence 
bring only adversity. The parallelisms are usually antithetic. 
In spite of the detached nature of the sentences in the Hebrew text, the Peshitta translator continues his 
harmonisation of the aphorisms with other verses in other chapters (vv. 3, IO and 25). He also makes use of a 
number of extra Cl's between the clauses to maintain some fluidity in the sentences. Some ethical considerations 
are apparent in v. 12. However, most of the variants are by and large simplifications and corrections of difficult 
or dubious readings. 
A suff. 3. masc. sing. is attached to the equivalent of:!!$ in v. 1 of the Peshitta ( > m Cl..::J t<) to concur with ir;i~ 
in the second clause. The LXX reads iraTtpa and the Targum follows the Peshitta.1 The suffix may have been 
present in the Peshitta Vorlage, since the Targum usually follows the Hebrew quite closely and the suffix is, due 
to the clarity of the meaning of the verse and in accordance with the curtness of expression in the MT, redundant 
in this verse. The suffix is logical in the context of the verse and inserted for grammatical reasons. 
The Peshitta may have been influenced by the LXX in v. 2, where "{"1 = 8€ . But the Peshitta is closer to the 
Hebrew in the rest of v. 2 as well as in v. 3. For instance, llll,iJ is translated as <lcU. (dv6µovs) and CJ'P.~l 
in v. 3 is also rendered as <lCl~ (plural), while the LXX reads daE~wv. The Targum also agrees with the 
Peshitta in v. 2 - it has ~ll'~1. The particle may have been inserted by the translator himself to accentuate the 
contrast between the clauses. The particle establishes a logical connection between the two clauses as well. 
The meaning of n)iJ in v. 3b may have been unclear to the Peshitta translator. The Peshitta reads r<.J....JJ::i for 
n)iJ, but r<.J....J.c is usually the equivalent for Jii1 (the Targum has ~l"lP here; Cf. Prov. 3. 9, 9. 14 and 24. 4). 
The LXX reads Cwi'iv = n'n. It seems that this word may well have read Jii1 in the Peshitta Vorlage, because 
the Peshitta did not base its reading on the LXX, which is often the case with corrupt readings. The term also 
fits the context perfectly and forms an intelligible antithesis to the first clause in this parallelism. 
The Peshitta follows the LXX in v. 4 to read: "Poverty brings a man low". This reading does not necessarily 
imply a different Vorlage, since the translator may have interpreted the Hebrew text in the same sense as the 
LXX and perhaps misunderstood i1;0Tt°J:;i as well. Furthermore, the Peshitta reading harmonises with Prov. 6. 
It is significant that the exegesis in the Midrash Mishle (p. 30), saying: "Unser :i~. Yater ist niemand 
anders als Gott zu verstehen ... ", is clearly not represented in the Peshitta translation. The Peshitta treats 
"father" in the ordinary social context. 
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11. The variation involves mostly the vocalisation of tzin and the rendering of il;o··pp - "slack hand". 
"Poverty" has become the subject and the verb t<'.:l.!:l.::n.::n (Pa'el = -"subdue") is used instead of "make". The 
Targum follows the Peshitta and adds il"l'Yl, once more bringing the text closer to the Hebrew. The LXX also 
has another addition - v. 4a2 - after v. 4. 
The Peshitta follows the MT in vv. 5 and 6, while the LXX paraphrases the whole of v. 5 and the word O(tlj in 
v. 6. 
For :Jf;?T the Peshitta has ~ '1.J in v. 7, which agrees with a~ivvuTaL in the LXX. The Targum agrees 
with the Peshitta. The meanings of the verbs lll1 and :ip1 are similar and the Peshitta Vorlage need not have 
been different from the MT text (cf. 13. 9, 20. 20 and 24. 20). 
V. !Ob in the Peshitta was either based on the LXX reading, or translated from a different Vorlage, since the MT 
reading is out of place (it is a repetition of v. 8) and it does not complete the parallelism as the antithesis to the 
first clause. In v. 10• the Peshitta adds "deceitfully" ( <l.!J.J.::J) from the LXX - µnd 86>..ou. The translator 
felt inclined to qualify "winking", especially since it is used in a negative sense in connection with the loose 
woman in chapter 7. The Targum closely follows the MT. 
The Peshitta translation of il;;iq~ in v. 12 is t<~ ~ m..:i ("shame"). The translator may have altered the text on 
purpose. The fact that transgressions that are hidden, or covered by love, may have been ethically unacceptable 
to him and added to this; the deviation also serves to harmonise with 9. 13. 
The Peshitta follows the LXX in v. 13 to read: "He who brings forth wisdom from his lips, hits the fool with a 
rod". The Targum agrees with the MT. The MT presents no close connection between the two clauses and the 
Peshitta translator relied on the LXX to establish the connection in his own translation of this verse. Although 
the meaning of the Syriac reading concurs with the LXX, the Peshitta text may still be based on a Hebrew 
Vorlage - K..:i~ -1.....a:i.u = :i7-19q and "°o..:i.x. = o:;;itP..3 The Targum follows the Hebrew text. 
V. 14 is also a case where the Peshitta translator made use of the LXX to enhance the meaning of the Hebrew 
text. Not only is the connection between the clauses more clearly established, but a better antithesis between the 
"wise" and the "foolish" is accomplished as well (cf. vv. 2 and 3). 
2 
3 
Cf. De Lagarde (1863, p. 32) where the addition is connec ted with the additions of Prov. 9. 12 in some 
mss. Also of particular interest are the comments in the Midrash Mishle (p. 28) of 9. 12 that compares the 
materially rich with those that are rich in the knowledge of the Torah, which profit affects only its owner: 
"Gleich einem Armen und einem Reichen." 
Verse 13 can be compared to 26. 3 where the Peshitta has r<~.01 for both C!l:;_:itl) and Jl)(;) in the MT 
(pd~8os and KfVTpov in LXX) . 
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The Peshitta (and Targum) follows the Hebrew closely in vv. 15, 16, and 17. The LXX has some differences and 
an addition in vv. 16 and 17. 
The Peshitta agrees partly with the LXX in v. 1s• ( xd>..T] 8(Kma), poss ibly because of the ambiguous 
meaning of the Hebrew text. The Targum also agrees with the Peshitta text. 
There are some difficulties in v. 23 that the Peshitta translator once more resolved by following the LXX 
reading; particularly in the first clause. However, he may simply have left out? before ?•o:;i , which would give 
the Syriac text practically the same meaning as the LXX. The Peshitta (and Targum) closely follows the MT in 
the second clause. 
The verb JP' is rendered as .::J m., Ch.::ra (passive) in v. 24 of the Peshitta and this practice is followed by the 
Targum (:i.i'm). This makes better sense of the Hebrew and may be based on a different vocalisation to read "the 
desire of the righteous w_ill be granted". 
Inv. 25 there is an addition in the Peshitta that is not present in either the MT or the LXX. This addition may 
be based on other verses in Proverbs, where the calamity that overcomes the wicked is also described as being of 
an instantaneous nature.4 In 1. 26 the "ruin" also comes suddenly ( rGh ~), like (""' r<) a storm (ilf;l~O:p 
in v. 27 of the MT). The preposition :::i at the beginning of Prov. 10.25 is also understood, as happens in the 
case of the phrases in Prov. 1. 26 and 27, as part of a comparative clause. 
V. 26b in the Peshitta agrees with the LXX to some extent. The noun ?~.i;;:;r' in the MT reads rCi. a~ in the 
Peshitta, TTapavoµCa in the LXX. Both <l~ and TTapavoµCa may have been translated from iT?ill in 
their respective Vorlagen. But, since the rest of the verse does not read the same in the two texts, it seems more 
probable that the Peshitta translator made use of the LXX itself; if only because of the uncertainty of meaning 
prevalent in ?~.vif. 
The rest of the Peshitta rendition agrees entirely with the MT in this chapter. 
4 
Cf. Prov. 1. 26 to 27, 6. 15 and 24. 22. It serves to note that Is. 17. 13 to 14 and 29. 5 to 6, and Jer. 4. 
13 show that in the OT judgements and impending disaster to the wicked are generally portrayed as being 
unsuspected by the victims and coming without apparent warning. 
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Chapter 11 
Grammatically speaking this chapter does not differ from the previous chapters in its attempt to elucidate the 
Hebrew text, quite often by utilising the LXX. This is especially the case with difficult readings (vv. 2, 3, 15, 
26 and 29). There is one correction due to possible misinterpretation in v. 17, and v. 16 is a harmonisation. V. 
31 follows the LXX for what may perhaps be called religious purposes. 
In the Peshitta translation of v. I the subject of both clauses was changed to read: "The Lord hates false 
balances, but he is pleased with just weights". The Peshitta rendition does not agree with the MT (or the LXX). 
This altered reading is perhaps necessary to obviate the reading: "False balances hate the Lord, but a just weight 
likes him."1 Such a reading can be inferred from the Hebrew text (cf. n~~in, i~i~l) but, by changing the words 
into two participles ( r<.:::i .l' and <l..r::i::i.=r.i), the translator prevents any misinterpretation of the sentence. The 
Peshitta also reads "weights" (plural) instead of "weight" to concur with "balances" in the first clause. The 
Targum, as can be expected in cases such as these, also follows the Peshitta reading. No other external influence 
need be suspected here. 
The Peshitta translator translated the equivalent of 19 in v. 2• as <l ~" i Ch r< and read Jiit. as 
r<Ch~_,j.,. The Peshitta agrees with the LXX reading - o~ ldv dalAlh;i i)~pLs. The second clause reads 
exactly like the MT. The terms Ji1[l9 seem to have been unclear to the translator and he therefore made use of 
the LXX to clarify them . The rest of the verse, being quite intelligible to the translator, follows the Hebrew 
text. The Targum shows some influence by the Syriac at the beginning of the verse, but otherwise reads exactly 
like the MT - ~?JJ1 Til ~nm•r. 
The meanings of some words such as n~Q and ~?91 OtJ~O in v. 3 were probably not clear to the Peshitta 
translator and he could not have consulted the LXX reading either, because v. 3b in the LXX = v. lOb. V. 3 in 
the Peshitta reads "The hope of the upright is established, and the pride of the wicked is ruined". The second 
clause reads exactly like v. l in the LXX - TO St KavXTlµa Tcllv daE~cllv c5AAvTaL - which does not 
agree with the MT at all, while the Peshitta reading of v. 7 agrees entirely with it. Even v. 7• in the Peshitta 
seems to be a compromise, loosely based on v. 7• in the LXX, which reads "When a righteous man dies, his 
hopes do not perish". This deviation may also be a harmonisation with other verses such as 3, 5, 6, 7 and 
The intention in this verse is similar to the one in Prov. 20. 10 and 23, where the translator eliminated the 
possibility that the text may be read disrespectfully with reference to J ah we by inserting 7J ".c before 
"the Lord". This applies especially to negative verbs like "despise" and "hate". Because of the word order in 
these verses, it was impossible for the translator to alter the translation by changing the subject. 
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10.28, which exhibit similarities in thought. However, the Targum reads J?o?o~ ("shall be driven forth") instead 
of the root "]?C ("to turn aside"). 
Inv. 15 the Peshitta shows some influence of the LXX text. This influence does not really imply copying from 
the Greek text, but rather that the translator, not quite understanding his Vorlage, utilised the LXX interpretation 
of the Hebrew Vor/age - which was probably no different from the MT - for his own rendition. There is evidence 
to this end in the second clause, where the Peshitta reading is definitely closer to the MT2 than the LXX; the 
Peshitta reads "he hates those who are expecting hope", compared to the LXX, which reads "he hates him who 
has security". The Targum, however, seems to be based on the Peshitta reading and adds an object (~il?~::i) to 
the verb in the second clause. 
In v. 16 the Peshitta has an addition and the whole sentence (including the addition) agrees, broadly speaking, 
with the LXX rendition. However, there are a few differences in the Peshitta reading, indicating that the 
translator did not agree entirely with the meaning conveyed by th~ LXX text and that he used a Hebrew text for 
his own translation (at least in the first part of the verse). 
Firstly, the translator inserted ..9 r<, which is not represented in the LXX, between the second and third clause of 
the verse, perhaps to establish continuity. Secondly, the Peshitta reads r<~~ 'l..i for lTAOVTou, probably 
because it is contrary to the translator's beliefs that "the manly" can lean securely on "riches" and, furthermore, 
the phrase does not complement the sense of the previous clause - "the lazy are also poor in their riches". Thus 
the translator avoided identification of the "manly" with the "lazy"3. Lastly, the translation is initially based on 
the Hebrew text rather than on the LXX, because it renders the verbs 19DD and ~;,r;ii;i: as r<.:::i.::n.a:i.::n and 
~.:::i.::n.a:i.::n respectively, compared to iydpn and ipdBovTaL in the Greek reading. In any case, the 
influence of the LXX cannot be denied. It is important to note that the Peshitta rendition is a comparison 
between two women, much in the vein of Prov. 9. 12 and 18, 12. 4, and 18. 224, and the translator probably 
utilised the LXX reading to stress the differences between these two women. 
The Peshitta reading of v. 17 paraphrases the Hebrew wording of the MT somewhat, perhaps for the sake of 
clarity. The first clause in the Peshitta reads r<.:i~ <l.::rn.L.i mi~ ~; r<...ca.u r<'i.:::J~as the 
equivalent of 190 tD'~ itZi~~. ?pt Both readings have essentially the same meaning and the adjective r<.:i~ may 
2 
3 
4 
It reads r:r~t:i C:l'P.P,h ~~b1 - "but he who hates suretyship is secure" - in the MT. 
Apart from ..9 r<, the Peshitta also interprets the third clause in the LXX, which reads "the lazy come to 
lack riches", differently. 
These women are "folly"and "wisdom" and may represent by implication the true and false religions. This 
was extended to include Edessa as representative of Christianity in a pagan world (Segal, 1970, pp. 49-56; 
Roberts, 1951, vol. VIII, pp. 654-655). 
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have been added to avoid confusing i<~.::i a;; with its other meaning, which is spelt the same way, i.e. 
"corruption", "destruction", etc. 
The Peshitta gives a simplification of the MT in v. 13•, reading i< u~ 'l..::U for n7.\!~ , ii~.i.> 5 . The Targum 
follows the Peshitta, although still leaning towards the MT - ipro = ip~ (it reads r<~ in the Peshitta). 
p is rendered as r<'i..:::J in v. 19 of the Peshitta, which agrees with the LXX - vlos. The Peshitta Vorlage may 
have read l;i instead, because the Peshitta does not follow the LXX throughout and it gives a sensible reading of 
the sentence, i.e.: "The righteous son leads to life, but the doer of evil leads to death".6 This sentence may have 
been translated in the light of Prov. 4. 10 and 9. 11. 
The Peshitta reads "the swearer will again be accursed" in v. 25b instead of tfJi' ~1.TCJ~ ii)lOt The translator 
probably based his translation of ~"').i' and iillO on the root ii~. "to curse". The Targum has "to teach" from the 
Hif. of ii-,,1 and the LXX reading is corrupt. 
The LXX reads 1'.nro>..CtroL TO in v. 26 and is followed by the Peshitta and the Targum in this rendition (p:itzi). 
The Peshitta simplified the translation of v. 27 by rendering 1r;J~. tzip,.~~ and tzi'Ji as r<~.::i. The Targum, 
following the Peshitta to some extent, reads c•ipo, 'll:J and ll':Jn, respectively. 
The Peshitta has a doublet in v. 29·. This addition is not surprising, given the difficult and probably corrupt 
reading of the MT. 7 In this instance, however, contrary to previous difficult verses, the translator did not use the 
LXX exclusively, but made some compromise by using both the Hebrew and the Greek readings. In the first 
part of the first clause the LXX reads 6 µ1' avµTTEpLcfie-p6µe-vos T~ fovToO otK(\l ("he that does not 
go about humanely with his house"), which differs from the MT - in':;), 1;1ill ("he who disturbs his house"). The 
Peshitta paraphrases this to read "he who builds his house in deceit" and the second part of the doublet in v. 29• 
to read "he who does not remain peaceful in his house". The LXX and the MT read the same in the second part 
of the first clause, while the Peshitta has "he will leave a sigh to his sons" and for the second part of the doublet 
in v. 29• has "he will share the wind for his sons". 
5 
6 
7 
The first clause in the MT reads ip~-n7.\!~ ii~l> ll~l. while the LXX reads dae-~Tis TTOLEL lpya 
cl8LKa. The Peshitta has r<u~ for n7.p~ and is perhaps influenced by lpya. 
One should be careful not to attribute the Peshitta reading to a possible Christian influence, since the LXX 
reading, as mentioned, is not followed throughout - vlos 8CKaLos yEvvdTaL ds Cc1n1v, - "a 
righteous son is born unto life". The Peshitta translator did not, in case of difficult readings , hesitate to use 
the LXX. In this particular case he may rather have done that if he had any religious inclination to do so. 
The translator may, however, have thought that harmonisation of the verbs was more important. 
Cf. Fichtner (BH, 1977, p. 1108). 
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It is clear that the verb ?m: was understood as a causative verb by the Peshitta translator and he supplied the 
objects for the two words, .co.::i..:i::..J, "to leave" and ~..9.J, "to divide", accordingly. Both the Syriac verbs 
describe the concept of "to inherit". The Peshitta translator stressed the responsibility of the head of the house 
towards his heirs and he perhaps found the idea that the head of the house "inherits" contrary to common practice 
and therefore, by necessity, he had to insert "sons". 
Since the Peshitta exhibits no clear similarities with the MT or the LXX, the possibility of another Var/age 
should be considered. The Targum is very close to the MT reading, but is still influenced by the Peshitta in v. 
29b: "the fool shall ( 'ii1' = r<am.J ) serve the wise". 
The Peshitta translator follows his own interpretation of the LXX in v. 30b, but agrees with the word order of 
the MT whence it was originally translated. The Peshitta Var/age may have read like the MT. The last clause 
~r;i ni~;i~ 11p.?1 reads "and scattered will be the souls of the wicked" in the Peshitta. The translator made use of 
the LXX, because the Hebrew text was obscure and he probably did not understand the term 11p?1 within the 
context of the clause. The alteration may have been deliberately rendered thus in the light of v. 31, particularly 
the first clause of v. 31, with which this rendering of v. 30 forms a logical connection, presenting the plight of 
both the righteous and the wicked. 
V. 31 is difficult to evaluate, since this famous sentence in the LXX (it differs from the Mn is quoted in I Pet. 
4.18: "If the righteous is scarcely saved, where shall the sinner and the ungodly appear?" The Peshitta has 
exactly the same reading as the LXX. Thus either the Peshitta is entirely based on the LXX, or it had the same 
Var/age as did the Greek text. Throughout the Peshitta it is clear that the translator used a Hebrew Var/age and 
consulted the LXX in special circumstances, such as in the cases of corrupt readings. Because this sentence is 
not very difficult in the Hebrew and no attempt was made in the Peshitta to remain even close to the Hebrew 
text, it is perhaps not too improbable that the translator followed the Greek for religious reasons.8 The Targum 
is of little help in establishing the original text, for it follows the MT, displaying some influence from the 
Peshitta (Jcnoo = ~..u~).. but it retains ri~:i). 
8 Perhaps being a Christian and having knowledge of the New Testament, the translator felt biased towards 
the LXX text and, consequently, followed the Greek reading entirely. 
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Chapter 12 
All the deviations in this chapter, except those in vv. 7, 14 and 20, are based to some extent on the LXX 
interpretation. Most of these are corrections of anomalous readings, whether they stem from unethical, illogical 
or simply obscure readings. Some of them are simplifications. Vv. 7, 14 and 20 are harmonisations with 
similar verses in other parts of Proverbs. 
The Peshitta reading of the first part of v. 2• - "It will be well for the man who keeps the will of the Lord" - is 
partially based upon an interpretation of the LXX reading: tcpdaawv 6 ( T<'-i.:J~) e:vpwv xdpL v TTapd 
tcvpC~ ( t<,,-i;::n,. m..i....:::i.S ~ .. ). However, the Peshitta Vorlage need not have been .different from the 
MT. The Hebrew reading may have been unclear to the translator as is the case with Prov. 8.35. Inv. 2b the 
Peshitta's reading of the sentence is in the passive (as is the LXX), but it still reads .:::i .. .u ~.J - "to be 
condemned" (.~.1'~T in the Mn - as opposed to rrapaaLwrr11611ae:TaL in the LXX. The Targum seems to be 
influenced by the Peshitta - ~i!?~i il'n1l1i '?':JP1 l~O :io. 
The addition in v. 4b of the Pe~hitta is a virtual equivalent of the LXX reading. The only difference is the 
insertion of T(~~ Cl~ Cl ("worm") after T<'~~~.:::i (O'KW~ll~ in the LXX). 1 This rendering, in fact, 
complies with both versions, the MT and the LXX. An important factor that may have influenced this insertion 
is the milieu of the translation. The fact is, that the word ra..~ ci ~a is also used for the silkworm, which 
would probably have been the best known of all worms to the population in the region of Osrhoene.2 This 
double translation of "worm" seems to be in accordance with the translator's inclination towards clarity of 
meaning in his translation3 and possibly serves to enhance the contrast between the two women as well.4 
2 
3 
4 
According to Payne Smith T<'~~b is a boreworm (teredo xylophagus) commonly found in wood (the 
verb ~b means "to be rotten" or "to be eaten by worms"), while ~rd.Cl~ can be any worm. 
Not only was silk the primary trading commodity in Mesopotamia, but Edessa, the capital of the province, 
lay directly on the famous "silk road", which linked Edessa, Nisibis and Adiabene (Segal, 1970, pp. 42 and . 
137). 
It is perhaps too contentious or remote a possibility, but the term "woman" in this verse may be symbolic 
of, and be identified with, two rivalling cities in the mind of both the translator and the reader. The plus, 
i.e. "worm", may be a subtle reference to Hierapolis, which is also known as Mabbog from the Greek 
Bambyce, under which name this city was also known. The word Bambyce is derived from Bombyx, the 
silkworm of the Near East (Segal, 1970, p. 46). This identification would serve as an excellent contrast to 
the first clause where "the good wife is the crown of her husband", which in turn would also be a good 
metaphor for the city of Edessa, the seat of Christian light in a pagan world (cf. Prov. 9. 12 and 18). 
In conjunction with the previous footnote, and in view of the translator's possible intention of reinforcing 
the contrast between the two women (cf. 9. 12 and 18), it should perhaps be borne in mind that the 
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It should be borne in mind that the Peshitta translator may have read i1d':::JD i•m:::i fll:::l in his Vorlage instead of 
i1iJ':;ll;l i•r;iio~.p:;i (and this may possibly apply to the LXX Vorlage as well). Yet it seems more likely that the 
translator based his reading on the LXX because, firstly, the relation and context of the rare Hebrew wording 
were unclear to him,5 and secondly, the Peshitta does clarify i1~':;!9 to read "and so, by her evil works, the 
woman destroys the husband" and, lastly, the influence of the milieu of the translation may possibly have 
played some part in this rendition.6 
The Targum translation looks like a compromise between the Peshitta and the MT. For the most part it reads 
exactly like the Peshitta, but the translator omitted the one "wonn" and added 'iOi) (i'pio~.p in the MT) instead. 
Inv. 6b c?.'¥~ is rendered as ~m~ r<.s.9.:n, following pvoETaL aihous in the LXX. The verb r<.s.9 is 
written, contrary to the LXX and MT, as a participle to coincide with the verb :::ll~ ("to lie in wait") in the first 
clause. The Peshitta rendering of ~m~ is either due to the translator's own interpretation of the object-suffix 
(C) in c'?.'¥~, or based on a vocalisation that is different from the MT rendition. The Targum translation follows 
the Peshitta exactly - pil'? ·~:io. 
The term~·~ in v. 7 reads ,~Ch.::i::...i rd. in the Peshitta. This rendering of l'~ concurs with 10.25, where 
the same thought is put forward; v. 7 is probably based on 10.25 as well. Again the Targum follows the 
Peshitta, reading pn:>ndJ ~'?. 
The Peshitta follows the LXX by interpreting i'? 1~}: in v. 9• as "he serves himself" instead of "he has a 
servant". The reading of the Peshitta is preferable to the MT, since it is congruent with the thought in the first 
clause and it supplies an excellent antithesis to the second clause to read (in full): "A poor man, that serves 
himself, is better than an esteemed man who lacks bread". He probably found the fact that a poor man has a 
servant incongruent. The Targum follows the MT. 
V. 10 in the Peshitta was also influenced by the LXX to read in the second clause "the bowels of the wicked are 
closed up" (Td BE: oTTMyxva Twv doE~wv dvEAE1"µova). The Targum follows the MT. The 
5 
6 
crowning of the bridegroom was prevalent and still persists in certain of the Eastern churches. There is Old 
Testament authority for this in Cant. 3. 11 (cf. Conclusions in this study), Isa. 61. 10 and Ezech. 16. 
12 (Quasten, 1964, p. 176). 
The word :JP.l, as is clear from Prov. 10. 7 and 14. 30, was understood by the translator. In the above 
instances it was rendered correctly and in context as ~ <u and rUa.o:::J , respectively. 
The worm was not only a well-known concept in the Syriac-speaking world, but in the Eastern church it 
was also readily associated with the dead in Sheol. A quote from one of the demonstrations (XXII) of 
Aphrahat (Schaff, 1956, p. 403) concerning the gluttonous should suffice: "There the worm shall consume 
their bodies, and they shall clothe themselves in darkness over their fair apparel". Cf. also Mk. 9. 48. 
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Peshitta Vorlage need not have differed from the MT, as the reading can be construed from the Hebrew text as. it 
now stands. 
V. 11 of the Peshitta agrees with the Hebrew text of the MT closely, while the LXX added another couplet to it. 
For the phrase O'Pr'1 '1117?~ in the MT, the Peshitta reads r<~C1.c.1'i..ca i~.::i ~mi'ICl. It cannot be 
considered a deviation, since the Syriac conveys the same sense as the Hebrew. 
The Peshitta has the same number of elements in v. 12 as the MT and the Syriac seems to be generally based on 
a Hebrew Vorlage . However, the MT presents a dubious and perhaps corrupt text of v. 12, since it has no clear 
meaning and there is no proper antithesis between the two clauses in the verse. The Peshitta seems to have 
utilised the LXX entirely, with the exception of ~ (not translated in the LXX), which represents ii~'?· 
The Peshitta translator may have translated the Hebrew word with a neutral verb because he did not understand 
this word, which appears only once in this book.7 The second clause in the Peshitta agrees with the MT as 
opposed to the LXX, while the Targum shows similarities with the Peshitta without departing from the MT (it 
reads ~n11~Q for "net"). 
The Peshitta, using a different word order from the MT, reads "a good man shall be satisfied by the fruit of his 
mouth" in the first clause of V. 14. This rendering is in exact agreement with the Peshitta reading of Prov. 13.2· 
(the verse contains a similar thought in the Hebrew as well). The LXX adds another verse to v. 14. The Targum 
definitely made use of the Pesh itta text, but kept the Hebrew word order so that :rn~ is part of the object and not 
the subject. 
The Peshitta translator may have interpreted his translation of the Hebrew (the Peshitta Vorlage probably read 
the same as the MT) according to the LXX in the second clause of v. 15, which reads "he who listens to advice 
is wise" - ElcraKovn 8€ cruµ~ouXfoS' crocf>6S'. The Targum follows the Peshitta. 
Inv. 16 Ci';!, is written as m.::r.rn.1 i.::i in the Peshitta; this agrees with the LXX - av011µEpov . In the 
second clause, like the LXX, the Peshitta adds a suff. 3. masc. sing. to "insult". The Targum again follows the 
Peshitta text, reading il'01' i:i and il'IJJ~ . 
The Peshitta translator added mo after "deceitful" in the second clause of v. 17 to render it an adjective, because 
the Hebrew lacks a verb in this clause. This may have been added with reference to the LXX rendering of 
86ALOS'. The Targum, initially following the MT, also adds tm like the Peshitta. 
7 The verb ....::i.:::.. is also used in other instances where rare and difficult words were misunderstood by the 
translator, i.e. , 8.27 and 29 - pin, 14.22 - ~hn , 15.9 - si110, etc. 
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The word m;;it;1 ("to chatter") in v. 18 is rendered simply as ~'i:::r.ir< ("to speak") in the Peshitta and likewise in 
the LXX (Alyovns) and Targum ()'ID~). This simplification is in keeping with the Peshitta translation 
technique, yet it may still be based on the LXX in this case. 
Inv. 19 the Peshitta exhibits a minus in comparison with the MT and the LXX (the latter also departs from the 
MT). The concept 1127 Ji-?D ("to endure forever") is shortened to ~::; ~ . which does not alter the meaning of 
the MT text at all. The Targum reading follows the MT, although 1.P is rendered as c?.u. 
In v. 20 the MT reads .U'J ·~1ry-::i?:;i i1Ql0. in comparison with ~.:z::..u TU:. .. .::i" m.::i~.::i <l.:i.J 
r<~ in the Peshitta. The translator did not see the connection 8 between '~lry and ::i'?,:;i, so that he 
probably felt compelled to add r<::i::......': 'I after "heart" in order to specify that it is not just "any" heart, but only 
the evil heart, that devises evil (cf. 6. 14 and 18, and 2. 11 , where the same principle of specifying probably 
applies). 
The Peshitta interprets v. 21 in the same way as the LXX: "No injustice is pleasing9 to the righteous, but the 
ungodly is full of evil". The Targum concurs with the meaning conveyed in the Peshitta text, although it still 
uses words that are closer to the MT. For instance, the Targum has?-' before C.ll10 (as in the MT), while the 
Peshitta reads only 7J ,..::;;,i, 
The Peshitta (followed by the Targum) follows the MT reading of v. 25 substantially, but nevertheless reveals 
some influence by the LXX - cf>o~Epos Myos ( r<~~ .. .u" r<~~.::;;,i) and TapdcrcrEL ( r<.u~ '1). 10 The 
meaning of the word i1~l ("anxiety") either may have been unclear to the Peshitta translator or he preferred the 
LXX interpretation, because it forms a better antithesis and clearer relationship with the second clause, which 
reads "a good word makes him glad". 
The Peshitta translation of v. 26 is very difficult from the perspective of identifying the influences that may 
have played a role in its rendition. Firstly, the first clause in the MT is very problematic with regard to its 
proper meaning. Secondly, all the other versions differ from one another so that a reconstruction of the Vor/age 
is perhaps impossible. The Targum translator rendered the first clause of the Hebrew as it appears, without 
considering its intelligibility: "the righteous is better than his neighbour". The Peshitta text may be an 
8 
9 
10 
The translator may have read: "The deceit in the heart devises evil". 
The verb i1~~: in the MT may have read i11~~ in the Peshitta (and LXX) Vorlage. The Peshitta translator 
may not, however, have understood the meaning of this verb and thus he made use only of the LXX to 
clarify the reading, as he so often did . 
It should be stressed that the Peshitta translation was influenced by and not copied from the LXX, because 
the Syriac represents only the Hebrew words as they appear in the MT, omitting 8LKa(ov, and following 
the Hebrew word choice closely in the rest of the verse. 
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interpretation of the LXX. The Syriac rendition , to some extent, does justice to the Hebrew wording and reads 
"the righteous is a good guide to his friend". The LXX has an addition to this verse in its text. 
The Peshitta translator changed the Hebrew word order in the second clause of v. 27 to read (as does the LXX) "a 
pure man is a precious possession". The Targum follows the MT. 
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Chapter 13 
In this chapter v. 2 (and possibly v. 6) contains variants that are utilised for reasons of harmonisation with other 
verses in the book of Proverbs. Most of the rest of the deviations are based on the LXX in instances where the 
Hebrew seems difficult or corrupt. Some corrections in the Peshitta are done independently of any discernible 
external influence for ethical or moral reasons, e.g. vv. 3 and 17. 
Inv. 1 the Peshitta has a free rendering of the LXX reading, although it is still based on the Hebrew Vorlage. 
The verb is lacking in the first clause of the MT and the Peshitta translator changed i0~9 to ~.::n ~.:z:..:::n and it 
is, in this instance, probably influenced by vtn1icooS' in the LXX. In the second clause, the Peshitta translator 
has inserted the equivalents of vloS' and lv dma>Af"(q. to read: "The bad son, that does not receive (~.:i..c.::n = 
.119~-~?) rebuke (f7.), will perish". This whole verse in the Peshitta reflects the thought of v. 8 and 
complements v. 24, where "son" was also inserted in the last clause. The Hebrew reading, lacking the verb and 
containing unique words1 with difficult connections in them, was translated with the help of the LXX reading. 
The fact that the word b~ in the second clause appears in both the clauses of the Targum reading of this 
verse,2 coupled with the possibility that vtn1tcooS' may be an equivalent for iOio ':i::ip, could indicate that ':i::ip 
is indeed the missing verb in the MT and could have been in the Vorlagen of all three of the above-mentioned 
. 3 
vers10ns. 
The first clause of v. 2 in the Peshitta reads exactly like the first clause of 12. 14, whence it was copied (in 
12.14 "good" is an adjective qualifying "man" and not the object). The LXX has a different text in the first 
clause and does not agree with the Peshitta reading in either verse. The Targum was influenced by the Peshitta, 
reading .u::ioJ instead of ':i~~: (in the MT), although it retains ~n:::io as the object of .U:JO) to be closer to the 
MT. The Peshitta is probably influenced by the LXX in the second clause, where 09r:r is simplified to read 
"'.:i~J (6AovvTaL in the LXX), although the LXX reads d(l)pOL (not represented in the MT) after 
6AoQvTaL to form the concept "the evil fate" that befalls the wicked. The second clause in the Peshitta reads 
"The souls of the wicked will perish". 
2 
3 
In Prov. 9. 8 the word r?.. is also rendered as i<:....:i and its meaning was perhaps unclear to the translator. 
The Targum, which is usually close to the MT reading, is of special importance here; in the first clause it 
reads ~::i~1 ~m1io ':i::ipo ~o·::in i:J. 
This would make ~.::n ~..:i:..::n a compromise with the LXX reading and is consistent with the Peshitta 
translator's tendency to moralise whenever a word such as "receive" in this case seems too weak and neutral 
in any particular context. 
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V. 4• in the Peshitta is based upon an interpretation of the Greek text and the second clause follows the Greek 
text closely - dv8pdwv = r<i;~. The Targum follows the MT. Thus the Hebrew may have been unclear to 
the translator of the Peshitta. 
In v. 5 the Peshitta reading is a compromise between the LXX and the MT, although it is still closer to the 
MT. The Targum, following the MT word order in the first clause, follows the Peshitta text substantially. 
The Peshitta translator, contrary to the MT and the LXX, added the 3. masc. sing. suff. to "sins" in the last 
clause of v. 6 to personalise the sin that destroys the sinner. The latter is ultimately responsible for his own 
demise - he is destroyed by his own sin. This principle echoes the thoughts of Prov. 5. 22 and 28. 23. The 
Targum follows the Peshitta in this instance. 
The Peshitta adds .:s::..9.J to both clauses of v. 7 and this is probably influenced by tavTOVS' (twice) in the 
LXX. The only difference is that the Peshitta translator added the plural suffix in the first clause and the singular 
in the second clause. The Targum follows the Peshitta exactly.4 
The Peshitta translator may have had some difficulty with the Hebrew reading, especially with the first two 
words, ofv. 10·. His translation is simple and definitely based on the LXX reading - "an evil man does evil in 
dishonour". The second clause in the Peshitta, as opposed to the LXX, closely follows the MT. 
The LXX has µETd dvoµCas and µET' EiiaE~das added to its rendition of v. 11. The Peshitta has no 
additions in comparison with the MT, although it utilises equivalents of the above-mentioned additions in the 
LXX, i.e. r<~ ci~ and r<Ch ci.c .. 'I I, as the equivalents for ?~Qq and r~p in the MT instead. The Targum 
exhibits some influence by the Peshitta, for instance 11:?m1, while the translator also added the phrase "and gives 
to the poor". 
The Peshitta reading of v. 12 also substantially agrees with the Greek text (the LXX). However, both renderings 
are based on the MT. The Peshitta interpretation in particular can be inferred from the MT and thus no external 
influence other than perhaps the cursory consultation of the Greek text by the Peshitta translator need be 
suspected. 
4 This is a good example of how the Targum translator, when agreeing with the LXX and the Peshitta, rather 
made use of the latter for his own reading, while he still attempted to remain close to the MT - €a\JTOVS' 
appears twice in the LXX, while the Peshitta has ~m..x..9.J and m..x..9.J, respectively. The Targum 
similarly reads i'!'~E:IJ in the two clauses, retaining the singular of the Hebrew text. 
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There is a clear link in v. 13 between the Peshitta and the LXX.s The Peshitta retains the meaning of the 
Hebrew, which it has in common with the MT (as opposed to the LXX), but the translator inserted the addition 
that is found in the LXX as well, albeit with some alteration.6 The Peshitta translator probably decided to insert 
this addition in his translation , because it is in keeping with the thoughts found throughout the book of 
Proverbs (cf. 17. 2, 12. 20, chapter 8, etc.). The Targum, following the MT, adds only ~n:iC!l after c?r. 
The Peshitta gives a good translation of the MT in vv. 14 and 15, which does not agree with the rendering in 
the LXX. It also has an addition in v. 15. 
The Peshitta translator rendered the verb~")~~ ("to display") in v. 16 with a simpler word,~. but this does 
not affect the sense of the MT. The LXX follows the MT. 
The causative verbs in v. 17 are changed in the Peshitta to reflect what will happen to the messengers 
themselves as a consequence of their deeds , bad and good. 
The Peshitta interprets the Hebrew of v. 20b differently, adding m~ after ..%. r<:::J.J instead of .llil~ , so that the 
verb reads "It will be bad for him who walks with fools". The meanings of the two versions do not really differ; 
in spite of the impersonal rendering in the Peshitta. The LXX reading of yvwae~anaL ("to be known·/ 
instead of .lliT may indicate a different Vorlage or a reading mistake, i.e . .1111'. 
V. 23 has an addition in the Peshitta translation that is not found in the LXX. The reading is considerably 
different from the MT and LXX as well. The Hebrew text is corrupt and apparently beyond emendation (Toy, 
1904, p. 278). The LXX reading cannot be reconciled with the MT at all, which means that the Peshitta 
translator could not rely on it very much. The Peshitta may be loosely based on its translator's own 
interpretation of the Greek, however. 
In the second clause of v. 24 "his son" was inserted from the first clause, thereby maintaining a contextual link 
between the two. 
5 
6 
7 
The LXX reads: vt~ 8oACCI} ov8£v laTaL dya06v, otKETlJ 8£ crocj>~ d!o8oL lcrovTaL 
TTpd~ELS', Kat KaTEv0w0~C1ETQL 1' 680s alhoO. 
The Peshitta reads r<..J~~Cl..:::i.J r<;..::i~ and ~,,..:::i.u r<;..::i~for vtQ 8oA(CIJ and otKlTlJ 8€ 
crocj>Q, respectively. These alterations harmonise with the contents in the rest of this chapter. 
If this rendering is deliberate in the sense of being a Jewish exegetical rendition , it would suggest that 
anyone in the company of fools will be recognised as such by his fellow countrymen. There is a definite 
hint of this in the Midrash Mishle (p. 41): "Und so auch der, welcher mit einem Thoren umgeht, von dem 
sagt jeder, der ihn sieht: Wenn er nicht ein Thor ware, so wiirde er nicht mit diesem Thoren um gehen; 
allein weil er eben ein Thor ist, so geht er mit einem Thoren um ." 
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Chapter 14 
The Peshitta translator discarded the plural construct relation of CJ'~~. nir;i:;in, rendering it as "the wise woman" 
instead. This verse was perhaps altered with reference to Prov. 9. 1, where i'T.D'~ is also rendered as r<<h....:i. 1 
The word f7 in v. 6 is rendered as K.%...1.::J , as in the LXX (KaKo'Ls) and Prov. 13. 1 of the Peshitta. The 
translator could have used either or both instances as an example for the rendition in v. 6. 
V. 7 in the Peshitta reads "For the foolish man, everything is an adversary, and a weapon of knowledge are the 
lips of the wise". There were some difficulties in the MT that were solved by the LXX translator who probably 
emended the Hebrew. The Peshitta follows the LXX reading. For instance, the verb 17 became .l.::i (rrdvTa 
in the LXX) and ?;i is read as r<..i...1 in the Peshitta (l!rr>.a in the LXX). It is difficult to determine whether the 
Peshitta translator's utilisation of the LXX was the result of the same difficulties experienced by the LXX 
translator in the Hebrew Vorlage, or whether, in fact, the Peshitta Vorlage contained the equivalent of the 
Peshitta reading. However, it should be borne in mind that this verse contains some unique words in the Hebrew 
text, like ?:;i in the second clause. It is probably more likely that the Peshitta is based on the LXX, as was often 
the case when the Peshitta translator encountered a difficult Hebrew reading. The Targum presents a free 
translation of the MT: "Withdraw onto another path from the presence of the fool , for there is no knowledge on 
his lips" . 
V. 8 in the Peshitta reads "The astute, in his wisdom, understands his way, and the way of the foolish is 
misleading ( r<~ Cl..1~..\,.::i) " . The Peshitta may have been slightly influenced by the LXX - lv rrMV!J = 
"misleading". In the second clause the term rU.i i Cl r< ("way") is used for "folly". In fact, it may have been 
inserted from the first clause in order ~o establish a logical connection between the two clauses. As is clear from 
vv. 18 and 24 in this chapter, the Hebrew term for "folly" - n'w~ - was definitely known to the Peshitta 
translator. In 5. 23 the Peshitta reads r<~  for n'?,).~. 
The Peshitta follows the LXX to a large extent in v. 9 as well . In fact, the Peshitta has two sentences: the first , 
which agrees entirely with the LXX, and the second, which is a simplified interpretation of the MT. In the 
Second Sentence r?: is rendered as ~ 'l.::1~.,2 and )';;l is rendered as ;,i::i. This Sentence is Clearly based On the 
translator's own interpretation of the Hebrew. The Hebrew reading in the Peshitta translator's Vorlage was 
2 
Cf. also 9. 12 and 9. 18 and numerous other references to "woman". This rendition of 14. 1 should perhaps 
be considered a harmonisation with such occurrences. 
The Peshitta Vorlage may have contained some form of ??ll instead, which justifies ~ ~-
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probably problematic and he subsequently decided to include both interpretations - his own and that of the LXX -
in order to have the benefit of both renditions. 
In v. 12 the Peshitta translator inserted '<-i..:::i.c:a after "way" from the LXX - 8oKEL. The insertion is utilised 
by the Targum as well. 
The Peshitta translator probably did not understand the meaning of the second clause in his Vorlage. The 
Peshitta follows the LXX in v. 14 ( i<.::i~ r<-i..:::i~= dvt)p dya06s) and in the second clause the translator 
inserted ~.J from the first clause in order to harmonise both clauses with one another. In the Peshitta 
rendition of this parallelism, the second clause also forms a better antithesis to the first. The Targum follows 
the Peshitta exactly. 
In v. 15 the Peshitta reading interprets il~~7 j';;i; as~ ~ .:::i~ ..:z::. ~- The translator may have taken 
the root i~~ as "good fortune" in order to read "the astute discerns between good and bad", which in tum 
harmonises with v. 16. The Targum agrees with the Peshitta. 
Inv. 16 the Peshitta reads ~~~Ch~ instead ofi;;!.PI;ll;l, while the Targum agrees with the Peshitta reading of 
:i.i.llno. The Peshitta is probably based on TTETTOL0ws in the LXX. 
In v. 17 the Peshitta reading is based substantially on the LXX text. The problem is that in the second clause 
the Hebrew literally reads "but a man of discretion is hated" (~~fr.). The Peshitta translator obviously regarded the 
Hebrew sense as inappropriate and unlikely, with the result that he decided to utilise the LXX rendition of this 
verse instead (the LXX reads dvt)p 8E: lf>p6vLµos TTo:Ud imolf>lpEL). The renditions of the Peshitta and 
the LXX also form better contrasts between their first and second clauses than the MT. The Targum follows the 
MT. 
The verb~~~: in v. 20 (Nif.) was translated in the active by the Peshitta's translator, so that the subject and 
object in this phrase are altered to read "the poor hates his neighbour" (the'? before "neighbour" was obviously 
taken by the Peshitta translator as a sign of the accusative). 
V. 22 has two renderings in the Peshitta, both of which are based on the general meaning of the MT, and its 
doublet agrees entirely with the LXX reading, whence it was translated. The translator probably did not want to 
miss an opportunity where he could translate a verse that has two meaningful renditions in a text as 
authoritative as the LXX's. 
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V. 23 in the Peshitta also has a long interpretation of the Hebrew but, in this instance, it has no equivalent in 
the LXX at all.3 The Peshitta version sounds distinctly religious and the style of the Peshitta translation is in 
the manner of the Jewish Midrash4 (however, it does not appear in the Midrash Mishle and the Targum was 
translated literally) . The Peshitta translator may have used another Greek text, or he may have combined 
elements in the LXX with the Hebrew for this specific translation. Whatever the case may be, the Peshitta 
rendering complements and harmonises with the thoughts of vv. 21 and 22. 
Inv. 24 the Peshitta translator prefered the LXX rendering of n1w~ (i.e. 8LaTpL~TJ) for his own reading -
r<.:J.9 Cl m, meaning "way of life". The rest of this verse agrees with the MT, rather than with the LXX. The 
Targum shows some influence from the Peshitta. 
The translation of the second clause of v. 25 in the MT is not clear and the Peshitta translator has (one suspects) 
possibly made use of certain concepts or elements in the LXX text to give an intelligible reading -~ is 
probably influenced by 86ALOS'. The LXX adds lK KC11Cwv in the first clause, which has no equivalent in the 
MT or Peshitta and otherwise follows the MT text. It seems more probable that the translator based this verse 
on the second clause in v. 4 of this chapter and on the meanings portrayed in other verses like Prov. 6. 19 and 
12. 17. 
The last word in v. 28, li\l, is rendered as r<.:Jb in the Peshitta (cf. 8. 15, where it is rendered as "leader"). 
This word may have been used to retain the connection with the first clause. 
The term tG ~ was added in the second clause of v. 31 in the Peshitta as the object of -=u:i....::n to read: "He 
who honours the Lord, has mercy on the poor". This is not the case with the Targum or the LXX. This term 
was probably added to harmonise and form a connection with "his Maker" Oil~ll) in the first clause. 
Owing to the obscurity of the Hebrew sense of the text, the phrase lv 8€ Kap8Cq. dcpp6vwv ov 
8LayLvwaKETaL influenced the phrase~""'~~ rd. ~.cii" r<.::ibCl in v. 33 of the Peshitta text. 
As far as a source for the Syriac rendition is concerned, a different Peshitta Vorlage, although probable, is 
unlikely, since the Peshitta agrees entirely with the MT in the first clause of v. 33 as opposed to the LXX, 
which reads lv Kap8Cq. dyaG'fi dv8pos aocl>Ca. 
3 
4 
De Lagarde (1863, p. 48) believes that the LXX reading may have been longer, stating that it " .... karn aus 
der jetzt verlorenen Dbersetzung van 23b herein." 
De Lagarde (ibid.) says regarding the Syriac renrution: "Mir scheint unverkennbar die Hand eines Christen 
thatig gewesen zu sein, der an Lucas 16. 19-31 und IO. 42 dachte. Am deutlichsten wird dies durch den 
Syrer, der ohne zweifel die LXX vor Augen hatte." 
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The addition at the end of v. 35 of the Peshitta agrees with Prov. 15. 1 • of the LXX, whence it was inserted. 
The phrase "wrath destroys even the wise" has the function of establishing a logical connection with, as well as 
progression to, the next chapter, which commences with "A soft word subdues anger". It is unlikely that the 
Peshitta Vorlage contained this extra clause. 
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Chapter 15 
From chapter 15 onwards the Peshitta seems to manifest fewer deviations than in the earlier chapters. Some 
variants are still harmonisations with other verses (eg. v. 4) , while the majority are influenced by the LXX 
renditions for the purpose of clarification and simplification (eg. vv. 10 and 19). Logical connections between 
verses as perceived by the translator are also maintained (vv. 31-33). 
The last word in v. 2 of the MT, n?)~, reads r<~~a.'.l ("curse") in the Peshitta and may have been understood 
as such. Alternatively, it may have appeared in the Peshitta Vorlage as il?~. The synonym r<~~Ci=r.i ("oath", 
"curse") is used for ilj~ in 29. 24. The LXX reads KaKd instead of "curse", while the Targum follows the MT 
text. 
V. 4 in the MT reads "A healing tongue is a tree of life, but violence therein (the tongue) is wounding the 
soul". V. 4h in the Peshitta (the first clause agreeing with the MT) reads "He who eats of its fruit, will be filled 
by it". The LXX has a different reading and only one word that concurs with the Syriac - ir>..11cr&tjcrETaL = 
.:::...::JJ:a.1. The Peshitta translation may be based on other verses like 13. 2 in the Peshitta - "a good man will be 
filled by the fruit of his mouth" (cf. 18. 2 and 12. 14). The difficulties in the Hebrew text that were problematic 
to the translator, since he could not rely on the LXX, are thus solved by harmonisation with other readings in 
Proverbs, specifically the Peshitta's own translation of those verses. 
The verb "scatter" in v. 7 is translated by the neutral word "speak" in the Peshitta in order to achieve a simpler 
reading. However, this may be an intentional harmonisation with other verses as well, primarily with 10. 31. 
This is also the case in v. 14, where "feeds" is rendered as "speak" by the Peshitta translator. There are many 
other examples of this kind in the Peshitta (cf. 15. 23 and 28). 
In v. 9 "practising" is rendered simply as "doing" in the Peshitta ( "~.:::.. '1). The LXX reads 8LWKOVTas , 
which is the same as r]"J'll? in the MT. There is no need to suspect any external influence on the Peshitta in this 
instance, for this is a case of simplification that is very characteristic of the translator's style. 
The Peshitta reading is based on the LXX in v. 10• and reads "The correction of him who does not know evil, is 
evident (public)". The LXX text clearly influenced the above translation; it reads iraL8da dKcfKov 
'YvwpCCETaL fmo Twv irapL6VTCllV. The Targum text is equivalent to the MT. 
In v. 12 the Peshitta translator simplified y?, and rendered this noun as t6:......::J. The Peshitta translator may not 
have understood the Hebrew term; alternatively he deliberately harmonised the term here with 9. 12, where 
"scoff' is also rendered as ~. 
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Instead of "face" in v. 13 the Peshitta translator wrote i<.::r.i.::E:. ci~ i.e. "body", in order to form a proper 
antithesis to TG..i ci; in the second clause. 
In v. 14 n?~~ is rendered as r<~.....::i (perhaps from the LXX, where it is KaKd) to concur with the expressed 
tendency to ally the foolish with evil and deceit (cf. 10. 32). 
The second clause of v. 15 in the MT reads 1'90 iif;l~Q ::i?-:Jii;i1. The Peshitta reads "And they will always dwell 
chee1fully". Thus the translator evidently interpreted ::i?-:Jii;i as ~..:i. 
V. 18 in the Peshitta reads "A wrathful man stirs up strife, but a patient man extinguishes it, before it begins". 
The second clause in the LXX reads µaKp60vµos 8€ icat TTjv µ€>..>..ovaav ("impending") 
KaTalTpalivn. It is clear that the Peshitta reading was influenced by the LXX, where µ€>..>..ovaciv is 
interpreted as tG ci m ~ u; the Peshitta adds m~, which is not found in the Greek text for the object :l'"J. 
For this verse the LXX has two renditions, both of which substantially have the same meaning. 
Inv. 19 the Peshitta reads "full(~) of thorns" instead of "like a hedge (~~9~) of thorns". The LXX reads 
taTpwµlvaL ("strewn") instead. The simplification of the Syriac reading is perhaps achieved with reference 
to, and not copied from, the Greek text. 
Inv. 20b the Peshitta has "disgrace" (t<Chcnm..:i) instead of "scorn" (iiJ.i:l). The Peshitta reading in the second 
clause may be based on Prov. 10. 1, which reads "A wise son makes a father glad, but a foolish son is a sorrow 
to his mother". In this case the same verb, "disgrace" (cnm..:i.::r.i), is also employed instead of ~m with the 
purpose of describing the impression that the mother has of the foolish son's behaviour. This simplification of 
the two sentences may also be caused by the unfamiliarity of the verb iiJ.i::l. However, it is more probably a 
deliberate harmonisation between verses by the translator. Incidently, the first clauses in both verses read exactly 
the same. 
The Peshitta translation of v. 22° is also influenced by the LXX, perhaps due to the unintelligible wording of 
the Hebrew as perceived by the translator (assuming, of course, that the Peshitta Var/age had the same text as 
the MT). The second clause, however, follows the MT reading: 71J.cdi di r<.:::i~.::r.i ..:::i~.:::ij" - "and by 
many counsellors it is established". The Targum also adds "counsel", but its text still reads closer to the MT 
than the other two versions. 
The Peshitta adds m~ in the second clause of v. 23 to connect it with the first, so that "a word in season is 
goodfor him". No external influence need be suspected here. 
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V. 27 in the Peshitta reads "He who accepts a bribe destroys his soul ( m.::z:...9.J), and he who hates to take a 
bribe, lives". The word "bribe" is repeated from the first clause to establish a connection with it, while m.::z:...9.J 
is based on Ea\JTOV in the LXX (instead of in':;), in the MT). The Targum follows the MT text. 
The LXX has additions in vv. 27, 28 and 29 and differs from the Peshitta in v. 30 as well. The Peshitta follows 
the MT text. The LXX has no v. 31 either. The relation between ni~~'? and i1).i;J: in v. 28 was not clear to the 
Peshitta translator and he employed the LXX interpretation for his own rendition - TT(aTELS' is the same as 
r< ~ Cl.J.::n..i m. 
Inv. 30 the Peshitta translator inserted "heart" from the first clause as the equivalent for i1~rn::i~, because he may 
have been entirely unfamiliar with this Hebrew term. 
In v. 32 the Peshitta reads r<~.::n.:::i.u for ::i7, which harmonises the second clause with other verses in 
Proverbs, viz. 3. 13, 4. 7, 10. 23, etc. The Hebrew text reads "but he who heeds admonition gains a heart", 
which does not make much sense. The Peshitta reading gives a sound interpretation of the Hebrew. 
The Peshitta reveals some influence by the LXX in v. 33b and adds rG.JJ'l ,m ~Cl .. , which means 
"instruction of life", in the first clause. This serves to harmonise with v. 31 - "admonition of life". The MT 
reads i1g:;>r;i 19~0 in v. 33. This verse also harmonises with 16. 22, which reads "Wisdom is a fount of life to 
him who has it". Furthermore, the clause i1.)~~ 1i:;i:;i is rendered as"the honour of the humble'', which can be 
deduced from the Hebrew and does not imply a different Vorlage or an external influence. 
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Chapter 16 
This chapter also reveals the influence of the LXX, although this is restricted mostly to the grammatical level 
where obscure or rare words are simplified (e.g. vv. 11 and 1). The thoughts in this chapter are sometimes 
harmonised with those in other verses by the translator (v. 15); this closely resembles the MT. Vv. 11 and 12 
seem to express greater reverence to the Lord than the MT, although this may well be the sense in which the 
translator understood the Hebrew in the first place. 
V. 1 is general!/ lacking in the LXX text and the Peshitta reads slightly differently from the MT. The general 
sense of the MT is still retained in the Peshitta text, but the Peshitta translation is simplified. The Peshitta has 
rendered both c~? and iljil;P. with -?3 to read "From man comes the meaning of the heart, but from the Lord 
comes the word of the tongue", thereby establishing a closer relation between the two clauses and forming a 
better antithesis between them. The word il).~O ("answer") is rendered more neutrally -~-
In the second clause of v. 2 the Peshitta reads m.u; cir< instead of nil)n. This is perhaps inserted from the first 
clause to give what the Peshitta translator might have considered a more meaningful reading: "All man's ways 
are pure in his own eyes, but the Lord orders his way". 
V. 4 in the Peshitta reads "All the works of the Lord are for them who obey Him, but iniquity is kept for the 
evil day". The verb ~ in the second clause is inserted from the LXX (cf>v>..daaE"TaL), where v. 4 is the 
same as v. 9. The Peshitta's translator took ~il)~r;i? to mean "them that obey him" (the LXX reads 
BLKaLoavVT)S). It seems that the Peshitta is influenced to some extent by the LXX, but still conveys the 
meaning of the Hebrew text. The Targum follows the Peshitta in the first clause and the MT in the second. 
The first clause of v. 5 in the Peshitta seems to be based on the LXX reading - dKdOapTOS = r<.::ia~. The 
second clause in the Peshitta text, albeit influenced by the LXX in that ovK dOcyw&riaE"TaL is the same as 
r<.m.u ChJ rd., was also definitely harmonised with , or repeated from Prov. 11. 21 (in the Peshitta version 
itself), which has an equivalent reading. The second clause of v. 5 reads ~~ m'l.1r< ~.:z:.ci.::ia'lci 
r<~...:J -?3 rU:a.uChJ rd. m'i.:J.u, while the MT reads "be assured, he will not go unpunished". The 
Targum's translator was influenced by the Peshitta (il':i?:i c·n) and simultaneously tried to translate the 
meaning of the MT text, i.e. ~ntzi':J )O '.:nJ ~? for i1{2~: ~? 1!? 1;. 
Those mss. that have v. l also have an addition that is probably copied from Ben Sira 3.18 according to 
Toy (1904, p. 326). 
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In the second clause of v. 6 the Peshitta translator altered the general meaning conveyed by the Hebrew Var/age -
.ll'JO i~9 iliil~ n~T:;i\ - in order to render "the fear of the Lord" as the subject of the clause instead of an 
instrument with which one avoids evil. The Peshitta reads ~ r<.....\,J:XJ~ ,.(_, i~" m Ch~..u 'I a 
r<~..:s::....:l. The Peshitta text also expresses more respect for the Lord, i.e. He is ultimately the deliverer from 
evil. 
V. 11 in the Peshitta exhibits some influence by the LXX, especially in the first clause. In the second clause 
O'? is rendered asr<Ch..:s::.a.c and is probably based on the Greek equivalent 8(KaLa (perhaps due to a limited 
understanding of the Hebrew term). However, the Peshitta Varlage might have read CJ'.:i instead. The rest of the 
second clause follows the MT closely. In the first clause 1 is omitted, as is the case in the LXX2, to read "the 
weight of the balance" instead of "the weight and balance". It is important to note that by a change of one 
preposition - the equivalent for '? (rrapa in the LXX) is omitted and replaced by the status construct - m.J..< 'I 
rG~'I - the thoughts expressed in the two clauses thus harmonise properly. As a result, the Peshitta finally 
reads "A weight of the balance is justice of the Lord and all his work are true weights". It seems that the 
Peshitta translator generally relied on the interpretation of the LXX rather than his own Var/age, which probably 
read very like the MT (with the possible exception of o•;;i). The Targum follows the MT, but uses some words 
in the Peshitta for its own rendition, e.g . .llC!ltZi1p and •n:i1.11. The change in the Peshitta reading may have been 
made for ethical reasons - the Lord's righteousness is really the subject of this verse - and no external influences 
need be suspected in this case. 
The Syriac translation of v. 12 establishes another more logical and closer connection between the two clauses 
than the MT reading does: "Unclean are kings that do evil, because the throne is set in righteousness". The LXX 
follows the MT, except that "to do evil" (ll~J ni~.!1) reads "evildoer" (o rroLwv KaKci) and 0p6vos dpxtls 
reads ~9:;> ( r<...JXJ i a.:i in the Peshitta). There is no apparent external influence on the Peshitta text in this 
verse. If there was any, the alteration may have been primarily caused by ethical considerations on the part of the 
translator in order to simplify the meaning of the verse by harmonising the two clauses. 
The concept tZiip,';>o :l;l? ("the cloud of spring rain") in v. 15 reads r<Ch..i...:i.::i r<.J..U ("the first cloud") in the 
Peshitta, while the LXX has vlcf>os c5tl1Lµov ("the latter cloud") in its version of it. The spring rain is of 
course also known as the "latter rain" and the first cloud that heralded its appearance is considered a sign of 
blessing (cf. Jer. 3. 3 and Zech. 10. 1). The Targum reads ~mi'i:l:l ~JJ.11, following the Peshitta. In the case of 
dubious readings or uncertainty the Peshitta usually makes use of the LXX. Alternatively, the translator utilised 
other verses within the Peshitta text that express similar thoughts. The Targum is usually close to the MT, 
although it may be influenced by the Peshitta. If the translator of the Targum did make use of the Syriac in this 
2 The whole LXX text reads: pomi (1Jyo0 8LKaLOCJUVT) rrapd. K1Jp(cv. Td. BE lpya mhoO 
O'Td0µLa 8CKaLa. 
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instance, he probably would not have misspelt what should have been ~n~'i'.:J:i. 3 It seems plausible that the 
Peshitta Vorlage may have read "first rain". 
V. 16 is connected to v. 15 with m~ (twice) and referring lo the king it reads: "Wisdom is better for him than 
gold, and understanding is more desirable to him than silver". In the first clause m~ is, in fact , the equivalent 
element for ilO, which seems grammatically out of place here. The Peshitta translator probably saw an 
opportunity here to exploit this article in his Vorlage to suit his own translation by rendering m~ in its stead, 
thereby establishing a grammatical connection with the preceding verse. The Targum, following the Peshitta, 
has il'? in the first clause as the equivalent of ilO, but omits the second one to remain closer to the Hebrew (the 
LXX follows the MT). 
V. 19 in the Peshitta reads "A humble spirit and humble eyes are better than to divide spoil with the proud". 
The main difference in comparison with the MT occurs in the first clause where t:l'.'J~rn~ rin~~~ :ii<p is freely 
understood to mean "a humble spirit and eyes", and ~ is accordingly repeated after "eyes". 
In v. 21 the verb ~'JR~ is rendered as ~"" in order to read: "The wise of heart knows discernment". This 
rendition by the Peshitta translator harmonises with v. 22: "Discernment is a fountain of life to those who 
know it". 
Inv. 22 1'?~9 is rendered as "those who know it" (it being "Wisdom"). This verse is thus logically connected to 
the preceding verse (and 15. 33) and it is also translated freely from the Hebrew with more neutral terms. The 
first clause of v. 21 has the same structure as the first clause of v. 23 as well, while their respective second 
clauses were also harmonised. "Sweet words" (MT) reads "words of the wise" in v. 24 of the Peshitta and it may 
therefore refer to the previous verses, on which it is probably based. 
In v. 24 the Peshitta reads "speech of wisdom" ( r<.::n.,.::i..u" m 'i::n r<.::n) instead of "sweet words". This 
rendition was probably purposely made to harmonise with the rest of this chapter, particularly with v. 23 , which 
reads "The heart of the wise ( r<.::n....::i..u ) knows the speech ( r< 'i::n r<.::n ) of his mouth". 
In its overall sense, v. 25 agrees entirely with 14. 12 (as do both the Targum and the LXX). 
V. 26 partly follows the LXX in the Peshitta text. Although all its elements are in agreement with the MT, 
which means that all the words of the MT are represented, the Peshitta reads them in a different order in the 
second clause. The Hebrew text does present some minor problems. In particular, the relation between the two 
clauses is not clearly established in the Hebrew text. 
3 ~nn•1:i:i is corrected and spelt ~n~'i'.:J:l in the codex 1106 (A.D. 1238, in the Bres lau Library). 
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Chapter 17 
In this chapter the Peshitta again reveals some influence by the LXX and, as is often the case, the influence is 
selective and is mostly a factor in cases of difficult or anomalous readings (i.e. in vv. 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 16). 
What is not always apparent, is that there are numerous cases where the Peshitta follows the Hebrew reading 
meticulously, whereas the LXX manifests clear differences (e.g. vv. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 8, etc.). Compared to the 
LXX rendering of Proverbs, the Peshitta can be described as very literal. The other differences in the Peshitta 
text are deliberate harmonisations and simplifications (vv. 14, 15, 19, 22, 24 and 28). 
The Hebrew reading 1 of v. 4 may have been difficult to understand for the Peshitta translator. The fact is that he 
apparently based his translation on the LXX. The second clause in particular is clearly closer to the LXX than 
the MT reading and the translator's decision to utilise the LXX may have been made easier by the fact that it 
forms a good antithesis to the first clause. The Peshitta reads "the righteous does not listen to the tongue of the 
evil-speakers" (8CKaLos 8€ ou rrpoalxn xd>..rnLv ilsn18laLv in the LXX). The word "evil-
speaking" ( r<~ ) is repeated from the first clause in the Peshitta in order to simplify and to connect the two 
clauses. 
The Peshitta agrees with the LXX in the rendering of ii:;i;-n~~ in v. 7. The Syriac version reads r<Ch..9.oo 
r<Ch..i::n..m.::n and the LXX has xd>..T) TTLCJTcl. Besides the influence of the LXX, there is a possibility that 
the Peshitta Vorlage read i~ instead ofin'. 
V. 9 of the Peshitta (agreeing mostly with the MT) is based on the LXX text, which reads - 8s KpVTTTEL 
d8LK"JiµaTa, CT]TEL' cf>L>..Cav· 8s 8€ µLCJEL KpurrTnv, 8LCCJTT)CJLv· cf>C>..ovs Kat olKdovs. 
The Peshitta translates: "He who conceals evil, seeks friendship, but he who hates to hide from love, divides 
between friends and dwellers". It is possible that the translator did not understand the Hebrew word i:i~?~ 
correctly. The addition in the Peshitta, in comparison with the MT, is concerned primarily with the word i:i~?~. 
which occurs in two other instances in Proverbs, namely 2. 17 and 16. 28. In these two cases the Peshitta has 
r<.J .. .::i ;;:n ("one who raises") and 1 m Cl.::n.U -1 ..9 'Ii, which concurs with the LXX renditions, 
8L8aaKa>..Cav and BLaxwpCCn cf>C>..ovs ("to separate friends"), respectively. It is thus plausible that the 
translator did not understand the word i:i~?~ at all and may imply that the Peshitta Vorlage did not really differ 
from the MT as far as this verse is concerned. 
Fichtner (BH, p. 1175) suggests that ip~ should read ip~9 and that ]'tO is the same as ]'t~r:i in 2 mss. 
from Kennicott. 
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V. 10 is also entirely based upon the LXX to read: "A rebuke harasses the heart of the wise, but instead of being 
rebuked, the fool is beaten, he does not perceive". The word lli is not represented in the LXX. 
The Peshitta is influenced by the LXX in v. 11 as well - dve-AEiiµova almi} = m~ ~ ~12 . The 
Peshitta reads r<;..::i~in place of l~ · while it is not translated in the LXX. The Targum follows the MT 
closely, except for l~ · which is rendered as ~i:u (from the Peshitta). 
The Peshitta follows the LXX in the first clause of v. 12, but adds "and fear" to r<....J ;. This may be a 
paraphrase of µipLµva to convey the sense of "anxious care". The adjective voiiµovL in the LXX probably 
influenced the insertion of ~after "man" as well. This insertion serves to form an antithesis to "fool" in 
the second clause. In the second clause the Peshitta is closer to the Hebrew than the Greek and instead of 
8LaAO'YLo{)vTaL KaKd, it reads "and for a fool in his folly" (cf. 6. 22). The Targum has a combination of 
the MT and Peshitta readings . 
The free translation of v. 14 is not influenced by the LXX, which has an entirely different reading. The Peshitta 
translator interpreted the Hebrew text of v. 14 quite differently: "He who sheds blood, provokes strife before the 
ruler". The reason for this somewhat forced rendering of the Hebrew may be the result of an attempt by the 
translator to form a synthetic parallelism with the subsequent v. 15, which reads "He who justifies the wicked 
and condemns the poor, is tainted before the Lord" (MT). The Targum expands on the Peshitta, adding elements 
of the MT - "He who sheds blood like water.. .. etc.". 
V. 15 in the Peshitta conveys the meaning of the MT text, although it does not translate CIQ'~~· This is because 
the translator considered the one who "justifies the bad" and the one who "condemns the innocent" as one and the 
same. The LXX reads dKd0aprnS' Kat ~BE"AtlKTOS' instead of n~~in, while the Peshitta reads only 
~ instead. The Targum reading is equivalent to the MT. 
V. 16 in the Peshitta reads "Why do possessions go to the fool? He has no heart to gain wisdom". The whole 
reading may be based on a Hebrew text akin to the MT. This means that there may be no outside influence, 
although the translator's own division of the clauses seemingly resembles that in the LXX. Moreover, all the 
Syriac words have equivalents in the Hebrew text and are not copied directly from the LXX. 
The Peshitta has an addition in v. 19 that seems to have no relationship with the readings of the LXX and the 
Targum. V. 19a in the MT is the same as v. 19 in the LXX and the Targum is an exact copy of the MT. As far 
as the Peshitta is concerned, this verse may have been translated with the ideas expressed in 6. 16 to 18 or 8. 33 
2 
This rendition is in exact agreement with Prov. 5. 9, 11. 17 and 12. 10, where the Peshilta is also 
substantially influenced by the LXX. This is possibly an indication that the tran slator may not have 
understood the concept in question. 
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to 36. The addition of "deceit" also serves the purpose of establishing a logical connection with the following 
verse and forms, as is the case with vv. 14 and 15, a synthetic parallelism with v. 20: "A false heart finds no 
good, and a lying tongue falls into calamity". The word "fool" is not repeated in the second clause of v. 21 and 
does not upset the meaning at all. The Peshitta rendition is probably a harmonisation. 
The Peshitta and Targum read "body" instead of illJ~ in v. 22. It is plausible that the Peshitta Vorlage read il'U 
instead, but the Peshitta translator could have altered the text deliberately in order to harmonise the two clauses 
of the parallelism - the objects being "the body" and "the bones", while the subjects are "the heart" and "the 
spirit", respectively. 
Harmonisation between two clauses is also evident in v. 24. The Peshitta reading not only forms a better 
parallelism, but it also enhances the contrast between the "wise" and the "foolish". Certain concepts, such as 
"depths of the earth" ( ~ ;r<" cri...n:::ij n:::..), are reminiscent of another plus in Proverbs, namely 9. 18 (cf. 
also Prov. 8. 3), with which v. 24 is probably harmonised. The Syriac rendition of ~;r<" cri...n:::ijn:::.. is 
the equivalent of rllril~p,:;i in the MT (the LXX reads hr' dKpa yfjs). The whole phrase in the Peshitta 
reads "The face of the prudent beholds wisdom, but the eyes of the fool are on the depths of the earth". The 
Targum is also influenced by the Peshitta in this verse, while the LXX differs from both readings. 
In v. 28b .:i.::i:::..u d-i.::r.:i is repeated from the first clause in the Peshitta and is also followed by the Targum. 
Neither text agrees with the LXX in this regard. 
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Chapter 18 
Owing to the subjects found in this chapter, there are a number of harmonisations with 7. 28 (v. 1) and 9. 18 
(vv. 3 and 8). There is some limited influence by the LXX as well (vv. 5, 6, 19 and 22). Generally speaking, 
this chapter is a literal rendering of the MT. 
V. 1 in the Peshitta differs from the MT (which is difficult to translate), but does not follow the LXX either. 
Although it seems somewhat forced, the Peshitta translator probably reinterpreted the Hebrew text deliberately in 
order to achieve his own intended harmonisation of this sentence with the subsequent verse. The translation does 
not stand in isolation from the previous chapter either; the subject is still the "fool" (17. 28) and this is 
continued in 8.1 with the description of the actions of the "fool". In the first clause of v. 1 mdici.c .. di..% is 
probably inserted with reference to .c.. di.% of 17. 28 in order to establish a connection with it. The translation 
of ll?~: in the second clause of 18.1 is based on another root - ~ll? - to read .c..:n=r.i ("to mock"). K.J; in v. 2 
is also inserted from v. 1. Both verses read: "In his silence he attends to desire and mocks good learning. The 
fool has no pleasure in knowledge, for his heart attends to folly". Although the Peshitta translator probably did 
not understand the verb ni?~t;iiJ or its grammatical connection with i:;i'? in the second clause of verse 2, the 
Syriac translation does provide a more neutral reading and it reflects sentiments already expressed elsewhere in 
Proverbs - "the fool reflects folly in his heart" (cf. 12. 23, 15. 2, etc.). The term "folly" in the Peshitta may be 
influenced by dcj>poaVVlJ in the LXX, which has a different reading altogether. 
V. 3 has r<di.% ... :n t<LJ.::n~~ inserted from the LXX, which reads ~dOos KaKcliv. But the LXX reads 
the verse differently from the MT and the Peshitta appears to be a blend of both the MT and the LXX texts. The 
insertion in the Peshitta may have been made for another reason altogether, namely that v. 3 is, appropriately, 
in close proximity to Prov. 17. 24, which reads ~;r<"I m...c.=:nci~..:i instead of "end of the earth" in the 
MT (dKpa yfjs in the LXX). Both instances of "depth" or "valley" may be a harmonisation with Prov. 9. 18 
and a close identification with Sheol, where the fool, who succumbs to the "foolish woman", not heeding to 
"wisdom", will eventually spend his days in punishment. V. 4, which reads "The words of a man's mouth are 
deep waters and a river flowing , and a source of wisdom", also forms a good contrast with v. 3. The Targum 
follows the MT, but :i may be from ~. 
The Peshitta, in contrast with the MT and the LXX, changes the object and the subject in the second clause of 
verse 5 to read "and not to turn (pervert) the law for the innocent". The particle rd. is perhaps taken from ov8€ 
in the LXX. Following the Peshitta, the Targum also reads ~? in the second clause. 
In verse 6 the MT reads "his (the fool's) mouth invites a flogging" (~"]p: nir;i~;::ro? 1':;n). The Peshitta reads -
r<di n::n~ m~ r<.\r:r.i.=:n m.::n n.9 ci. This rendition may be based on the LXX reading - TO 8€ aT6µa 
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a'llToO TO Opacn) 6dvaTov tmKaAE(TaL- although imKaAE(TaL is not represented in the Syriac 
version. Apparently, the Peshitta translator used the LXX to solve the meaning ofnir;i~;:io'.?, which perhaps may 
have read mr.:i? ilr.:i? in his own Vorlage. This begs the question of whether the Peshitta translator did not 
simply translate his own Vorlage. This is quite probably the case, because the Syriac has equivalents for all the 
Hebrew elements in this clause and, as has been mentioned, it does not represent ETTLKUAELTaL. 
V. 8 in the Peshitta reads "The words of the lazy cast him in evil, and they cast him into the inner chambers of 
Sheol". The verse is an interpretation of the Hebrew text and is definitely constructed with a view to 
harmonising it with the previous verses, especially vv. 3, 6, 7 and 9. In addition to this, it is consistent with 
the thoughts in Proverbs regarding the possible consequences resulting from what one says and it also forms a 
logical prelude to v. 9, which reads "He who is slack in his work, is the brother of the destroyer." 1 
This verse has exactly the same reading in Prov. 26. 22 in the MT, where it was correctly translated in the 
Peshitta in that instance. The Hebrew text of v. 8 is difficult to understand and it is, therefore, open to different 
interpretations. The translator of the Peshitta clearly attempted to redeem the Hebrew text as best he could. The 
idea of Sheol may perhaps form the background to numerous readings in this chapter and it pervades the 
translator's whole perspective on life. As a matter of fact, keeping the plus at Prov. 9.18 in mind, it forms part 
of the central concept in his world view. This is emphasised once more by his translation of Prov. 18. 6. The 
LXX has a variation of Prov. 19. 15 and may have been of no assistance to him at all. 
In v. 9 the Peshitta reads Cl instead of CJ~,. In the MT this verse stands isolated from the previous verse in spite 
of~ .. However, in the Peshitta, thanks to its translator's rendition of v. 8, there is a logical connection between 
the two verses. In fact, an equivalent for~. in the Peshitta would have been inappropriate in the present context, 
where v. 9 expands on v. 8. 
V. 10 is simplified in the Peshitta by the repetition of "strong". The LXX is closer to the MT. 
In v. 11 the Peshitta reads "The glory and the riches are the city of his strength, and on the strong wall is his 
dwelling". This interpretation differs from the Hebrew: ii;i·:;i~o:;i il~~i i19in?~ it~ n;1p 1'~,;i. Jii) . The Peshitta 
translator established a connection with the previous verse whereby the subject of v. 11 is "the righteous man" 
of v. 10. The Peshitta translator accomplished this by simply inserting a Cl between the equivalents of the 
expression 1'~.;i, Jii) to read "the glory and the riches", instead of "a rich man's wealth". 
The MT reads i;i•1:;i )i~~!i;T P'J~ in v. 17 . The Peshitta translator wrote Clm ..=ii ("he is victorious") for 
P'J~. The Peshitta translator probably decided on this alteration in his own rendition in order to prevent the 
It is only a small step to take from "lazy" in v. ga to "slack" in v. 9a, and from "Sheol" in v. Sb to "the 
destroyer" (perhaps an allusion to an inhabi tant of "Sheol", i.e. Satan) in v. 9b. 
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clause from giving the impression that a man who states his case first is righteous. The Peshitta reading 
connects the first and the second clause with ~a to read: "A man is victorious at his trial when his friend 
comes before him". The LXX has a different reading of this verse. 
V. 19 is unclear in the MT and the Peshitta is based on the LXX reading instead. Naturally, however, the LXX 
is not slavishly copied by the Peshitta. Firstly, Kal inl111>..r] is not represented in the Peshitta and, secondly, in 
the second clause the Peshitta differs from the LXX in the rendering of TE6EµE>..Lwµ€vov ~aa(Af:Lov ("a 
well-founded palace") to read closer to the Hebrew instead - "like a strong bolt". 
The Peshitta has an addition in v. 22 that is probably based on the LXX as well. The addition in the LXX is 
longer and the Peshitta reads only the first clause of this extra verse in the LXX. Furthermore, the Peshitta 
translator has added rn~ ~ at the end of the addition in order to put the verse in a social context for the 
sake of the reader. There is no equivalent for this clause in either the MT or the LXX. In the first clause of v. 22 
the Peshitta reads "He who finds a good wife, finds good". The first "good" is perhaps repeated from the same 
clause, or otherwise it is copied from the LXX as well. The Targum follows the MT closely. 
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Chapter 19 
In this chapter there are no real significant changes to the text. The Vorlage of the Peshitta translator was close 
to the MT and the differences can easily be explained on the grounds of simplification, correction and 
harmonisation (vv. 20, 22 and 25). This explanation concurs with the translator's overall technique and intent. 
However, some of these alterations were done in consultation with the LXX, if only as an aid in the 
interpretation of the Hebrew (cf. vv. 3, 6, 14, 19 and 24). 
V. 1 in the Peshitta differs from the MT in the second clause to read exactly like Prov. 28. 6. The MT reading 
of 19. 1 differs from 28. 6 only with regard to the words 1'Q~ef and ';"p:;i, which are rendered as o::;i1i and i'~.Y 
in 28.6, respectively. The Targum (which usually follows the Hebrew closely) and some 50 mss. read o::;iT] in 
19.1 as well. That means that the Peshitta Vorlage may have differed from the MT in at least the rendering of 
1'Q~U/. The Peshitta translator based his rendition of 19. 1 on 28. 6, which presents a better antithesis between 
the two clauses of the sentence ("poor" and "walking" against "rich" and "ways"). This intertextual 
harmonisation is common to the Peshitta and occurs in 9. 12 as well. Furthermore, verse 3 of chapter 19 also 
contains rn ~.1.1; c11< r<.::n~ and may have influenced the decision of the translator to utilise 28. 6. The 
Peshiita's translator probably did not use the LXX, which lacks the first two verses, although his own Greek 
text may have been complete. 
V. 2 has rnj. added and a pronomen (3, masc. sing.) added to .x..9.J in the first clause of the Peshitta text, 
which is not necessarily the result of some external influence. It could have been inserted from v. 1 to establish 
a connection between these two verses. These additions are mere clarifications of the Hebrew text and this 
reading can be deduced from the Hebrew to read: "One who does not know himself will not be happy and one 
who hastens his feet, sins". The Peshitta offers a logical and sensible synthesis between the two clauses. Since 
the alterations are implied in the Hebrew, they should perhaps not even be regarded as additions. 
V. 3 was influenced by the LXX; rn.::i::i..::i = Tij Kap8£q. aiiToO. The translator's intention may have been 
to soften the impunity in the description of the rebellion of man, and to avoid sounding disrespectful towards 
God. The second clause reads "and he is angry with God in his heart", instead of the stronger MT reading "and he 
is angry with God". 
The Peshitta gives a different interpretation of the Hebrew in v. 6. It seems to have been influenced by the LXX, 
although only in a limited sense - KaKOS' influenced the Peshitta rendition of .ltiiJ to become '{.:%::....::i '1 (both 
translators may have deduced this meaning of the Hebrew morphology from their respective Vorlagen). 
However, the Syriac has equivalents for all the Hebrew words and the Targum follows the Peshitta reading 
closely (the Hebrew probably being unintelligible). The LXX has other concepts like <5vn8os in its text, 
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which are not represented in the other three versions. The Peshitta sentence gives a more logical parallelism 
between the two clauses, which the translator construed from the Hebrew with only marginal reference to the 
LXX. 
V. 7 has three clauses of which the first two are in agreement in the Peshitta text. The third clause is difficult 
and probably corrupt, especially ill;i(J ~? at the end of the sentence. The Peshitta translates the third clause thus: 
"One who is contentious with his words, is not true". A possible text from which this clause was translated 
may have read con-~? Cl'10~:l ,-,o. This reading should be compared with the current MT text, which reads 
il~(J ~? Cl')9~ rr;.19. It seems that the Peshitta Vorlage may have been clearer than the Hebrew and may have 
, 
represented the original reading. The Targum represents the Peshitta rather than the MT. The LXX follows the 
MT, but has six clauses in v. 7. 
The noun :i?., in v. 8 in the Peshitta was translated as i<b.:iJ.J to read: "He who gains wisdom loves 
himself' . This rendition is probably influenced by the LXX, which reads 6 KTWµEvos cpp6vriow dyarrq 
lavT6v . For the Peshitta translator the Hebrew term probably did not have sufficient meaning within the 
context of the verse. Indeed, he utilised the LXX interpretation instead, which renders a more proper reading of 
the first clause. This insertion concurs with the general message in Proverbs and serves to form a more proper 
parallelism as well. 
The word ""r< is inserted in the second clause of v. 13. The comparison is only implied in the Hebrew reading 
and the translator did not necessarily make use of an external source to insert it. The Targum follows the 
Peshitta text and "like" does not appear in the LXX. 
r<~ is inserted at the end of v. 14 for the sake of clarity and n'?,;?~O is translated i<~b to read "A 
woman is betrothed to a man by the Lord". The Peshitta does not really convey the Hebrew meaning and the 
verb is perhaps translated from the LXX (it reads the same) in reference to Prov. 18. 22, with which it 
harmonises. The Peshitta translator may not have understood the Hebrew to begin with. 
The Peshitta text of v. 19 reads "The angry man receives injury as long as the produce on account of his burden, 
increases". The MT, being partially corrupt, can hardly be given a satisfactory translation. The Peshitta reading 
shows some correlation with all the elements of the LXX and may be an interpretation of the Greek text which 
reads KaK6cppwv dv1'p rro>..>..d CTJµLw8iianaL· ldv 8€ >..oLµEVTJTUL, Kat T1'v l/Jvx1'v 
ailToV rrpoaS~aEL. The Targum concurs with the Peshitta text, even with regard to word choice. 
The Peshitta reads "your ways" ( "\~J.J:; Cl r<) as the equivalent of 11J'!Q~:;i at the end of v. 20. Although the 
Peshitta Vorlage may have read 1D.'IJ':)tp, it must be borne in mind that other verses in Proverbs like Prov. 4. 
11 and 12, which also contain a similar thought , and Prov. 19. 20 may be based on them . Of course, it could 
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have been deliberately altered, within the context of the whole paragraph to form a contrast with Prov. 19. 16 (it 
has ~ai~::;Clr< as well). The Targum and LXX follow the MT. 
V. 22 in the Peshitta has one change from the MT text: :l!f ("lying") reads r<"'udu ("rich") in the second 
clause - "a poor man is better than a rich man". This comparison also occurs in 19. 1, where the Peshitta reads 
"rich" instead of "fool". The Peshitta rendering of v. 22 may be a deliberate harmonisation with v. 1 and may be 
influenced by the LXX reading of v. 22; it reads "Better is a righteous poor man than a lying rich man" . The 
LXX reading, of course, echoes the thought of the first verse in this chapter. The Peshitta Vorlage probably read 
the same as the MT and the translator has considered "lying" as inappropriate as a contrast with "the poor" in v. 
22 and opted for "rich" instead. The Targum follows the MT reading. 
In v. 24 "dish" reads "bosom" in the Peshitta (cf. 26. 15). This is taken from the LXX reading - K6AlTOV (the 
rest of the verse concurs with the MT) , but the translator added a suff. 3. masc. sing - m .. ::m~.::i. The LXX 
may have made more sense to the translator and this change in the Peshitta results in a very good reading - "the 
sluggard buries his hands in his bosom". 
V. 25 in the Peshitta reads "When you beat a fool, the wise takes care, and when you rebuke the wise, he 
understands knowledge. "1 The Peshilta translator may have consulted the LXX as well, since instead of "scoffer" 
the Peshitta reads ~ (c!cf>pwv in the LXX). This verse should perhaps be considered together with v. 26, 
which concerns the shameful son. 
Inv. 27 the Peshitta translator used Cl (as in ~.::r.i.:z::.Cl) instead of? (in l1i;l~7) in order to render the first clause: 
"Wait, my son, and listen to instruction" . This rendition in the Peshitta avoids reading the phrase as if the tutor 
requests the son to cease listening .to instruction. 
The Peshitta translation (and the Targum) connects vv. 28 and 29 logically by rendering C'~:;i~ in v. 29 as 
r<.J..r" ~.J..:z:.~.::n" '<~ ... r<; this is from r<..J_," ~~.::r.i in the first clause of v. 28. The LXX reads 
µdaTL'YES, i.e. "whipping". No external influence played a part in the Peshitta rendition of v. 29. 
1 
This is reminiscent of the remarks of Isaac of Antioch against the copyists, whereby the copyist is told 
that the pupil, taking up the book, may be thrashed for a mistake caused by the copyist's negligence. 
Apparently the rod was not spared in the education of children in Edessa (Segal, 1970, p. 149). 
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Chapter 20 
This chapter is relatively literal compared to the MT and the most important deviations are found in vv. 4 and 5, 
which were harmonised with Prov. 9. 12 to 18 and Prov. 8. 14. The only clear addition is in v. 19 and this 
verse is comparable to 10. 14, whence the plus has been inserted. 
T<.a.::i.i is added at the end of v. 4 in the Peshitta. It was probably inserted from v. 5, where it is the first word of 
the sentence, to supply an object to ~a - "and there is no water". The concept 1'~ is treated similarly in 13. 
4 and 7, where in the first instance the wording was changed, and in the second /a~ was added to ~- In 
addition to the provision of an object for ~. this replacement of the term "water" in the text disturbs neither 
the sense nor the connection between the two verses at all; it is indeed logical in the context of "harvesting" . 
Apart from the general climate familiar to the Syriac reader, no external influence needs be suspected (cf. 
footnotes at Prov. 9. 12 to 18). The Targum and LXX follow the MT. 
The variant in v. 5• of the Peshitta is difficult to explain. The MT text reads "The purpose (il~.P.) in a man (tti'~) 
is like deep water". As mentioned above, "water" is at the end of the previous verse as an object of ~-The 
first word in v. 5 is "deep" and with "water" it forms a metaphor meaning "profound". Even without "water", it 
still conveys the same idea and does not upset the meaning of the sentence. The real deviations in the Peshitta 
are "word" and "king" or "counsellor", which stand for il;?.P. and tti'~ , respectively. The LXX reads ~ov>..l) and 
dv8p6s. The Peshitta rendering is perhaps a mixture of simplification and reinterpretation. The translator saw 
a closer connection between il~.P. and the "heart of man" as referring to one and the same concept. In that sense, 
"council in the heart of man" is nothing other than "the word in the heart of the counsellor" (cf. vv. 18 and 18. 
4). 
V. 6• in the MT reads i190 tti'~ ~lP.'. c::iii;c:q and is translated as follows: "Many a man proclaims his own 
loyalty". The Peshitta reads r<.J.::n.uba i<:;~ '<.:;.c~.::n i<.::z:..ii< ~'1 r<~cu:a - "Many men are 
called merciful". The Peshitta can be deduced from the Hebrew text by a different punctuation of the verb ~lP.:. 
and discarding the 1 after i190. The Peshitta does not follow the LXX, but the Syriac did influence the Targum 
reading: ~Jon10 ~"l:J.l J'ipno ~~J 'J:J1 ~ll.l10. No external influence need have been responsible for the Peshitta 
translation 1 and the translator may have considered the statement of the Hebrew text somewhat audacious - a true 
believer is humble and does not proclaim his own loyalty. 
It is interesting to note that the great Aphrahat (or Aphraates), a bishop of considerable stature in Persian 
Christianity, quotes this verse in his demonstration on faith exactly as it stands in the Peshitta. Other 
passages , e.g. Ex. 17. 12, are also quoted from the Peshitta in this demonstration regarding faith. Even if 
Aphrahat did quote the Peshitta loosely, the phrase still differs considerably from the MT and LXX and 
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V. 14 is misinterpreted by the Peshitta translator to read: "A friend will say to his neighbour: I obtained, and he 
will be praised". Since the section from vv. 14 to 22 is lacking in the LXX, it cannot be compared with the 
Peshitta. This fact does not exclude the possibility that the translator had a Greek text containing these verses. 
This reading can be construed from the Hebrew text and it could be a reinterpretation of the Hebrew wording in 
the MT. 
V. 15 is a continuation of v. 14, because ;.::n.<.JCl was inserted at the beginning of the verse from v. 14 to 
supply an object for what he obtained, i.e. gold, many precious stones, precious vessels and lips of knowledge 
(the translator inserted Cl before "lips"). 
In v. 17 the spelling of :r:i~ was retained in the Peshitta (..::i U.), although the two words have nothing else in 
common. The Hebrew term means "to be sweet", while the Syriac means "to be or give surety" . The Peshitta 
translation was obviously influenced by the previous verse, where this verb ..::i U. appears twice (there it reads 
"to give surety"). Thus its presence in v. 17 could probably be considered a harmonisation with v. 16. 
The plus in v. 19 reads r<Chb r<m.:::i m.1.1C1"i..::i ~,,m.::n'ICl. It was probably inserted from Prov. 10. 
12 to 14, especially from v. 14, which reads "The wise hides knowledge, but a hasty ( '2 m ;..IXl.::n) mouth 
meets ruin" (v. 12 reads "Hatred stirs up strife, but love covers all sins"). In vv. 11 to 14 the same principles as 
those expressed in Prov. 20. 19 are represented. It should be noted that v. 19 also contains '2 m ;..IXl.::n (i.e. 
"hasty", as in 10. 14) in the last clause of the verse as the equivalent of ilDE:i?. However, most clauses inserted 
from the Peshitta itself are usually copied exactly and this insertion of v. 19 does not contain the precise 
wording of the Peshitta. Therefore it is perhaps also possible that the insertion comes from a Greek text that 
) 
was more complete than current texts with regard to 10. 11 to 14 (cf. Prov. 6. 25, 8. 23, etc .). The Peshitta 
translator perhaps wanted to strengthen the conviction that it is futile to hide one's sins. 
V. 30 has an unclear text in the MT and the Peshitta Vorlage, perhaps being similar, forced the translator once 
again to make use of the LXX to translate the verse: "Weariness and torture befall the wicked, and affliction his 
inner body". The only difference is "his", which connects the second clause with the first. 
may have been part of the Peshitta from an early stage of the Peshitta translation (Schaff, 1956, vol. XIII, 
p. 351; cf. also Owens, 1988, pp. 9-10.) 
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Chapter 21 
There are some signs of influence by the LXX in this chapter of the Peshitta, particularly in vv. 6, 10 and 16. 
The LXX is utilised with circumspection and only to clarify the Hebrew. There are mostly simplifications in the 
other cases discussed further on (cf. vv. 12, 13, etc.). However, v. 16 may be a deliberate alteration for ethical 
reasons, while vv. 5 and 9 are possible intertextual harmonisations. 
The Peshitta translates the meaning of the Hebrew in the first clause of v. 1 in the MT. The MT does not 
contain the preposition "like" (::l) in its text, but it is implied in the reading and generally translated accordingly: 
"Like watercourses is the king's heart in the hands of the Lord." 1 However, the Peshitta does read ""r< at the 
beginning of the verse and the question is whether this rendition is copied from, or influenced by, the LXX. The 
LXX makes the first clause a comparison and thus has wairEp and oihws in its text.2 This means that the 
Peshitta is a more punctilious rendition of the Hebrew than the LXX as far as meaning is concerned. The 
Peshitta may have been partially influenced by the LXX reading, although it is still based on its Vorlage which 
concurred with the MT. It is more likely that the Peshitta reading is merely reflective of the style of the 
translator and based on the translator's own interpretation of its Vorlage. The Targum follows the Peshitta text 
exactly (it does have l'il at the beginning of the verse). 
The Peshitta supplies to the two participles in v. 3 with a subject - ~ ("who") - and adds the particle of 
comparison ~("than") in the second clause to read: "He who does righteousness and justice is more acceptable 
to the Lord than sacrifice". As is the case with v. I, this translation should not be considered as an addition to 
the MT, since it gives only what is conveyed in the MT reading (ilb~, is understood as a participle and "than" is 
inferred by the translator). The LXX text differs from the Peshitta3 and no external influence on the Peshitta 
need be suspected. The Targum, once again, is an exact representation of the Peshitta reading. 
V. 5 in the Peshitta reads "The thoughts of the elect are trustworthy, but those of the wicked inflict loss". This 
idea is a reflection of 12. 5, 15, 22 and 25, 16. 3 and 20. 18, which may have served as a reference for this 
translation, which was consequently harmonised accordingly. The LXX does not include this verse, but the 
2 
3 
New International Version. 
The exposition in Midrash Mishle reads: "Sowie du dieses Wasser, wenn du es in ein Gefass thust (sic), 
nach alien Seiten hin , wohin du nur willst, richten (neigen) kannst, so ist auch das Herz van Fleisch, zur 
Regierung gelangt, in der Gottes, des Allerhochsten." 
6uaLwv atµa (instead of n:;ixo - r<~.u .. ::n in the Peshitta) is indicative of Jewish influence and 
. concurs with the exegesis in Midrash Mishle (p. 57) as well: "Wer Recht und Gerechtigkeit liebt, den sieht 
die Schrift so an als wenn er Brand- und Schlachtopfer vor ihm (vor Gott) dargebracht hatte." 
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Peshitta translator could have possessed a more complete Greek text containing this verse, which influenced the 
Syriac. This is perhaps too speculative and the Peshilta reading may simply have been the result of 
harmonisation with the above-mentioned verses. 
V. 6 in the Peshilta renders nii~i~, ?,PQ as r<~'I r<~cu'l..:J~.::::n. The Syriac rendition reads "produce 
that is laid up" instead of "the getting of treasures". This is probably a simplification with reference lo the LXX 
interpretation - 6 l vEpyciiv 0TJcravpC crµaTa. Furthermore, the noun r<.J '1..::1 r< ("ruin") is perhaps 
translated from µdTaLa ("foolish"). The Peshitta translation, however, differs from the LXX in the sense that 
the Peshitta translator made his own interpretation of the Hebrew text in the second clause: "to ruin ( r<.J'l..:J rd.) 
they will be overthrown,4 them that are seeking death" (rrayCBaS' eavdTov in the LXX - "death trap"). The 
Syriac appears to be a blend of both readings; 't!)i?:;.17;) reads 8LCISKEL in the LXX, while the Peshitta is also 
based on the ?ebrew - "they that seek death" - r<~n::n~ ~.::n = nv.r~P,:;.ll;i. In spite of the possibility 
that the translator did not comprehend the Hebrew meaning, this verse seems to be a deliberate harmonisation 
with Prov. 9. 12 and 18 and 18. 8 and Prov. 21. 12, 16, etc., particularly in the light of r<.J 'l..::J r<S 5 The 
Targum follows the Peshitta word for word. 
The noun 1t reads r<..-i:::icu in v. 8 of the Peshitta. The Hebrew term was understood as meaning "stranger" by 
the Peshitta translator. The LXX differs from both versions. The Targum rendition of this word follows the 
Peshitta, i.e. i1~1:m. 
The Peshitta translator omitted i;;io n';;l~ at the end of v. 9. The Hebrew clause is translated as r<~_,..::i..::i ci 
r<~  '1 at the end of Prov. 25. 24, which is identical with Prov. 21. 9 in the MT. This omission in v. 9 
of the Peshitta does not concur with either the LXX or the Targum. The LXX reads o[KC\l KOLVQ as the 
equivalent for i;io n';;l in the MT.6 The Peshitta translator may have found the addition superfluous in the 
context of the chapter, especially of v. 19, where the quarrelsome woman is also mentioned and where these two 
sentences are complements of, and perhaps identified with, each other. He possibly did not understand the 
meaning or connection of i;;ilJ n•;n within the sentences either. It should be noted that r< ~.,..::i..::i ci 
r<~  '1 is an interpretation of otKC\) KOLV<\} in 25. 24 (in the sense of "share") and it was thus correctly 
inserted within the context of that particular chapter as opposed to this chapter. The term :ii6 is rendered as 
4 
5 
6 
,ci.9.u ~.a:i.J in the Peshitta means l:"j1J (Pu' al) - "thrust down." 
This spelling also means Abbadon - perdition. The translator's world view, wherein "Sheol" always plays a 
considerable part, seems to pervade this rendition of v. 6. Life after death and the reward according to one's 
deeds in the hereafter were important to the translator and the peculiar rendition of this verse is easily 
understood if this is kept in mind. 
The LXX Vorlage may have read •nn:i n•:i. 
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.u.c..9 (with ~ it means "it is better to"), which is perhaps also due to influence by KpE'Laaov + inf. in the 
LXX. 
V. 10 in the Peshitta seems to be an interpretation of the LXX and reads "The soul of the wicked will not be 
considered in the eyes of his neighbours". The LXX text reads apvxTi dcrE~ODS' OUK t>.E"T]~O'ETaL ("to 
find mercy") inr' oilBEVOS' Twv dv9pwrrwv. In both clauses JJ") was perhaps taken as "neighbour", thus 
making one of them superfluous, and the Peshitta translator based his own reading on the LXX text. Another 
possibility is that the translator simply did not understand JJTill;1]~ and decided to base his own version on an 
interpretation of this sentence in the Greek text. The Targum follows the MT reading. 
In v. 11 the term ri./ is rendered with a more neutral term - r<.x. .. .:i - with a view to simplification, as is the 
case in 9. 7 and 8, 13. 1, 14. 6, 15. 12, 22. 10 and 24. 9. 
The term n'i? in v. 12 is rendered as ,Cl m.:::i~ in the Peshitta in order to read: "The righteous observes the 
heart of the wicked". This rendering of "heart" instead of "house" in the Peshitta was probably influenced by the 
LXX (Kap8(aS'), although the translator could have derived this interpretation from the Vorlage, as it is indeed 
suitable within the context of the sentence and the book as a whole. 
The addition in v. 13 is r<~td. after "call" in the second clause. The MT lacks an object for the verb in the 
second clause to give an antithesis to "the poor" in the first clause. The whole Peshitta sentence reads "He who 
closes his ears 'so that he will not hear the poor, he will also call to the Lord and will not be answered". The 
Peshitta reads ~.x....i instead of nP-.\/10 and may have been influenced by the LXX - µT} trraKoDcrm - due 
to the misunderstanding of nP-.l/tO. The plus does not occur in the LXX and the Targum follows the Peshitta 
wording to a fault. The possibility that the plus was in the Peshitta Vorlage is quite strong, as the Targum text 
usually represents the elements of the Hebrew and its comparison with the Peshitta concerns semantics and 
interpretation rather than the pluses, which rarely occur in the Targum of Proverbs. 
V. 16 in the MT states that those who forsake the path of understanding will rest in the assembly of the dead. 
Here c:l'~~1 ?op,:;i reads t<.:;:..;r< )-1.::J ("sons of the earth") in the Peshitta, while the LXX reads awaywyij 
yLydvTwv in the LXX. In Prov. 9. 18 D'~~l is translated aptly to read r<;i.:::i~ However, here in 21. 16 the 
Peshitta translator has purposely avoided the translation of the word ?op,. The translator did not use the LXX 
rendition either. Perhaps the term awaywyij - and ?op, for that matter - already had a fixed connotation as a 
place of worship at the time of translation. Therefore, the translator could have regarded its mention as offensive, 
or at least susceptible to being insulting to the reader; hence this neutral translation. 
7 The LXX reads (T]µLovµlvou dKo>..daTou rravoupy6Tcpos y(vnaL 6 dKaKos in the 
first clause. 
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V. 17 of the Peshitta translator followed the word order of the MT and not that of the LXX, but the translator 
still added Cl instead of "love" before "wine", which makes one occurrence of :1Jk (it appears twice in the MT) 
unnecessary in the Peshitta, which reads "The poor man that loves ( 71.u ;) feasting and wine and oil, will not 
be rich" . The translation is his own interpretation of the Hebrew and should be considered an internal 
simplification that does not corrupt the meaning of the MT. The Targum reads CJ'nl twice (like the MT) and it 
also reads il''? 10n (like the Peshitta). 
The verb ~ (lacking in the MT and LXX) in v. 19 was added from v. 9, where a similar comparison is 
made. It is implied in the Hebrew text and does not upset or add to the meaning of the sentence. 
The second clause of v. 27 reads "because in wickedness they come to him". This rendering is probably based on 
an adapted rendition of this phrase in the LXX, which reads Kat 'YdP lTapav6µws- lTpo<74'lpov<7LV 
aimis- ("because they offer them wickedly") . The Targum also follows the Peshitta. 
In v. 29b the Peshitta adds m..x..9J"' after r<~.u for< to read "The upright man establishes the ways of his 
soul" (or simply "his ways" like the MT - i'-?11 ). This qualifies the "ways" that the good man establishes. This 
reading of "ways" was understood as a metaphor by the translator and the addition may have been added to avoid 
confusion with a literal road. Although m..x.-9.n may have been influenced by the LXX, these two texts differ 
from each other and the Peshitta addition can be deduced from the MT. The Peshitta is closer to the MT than to 
the LXX (the whole second clause in the LXX reads 6 8€ e-Mfis- aihos- <7w(n TdS' 68ovs-
aihof.l). The LXX reads <7tJVCn, which means that its Vorlage could have read l'~: instead of)':?: as is the 
case in the Peshitta and the Targum. 
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Chapter 22 
The most important deviations are found in vv. 1, 3, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 19 and 26. Vv. 1, 3, 16 and 26 are 
probably harmonisations, while vv. 10, 11, 13, 15 and 19 are clarifications of which vv. 10, 11 and 13 were 
influenced by the LXX. The rest of the chapter is a very simple, although literal, translation of the MT. Judging 
by the nature of these deviations it seems highly probable that the Peshitta Vorlage hardly differed from the MT. 
The Peshitta version of the first verse of this chapter represents all the elements of the Hebrew, although the 
Syriac translation differs from the MT in that il:9~ is rendered asam ;~. The verb ir;r:;i~ is generally 
translated as "to be chosen", but the Peshitta translator may have taken the verb simply as "will choose" and, 
since there is no subject, he may have thought of "name" as the subject. In such a case the reading would be 
illogical, not making sense at all. Therefore, am ;~....:::n is probably an interpretation of ir;r:;i~ and was 
influenced by al pETWTEpov in the LXX, which reads alpETWTEpov c5voµa Ka>..ov ,, ir>..oOTOS' 
iro>..~s, as well as by other occurrences in Proverbs, e.g. 3. 14, 8. 19 and 16. 16 - these are all comparisons 
and explain the rendering of am ;~ .. .::n. The Peshitta rendition should thus perhaps be regarded as a 
harmonisation with these other verses in Proverbs (i.e. 3. 14, 8. 19, etc.). The word Ka>..Ov 1 in the LXX 
represents a plus and d'Ya~ is the equivalent of ::iicp of the MT. The Peshitta has rC:::i\,. and the Targum reads 
i'E:ld. In the Peshitta, however, rC:::i\,. a is added at the beginning of the second clause to read as a comparison, 
like the first, while the Targum follows the MT word order substantially. Taking all the above-mentioned into 
account, there is no reason to believe that "good" also appeared in the Peshitta Vorlage, while the translation 
seems to have been subtly influenced by the LXX. 
The plus in the Peshitta translation of v. 3, when compared with the MT, is represented by the object phrase of 
the verb i<w and agrees to some extent with the LXX. The Peshitta reads "The prudent sees the evil being hit 
and violently punished, but the simpleton goes further and suffers". There are some elements that are 
reminiscent of Prov. 21. 11, but there is no clear reason for its insertion other than its possible occurrence in 
the Peshitta Vorlage as well. Alternatively, the translator may have decided on a part of the LXX reading as a 
variation to harmonise with 27. 12. Prov. 27. 12 is equivalent to 22. 3 and the second clause of v. 3 in the 
Peshitta actually agrees to the letter with the second clause of 27. 12 (the LXX has different readings of the 
second clauses of these two verses). 
There is hardly better evidence of Jewish influence in the LXX than this little adjective, Ka>..Ov , because 
the whole exegesis of this verse in the Midrash Mishle (p. 57) is centered around it: "Unter ::J)t!l, gut ist 
nicht anderes als die Thora zu verstehen." 
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V. 10 in the Peshitta has three clauses of which the first two agree with the MT, the third agreeing mostly with 
the second clause of the LXX (the LXX has only two clauses, the first agreeing with the MT). The MT reads 
"Drive out a scoffer (..:z:..,..::i in the Peshitta; cf. 21. 11), and strife will go out, and quarrelling and abuse will 
cease". The Peshitta translator added "so that when he sits in the assembly ( r< ~..::c. CJ.J.::i..::i) he does not 
dishonour ( ;~ .S.J) you". This agrees with the LXX, which reads chav ydp tca8(01J lv avv€8p(Ci), 
irdvTas dnµd(EL. It is clear that the Peshitta translator has added the third clause from the LXX for some 
specific purpose(s). Firstly, the reference to the assembly ( r<~..::c. CJ...1.::1..::i) may indicate that the reader of the 
Peshitta text is familiar with it.2 Secondly, the addition also implies that the reader must have had experiences 
of some contention ( u _s.J) in some of these assemblies (or gatherings) that he, the reader, may have attended. 
Thirdly, this addition may stem from a socio-religious background shared by the translator and the reader of the 
text. Lastly, the addition may be a harmonisation with another verse, i.e. Prov. 26. 26. For the verb u .S.J the 
LXX text reads the verb d.nµd(n. In the final instance, this additional clause could have been added to give 
an alternative to the MT rendition of the second clause for the sake of clarity, as is the case in the addition of 
Prov. 14. 9. 
V. 11 in the Peshitta has r<m~ r< as a plus compared to the MT. The Targum, which is usually quite literal , in 
comparison with the MT, also contains this addition in its text. The LXX text has K~pLOS' and its verse 
generally interprets the MT text. All three versions present deviations when compared with one another. 
However, the Peshitta and the Targum are the closest to the MT reading. The Hebrew text is corrupt and the 
differences in the Peshitta probably stem from the translator's own interpretation. As a matter of fact, all three 
versions are interpretations of the Hebrew reading. The Targum, for instance, has equivalents for all the Hebrew 
words in the same order, except for ~il?~, which has no equivalent in the MT text. There is a possibility that 
the Peshitta Vorlage did contain an equivalent of the word i11il' in its text. The only alternative is that the 
translator inserted the word as a subject from the LXX with reference to the next verse, where Yahweh is the 
subject as well. 
The plus in v. 13 is represented by ;"~" ~ to read: "The sluggard, when sent, says: 'There is a lion 
on the street and death in the open places'". The Peshitta rendition is clearly an attempt to give more sense to 
the sentence by formulating it in such a way that the character of the sluggard comes to the fore. The sluggard is 
the central character in the verse and his feeble attempt at excusing himself from any strenuous activity is 
illuminated and clearly illustrated by the Syriac reading. This plus may be an interpretation of the Greek verb 
irpocf>aa((ETaL (from the LXX), which is translated with "plead" in the sense of "allege by way of excuse" 
2 That thi s noun r<~~ was understood as a single entity is illustrated by the rendition of "assembled 
congregation" as r<~~Cl r<~.:z:.Cl.J.::l..::J - "the assembly and the congregation." 
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or "plead in excuse" (cf. Liddell and Scott, 1974, p. 1538). The decision by the translator to insert this 
interpretation may also have been influenced by Prov. 10. 26.3 
Inv. 15 the verb il")~tzip, ("to be bound") is rendered as r<'l~, probably in the Aphel sense of "to make to 
flutter.''4 The whole first clause thus reads "Folly makes the heart of the child flutter" instead of "Folly is bound 
to the heart of the child". The translator probably changed this verb deliberately for ethical reasons. Throughout 
this book "folly" is identified with the lawless, the adulteress and generally all that is perceived as evil. To 
identify "folly" with an innocent child may have been unacceptable to the translator. He wished to separate 
"folly" from "child" and wanted to avoid making the heart of the child a source of "folly". Thus he put the 
emphasis on the effect that folly has on a child. 
V. 16 in the Peshitta has a better parallelism than the MT and the LXX, neither of which agrees completely 
with it. This parallelism reads "He who restrains the poor adds to his evil, and he who gives to the rich damages 
himself'. The Peshitta translator may have been influenced by other verses in Proverbs as well, especially 28. 3, 
where the verb 11\CI~ also appears (cf. verse 22 of chapter 22 as well). 
In verse 19 ill;l!Pl~ was not translated in the Peshitta. It seems awkward in the Hebrew reading after the phrase 
"I have made them known to you today". Since the indirect object is obvious, the Peshitta translator may have 
considered the translation of i11;11Pl~ as superfluous and unnecessary. The LXX reading differs from that of the 
Peshitta, while the Targum follows the MT. 
Inv. 21 of the Peshitta, the words "admonition and knowledge" were inserted from v. 22 and this reading does 
not upset the meaning of vv. 20 and 21, which are logically connected. 
Inv. 25 the Hebrew term inr;r1~ was rendered as ,mcu:ao.::n.1 ("his laws") in the Peshitta to read "lest you 
learn his laws". It is difficult to determine the reason behind this rendition. However, the Peshitta translator may 
have interpreted "his ways" in the sense of "custom". 
V. 26 was definitely influenced by the LXX rendition to read "Do not give yourself as surety because you are 
revering a countenance" (the LXX reads µTj 8CBov aEavTov ds lyyvT]V ataxvv6µEvos 
TTp6awTTov). This alteration should perhaps also be judged in the light of other verses where surety is indeed 
3 
4 
Compare also 22. 13 with 26. 13, where the same addition occurs. The words i'IJ7ili7 ?~.ViJ )?., which 
occur in 10. 26 in the MT, are translated differently by the Peshitta translator, who rather chose to follow 
the LXX text: "thus injures the lawlessness them who practise it." 
Another possibility is that the translator interpreted the verb i1)1Vp as stemming from the root iitzi, which 
means "to break" or "to saw." The verb 'l-i..9 (Pa<el.) means "to break up." The letter p was then either 
rendered or understood as ~. 
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an issue, i.e. Prov. 6. 1, 11. 15, 17. 18, 20. 16 and 27. 13, and particularly where it is associated with baptism, 
which may have been in the mind of the translator.5 
5 The importance of carefully considering for whom one is standing sponsor at the baptism of a particular 
individual seems to be the motivation behind this verse. 
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Chapter 23 
Most of the deviations in this chapter are corrections of anomalous readings {v. 4tdifficult Hebrew text (v. 7) 
and harmonisation (vv. 5 and 6). Vv. 6 and 25 are clarifications of the Hebrew tOJPf;Ovide a simpler and clearer 
reading. V. 30 contains a plus, which is discussed further on in this chapter. 
The second clause of the first verse of the Peshitta is perhaps based on the LXX reading; it reads "Consider what 
is placed before thee". The verb -;:n.,.cc was influenced by TTapan0eµEvcf. .· aoL. The Peshitta reads 
V\,"'.::n 'l.c, which is closer to the MT's "f~;i? than to aoL in the LXX. The '\fm:gum follows the Peshitta -
10,p CJ'rzh JO:J l":Jn't~. V. 2• is introduced by ~'I in the Peshitta to conne~UA :Wtith the previous v~rse and 
serves as a causative clause - "so that you do not put a knife in your mouth"., Jhe~$econd clause resumes: "If 
there is a man taking a breath (v. 3), do not desire his food, for his food is: d.eeeptive food". The Peshitta 
interpretation of the first three verses in the Hebrew seems to deal with ordinary table manners. 
The Targum was influenced by the Peshitta in its version of v. 4 as well. The LXX :agrees with the MT and the 
Peshitta differs from both readings: "But depart from it (i.e. "riches") with wisdom:'.instead of "Desist from your 
wisdom". The Hebrew meaning perhaps did not seem very sensible to the Pesb:itta translator, hence his own 
interpretation, which is clearly in complete agreement with the thoughts of Prnw:erbs. Therefore, it can be 
regarded as a harmonisation. As a matter of fact, the MT reading may even be inteI]Jreted as being thoroughly 
contradictory to everything that Proverbs tries to convey and the Peshitta rendering is a clarification as well. 
The first clause of v. 5 in the Peshitta is based on the LXX reading, with some deviation: "If you set your eye 
on it (wealth) , it will not be clear to you" ( r( 1 ...u <n.::n = i?avEtTaL instead of ur~). The rest of the Peshitta 
rendering follows the Hebrew, while the Greek differs substantially, particularly-ifr the third clause - 0:9~iJ = 
Ets Tov otKov Toi:J TTpoEOTT)K6Tos avToiJ 1 ( r<.,.::n..:z:. in the Peshitti:t) . Both versions may be 
interpretations of the MT text, which is not altogether clear in its relation with the nex t clause. The Peshitta 
translator made use of the LXX to solve this difficulty and his version reads "For if you set your eye on it, it 
will not be clear to you, because it will make wings for itself, like an eagle, and: fly towards heaven". The 
Targum also follows the Peshitta text. 
V. 6 in the MT reads "Do not eat the bread of the evil eye (l'P ll')), do not desire his delicacies". The term "evil 
eye" in th is instance is generally considered by modern translators to be someone who is stingy. The LXX 
About this rendering De Lagarde (1863, p. 74) writes succi nctly: "wem das die Midraschnatur der 
Dbersetzung nicht klar macht, dem ist nicht zu helfen." This, of course, applies only to the LXX and not 
to the Peshitta reading. 
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interprets this to mean "a sorcerer"2 (who can possess an evil eye) or slanderer. The Peshitta has T{;ci.u (an 
envious or gluttonous person), which may be derived from the LXX text. In the second clause the Peshitta reads 
"food" (~pwµchwv) instead of "delicacies" as in the MT. The Peshitta translator rendered the sentence simpler 
than the Hebrew without sacrificing the general meaning of the MT text. He probably did not have any other 
religious motive for his rendition. 
V. 7• of the Peshitta agrees entirely with the LXX as opposed to the MT, but departs from the LXX in the next 
two clauses, leaning towards the MT in the second and agreeing with the MT in the third, to read: "For in like 
manner is a man who swallows a bristle. Thus you eat and drink with him , but his heart is not with you". The 
first clause of the Hebrew was unintelligible to the Peshitta translator and he thus consulted the LXX instead. 
V. 18 in the Peshitta was influenced by the LXX. The Hebrew clause in this verse, n'"JO~ ~;.-ci~ '.'.;), reads 
T{~"i..u ~ T{cicn~'l = lcJTaL aoL lK'Yova. The LXX was employed in the Peshitta to clarify an 
uncomfortable, but perhaps not too intelligible, reading. The LXX has a plus at the beginning of v. 18 that does 
not appear in the Peshitta, which seems to indicate that the translator only consulted the LXX about these 
particular Hebrew words that appeared in his Vorlage as well. 
V. 19 reads 1 ~~;~ ("my opinion") instead ofTTP ("on the way") to harmonise with other occurrences of 
this type of exhortation where the teacher always admonishes the pupil to listen to his (the teacher's) words, 
understanding, teaching, etc., (e.g. Prov. 3. 1, 4. 4 to 11, 7.1, 2, etc.). This alteration was not caused by an 
external influence. The LXX and the Targum follow the MT. 
In v. 21 the Peshitta translator has added r<"i.::n.u.:J after "drunkard" and T('i.a:J.::i.::i after "glutton" from the 
previous verse simply to retain the connection with v. 20. There is no external influence involved· in this case. 
The subject "father" in the first clause of v. 24 is repeated in the second clause. The Peshitta text reads "The 
father of the righteous will rejoice and exult, and the wise will beget and his father will rejoice in him". This 
translation can be deduced from the Hebrew text, except for "father", which is repeated for the sake of clarity (cf. 
Prov. 6. 31). There is thus no reason to suspect any external influence as far as this particular verse is concerned 
and the LXX does not agree with the Peshitta either. This sentence should not be considered independently of v. 
25, to which it is logically connected. 
V. 25 in the Peshitta reads "Let your father and mother rejoice in you, and she who bore you will rejoice". The 
Peshitta added ~ after "rejoice" . It is clear that the whole moral tone of vv. 24 and 25 is set by the wish to 
urge the son to be wise. From the interdependence of the two verses it is equally clear that the wise son will be 
2 Cf. Urbach (1979, pp. 280, 281), where both are mentioned in connection with Providence and the sorcerer 
is also subjected to the decree of heaven. Pirke Aboth 5. 13 mentions four classes of the "evil-eyed ." 
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rewarded with the approval of those who bore him , particularly when he himself becomes a father. V. 25, 
however, does reveal some influence by the LXX - ltrl ao( = "'\..::i. The thoughts contained in the Peshitta 
reading are the translator's and the LXX is merely an aid in the interpretation of the Hebrew Vorlage. 
The first clause of v. 28 was influenced by the LXX. The MT reading may have been difficult, thus motivating 
the Peshitta translator to make use of the LXX. The Peshitta is not a direct translation of the LXX, but appears 
to be some adaptation that is also reminiscent of other phrases in the book of Proverbs. The Peshitta rendition 
thus harmonises with other verses in the book that carry the same thoughts as v. 28. The Greek word 
avvT6µws- ("shortly") is rendered as t<..h ~ ("suddenly") and this in turn is a reminder of Prov. 1. 26, 
where "destruction" is characterised as being "sudden". It represents a plus in this case. 
In v. 29 the Peshitta reads r<~~ ~::i, for 11'~ 'P'? ("who has complaining?"), while the LXX reads 
T(vL dllBCm. The root ofrI'~ means primarily "to ponder" , which by implication means to meditate, pray, 
communicate, etc. Therefore, the Peshitta translator may have regarded this term as too positive, or at least 
neutral, within the context of this verse. Hence, the translator's own rendering of the word and, although it is 
probably too general as well, it aptly contains in its semantic field the concept of "misfortune". In summary, 
since the Peshitta text can be deduced from the MT, no external influence need be suspected in this case. 
V. 30 in the Peshitta contains a plus, which has some similarities with the Greek text; particularly with the 
first two clauses of v. 31 in the LXX.3 This, in tum, represents a plus in comparison with the MT (and the 
Peshitta for that matter). V. 30 in the Peshitta commences with the particle <l r< in order to connect the 
sentence with v. 29 as a reply to the questions put forward in that verse. The LXX introduces v. 30 with ou and 
repeats it in the second clause; the answer to the questions posed in v. 29 is thus given by rhetorical questions. 
The Peshitta rendering of the clauses is therefore closer to the MT in this regard. 
The plus in v. 30 of the Peshitta reads "Do not be drunk with wine, but speak with righteous men, walking and 
discussing with them". The plus in this instance is reminiscent of Prov. 13. 20, which states that "he who 
walks with the wise will become wise" and of Prov. 20. 1 in the Peshitta, which says that "everyone who 
indulges in it (strong drink) will not be wise". Thus the translator may have been motivated to insert these 
clauses from the LXX, because their contents agree with the thoughts expressed elsewhere in the Peshitta. He 
thus afforded himself the licence on the grounds of their theological soundness, coupled with the perceived 
3 The LXX text of the first two clauses of v. 31 reads: µii µE0VCYKE0'0E orv(l,l, d>J..d 6µLAELTE 
dvOpwtroLS' BLKa(oLs Kat 6µLAELTE lv TTEpL trdTOLS'. The addition in the Peshitta reads: 
~ m.::n (h_, Cl m Cl • r<.i:i., 'I I r<.x..1 r< :;n~ ~::i..=r.i <l r< • r< ;.=i;i.u..::i >Cl, r< Cl m Ch r<~ 
::i.::i..::n.=r.i Cl 'Cl m .=r.i~ . 
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authority of his other source, namely the LXX.4 In the Targum only the elements of the MT are translated, 
although its translator's lexical choices agree with the Peshitta reading "house of wine" instead of 1990 (the 
LXX reads lTOtl 1T6ToL ylvovTaL - "where the drinking is"). In the last instance, the addition in the 
Peshitta serves to enhance the seriousness and the ethical considerations concerning the value of wisdom for the 
pupil as opposed to the pitfalls of overindulging. 
The last phrase in the MT reads O'";J~'O.:;i l?.iJl;{ The Peshitta reads r<d-iC\Ll..J'IO rJ;. The Peshitta translator 
probably understood the Hebrew term "to walk about" in one of the meanings included in the semantic field of 
the Greek verb lTEpLlTaTT\ans, i.e. "to converse with during walking" (cf. Liddel and Scott, 1974, p. 551). 
The Hebrew noun in this phrase was probably understood by the translator as "upright" or "straight" (ilD'). 
The insertion of r<~ 'I in v. 32 serves to connect this verse with the previous one in order to maintain the 
subject within the context of the whole pericope (from vv. 29 to 35). 
The Hebrew text ofv. 34 is corrupt and the last word, ?;;lr:r, which is usually translated as "mast", is an uncertain 
reading. The Peshitta reads "like a sailor in a great storm". This rendition is influenced by the LXX reading -
Kat 
4 
Depending on the dating of the Peshitta text, a further motivation for this insertion is perhaps to be found 
in the strict code of discipline that existed in the schools of Nisibis and Edessa, where the students were 
forbidden to frequent taverns or outdoor wine parties. They were not allowed to read secular books and were 
even discouraged from crossing the frontiers into the Byzantine empire (Segal, 1970, pp. 150-151). 
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Chapter 24 
This chapter of Proverbs in the Peshitta contains very few deviations from the MT. Some verses do seem to 
have been influenced by the LXX, but only with regard to the meaning of the Hebrew, which the Peshitta 
translator apparently sometimes found difficult to grasp. Inv. 4 the LXX was used to strengthen a comparison. 
Inv. 10 the influence of the LXX was found necessary to clarify a corrupt Hebrew reading. Inv. 11 one particle 
in the LXX offers a more meaningful alternative to the Hebrew. Vv. 12 and 14 also reveal some limited 
influence by the LXX. 
For the term,~ ("violence") in v. 2 of the MT, the Peshitta translator used T<~.:z:.,,.::i . Although the translator 
could have used ilseii8T1 in the LXX, he probably decided to simplify the reading by his own interpretation. 
The Peshitta translator added a o before T(-i.Ji,r( in v. 4 to read "and magnificence and delight" instead of 
"magnificent delights" (ie; Jiry-?~ in the MT) . He may have understood the Hebrew to mean just that or he 
may have done it on purpose to stress the beneficience of knowledge to a house. The deviation does not seem to 
be initiated by external influence (the LXX agrees with the MT). 
V. 5 in the MT text perhaps had a dubious reading for the Peshitta translator, while the LXX gives a very good 
comparison between the wise and the strong. The LXX interpretation seems to have influenced the Syriac 
translation in this instance - Kpdaawv = .::i~, taxvpoO = ~ ~(instead of ri.p;i) and yr;wpyCov 
µeydAov = ~ -i.::i~ The Targum is also closer to the Peshitta (and LXX) than to the MT. 
The rendition of r7. in v. 9 should be compared with 21. 11 (cf. also 13. 1, 14. 6, 15. 12, etc.) . 
V. 10 in the Peshitta has, with the exception of "day of affliction" very little in common with the MT and the 
LXX texts. The LXX also has a different reading.1 The Hebrew text is corrupt and the Peshitta translator, not 
agreeing with the Greek text, probably decided to emend the Hebrew Vorlage as best he could. Here, the only 
connection with the LXX as viewed from the Peshitta is the word r<~.:i::.....::i, which has Katci] in common with 
it, and "day of oppression" . The Targum follows the MT. The Peshitta text reads "Evil will lead the unjust in 
the day of oppression."2 
2 
The LXX reads from vv. 9b to 10: "Uncleanness will be stained for the man of plague in the evil day and in 
the day of sorrow until he leaves." 
The verse can also read: "Evil will lead the unjust in the day of distress." It may be a presumptuous claim , 
but the Peshitta translation may possibly be sugges tive of the fate of the unjust upon going to Sheol. 
Evidence of this is found in the sayings of sages concerning the role of angels. R. Eleazar said: " ... when a 
wicked man perishes from the world three groups of Destroying An gels go forth to meet him ... " R. 
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The Peshitta shows some influence by the LXX in the second clause of v. 11. The particle CJ~ reads <l =µTi. 
The Targum has a lot in common with the Peshitta by way of word order and word choice, although CJ~ is left 
untranslated. The Peshitta's translator rendered his interpretation more softly and moralistically than the MT (and 
the LXX) as well; "slaughter" is rendered as "those caught for slaughter" and "spare" Ccl>d01J in the LXX as in 
the MT) reads "pity". He understood his Hebrew Vorlage to mean that those who committed "murder" should be 
saved as they (in the first clause) are led to death. The translator thus preferred the LXX interpretation and adapted 
this to state two opposites in the clauses of this verse. His translation implies that the innocent should be saved 
from death, but those guilty of murder should not be pitied. The role of the reader of the text in the second 
clause is also not one of judgement either, but rather more objectively that of a nonparticipating witness. 
V. 12 in the Peshitta reads "If you say: 'I do not know', know that God searches the meaning of the heart. He 
who keeps your soul, He knows, He requites man according to his deeds". The Peshitta translation is based on 
the LXX in this instance. There are some deviations that tend to be closer to the Hebrew. However, lTiicrLv and 
lTdvTa in the third clause are not translated and the Peshitta actually contains every element of the MT. 
Generally, it seems that the Peshitta made use of the LXX rendering primarily for the sake of KVpLOS' (the 
Peshitta interpreted it as r< m~ r<), which seems to be the subject that is lacking, although it is implied, in the 
MT text. The Targum has almost an exact replica of the Peshitta reading; only~" is omitted. Incidentally, the 
imperative ~" in the Peshitta, which seems to be the equivalent element for il!. in the MT, was probably 
influenced by y(vwcrKE in the LXX in the second clause of thi s verse. 
V. 14 in the Peshitta, introduced by .9 r< i<.i.:::i m, was not necessarily influenced by o(hws of the LXX (the 
meaning of 1?. is quite clear). The particle .9 r< was added by the translator himself to connect this comparison 
with the previous verse (cf. also v. 24). 
In v. 21 the noun 179 was changed to ~ r< ("to rule"), because the translator did not want the king to be 
regarded as of equal stature. with the Lord. The fear of the Lord is paramount, and if the Lord is revered, He alone 
will rule. 
Inv. 24 <l .9r< is inserted by the Peshitta translator to establish a connection with the previous verse. This is 
in accordance with the style of translation. 
In v. 29 the Peshitta translator reversed the clauses to read: "Do not say: 'I will do to him, as he has done unto 
me'". This rendition does not alter the meaning of the Hebrew and perhaps no external influence need be 
suspected. The Peshitta reading does form a better synthetic parallelism as well. 
Johanan said that the angels of indignation do the Lord's work when He sends them "to destroy the whole 
earth" (Is. xiii. 5) (Urbach, 1975, p. 161). 
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V. 34 is influenced by Prov. 6. 11 to harmonise with it and no external influence need to be suspected in this 
verse. 
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Chapter 25 
There are two significant pluses in this chapter in vv. 20 and 22, which both reveal influence by the LXX. The 
LXX also influenced lesser alterations (cf. vv. 4, 7, 12, 13, etc.), which all serves to simplify and enhance a 
Hebrew reading that is unintelligible at times. In general, this chapter is relatively literal. 
V. 1 in the Peshitta seems like a blend of the LXX and the MT, with some simplification by the translator 
himself. Firstly, the Peshitta reads > m Cl~ di.:ij instead of '7.~Q in the MT. This is comparable with 
TTaL8Ei:aL ("teaching") in the LXX. Then the Peshitta adds an adjective, r<.o ... .:ij~ ("profound"), which is 
perhaps an interpretation of d8LdKpLTOL ("undistinguishable") in the LXX. The verb ~P'D.l;'iJ 
(leEypdl/JavTo in the LXX) means to "copy" or "transcribe". The Peshitta translator used a more neutral 
word, i.e. Cl..:J di..::i ("to write"), instead. The choice of "to write" may be due to a misunderstanding of its 
meaning in both the other texts, or the translator decided not to use the verb "to copy" so as not to put the 
authenticity of the book in doubt. In the final analysis, one can say that the Peshitta's translator consulted the 
LXX text for his own rendition of the Vorlage. The Targum follows the Peshitta text, except for "Solomon", 
which is left out altogether. 
In v. 4 the MT reads '7;? 1:]')~7 ~~~1, while the Peshitta has t<..::i" ~ r<.Jr<.:::r.i .cn.9.J"t ("the vessel will 
come out clean"). This rendition in the Peshitta may have been slightly influenced by the LXX interpretation -
Kat Ka0apLa0iiaETaL Ka0apov chav ("and it will be cleaned completely spotless"). The Peshitta 
reading is still based on its Hebrew Vorlage, since it reads more closely to the Hebrew than the Greek. It is only 
1:]')~7 that was not understood by the Peshitta translator. 
At the end of v. 7 ~ r< was inserted from the LXX. This insertion is consistent with the style of the 
translator whereby the verses are not isolated, but considered part of a larger context. In this case ~ r< serves 
as a logical connection between vv. 7 and 8. 
The second clause of v. 10 in the Peshitta differs from the MT and the LXX (which has an addition). The MT 
reads "and your indiscretion does not pass away". The whole sentence in the Peshitta reads "So that the one who 
hears does not put you to shame, and many will take heed of you". The Peshitta translation may be an 
interpretation of the Hebrew in order to establish a better connection with the preceding clause and v. 9. The 
whole intention of the Peshitta translator seems to be that, if one gives away a secret to a stranger, everybody 
will eventually take note of one's unreliability. 
The term 1'~;i~-?~ at the end of v. 11 is not represented in the Peshitta. It is also lacking in the LXX, which 
reads otJTWS' EL TTELV >..6yov. Although the Greek text could have been influential in the rendering of the 
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Syriac translation, the Peshitta translator did not translate oOn>s at all. Perhaps he simply followed his 
Vorlage, which did not contain the equivalent of the omission in the Peshitta. 
In v. 12 "carved ornament" is rendered as "good sardonius" ( ~ ~n-i..ca a) in the Peshitta. The Hebrew 
may have been unclear to the translator, CJQ~-,?q being a rare combination. The LXX reads adp8Lov 
lTo>..vTEAES' ("costly sardion stone") and definitely influenced the Peshitta rendition. 
In v. 13 t<.::ra a..u ("heat") was inserted from KaVµa in the LXX as an object of ~..9.::n ("cooling"), the whole 
of the Peshitta wording being a paraphrase of the rare Hebrew word il.l~. The Targum follows the MT. 
V. 20 has a long plus, which was influenced by the LXX text as well. The context of the MT text is not 
intelligible and the connection between the clauses is not clear: "He who takes away a garment on a cold day, 
vinegar on soda, he who sings songs to a troubled heart". The Peshitta translation reads "He who takes a 
garment away from his friend on a cold day, he is like one who pours vinegar on a string 1 and punishes an 
aching heart, like a maggot on a garment and a worm on wood, so is distress molesting the heart of man". The 
first clause of the Peshitta text agrees substantially with the MT, except for the phrase "from his friend". The 
rest of the verse is substantially copied from the Greek text (although "sympathise" is rendered as "punish" 
instead, perhaps interpreted from the Greek). 
There may be some identification of the Peshitta reading of v. 20 with 12. 4, where a bad wife causes much pain 
and grief to her husband; she is also compared with "rot in his bones".2 The noun i<.r:x:u:a, which appears in 14. 
30 and which is mentioned in the discussion of 12. 4, should be noted. 
V. 22 in the Peshitta reads "when you do this to him" as an introductory clause instead of'?. in the MT. This 
insertion concurs largely with the LXX - ToVTo 'YdP rroLwv d'.vSpaKas. It is clear that the Peshitta has 
ro~ in addition to the LXX reading in order to clarify the sentence further in the context of v. 21. This plus, as 
a conditional clause, serves to connect vv. 21 and 22 logically and prevents the possible literal interpretation by 
2 
The word i<; ~ .. is either a "string" or a "sinew" (Payne Smith, 1967, p. 200). The LXX reads l>..KEL 
("wound"), which is more apt in the context. The Hebrew iru is a soda used for cleaning purposes and the 
mixing of vinegar with soda results in the effects of both being eliminated. Thus the portrayal of pain 
caused by this particular selfish conduct towards the neighbour or friend is not conveyed. The Peshitta 
Vorlage may have been unclear or may have read in' instead (thus being taken in its Syriac meaning). The 
translator could have made a reading error as well; i<;~.J looks much like i<;~ ... and means "nitre" 
(vL Tpov in Greek) . In the last instance the Peshitta translator may have settled for a compromisingly 
neutral rendering, which is also typical of his style of translating difficult readings in Proverbs (cf. Prov. 8. 
19, 11. 27, 26. 3, etc.). 
This identification is linked with the references to "worm" and "garment", both of which are appropriate 
and illuminating as metaphors in the mind of the reader, who is naturally familiar with them (cf. the 
footnote to 12. 4). 
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the reader of the first clause of v. 22, as if the coals is another object to be given to the enemy, possibly as a 
kind of afterthought. There may be an avoidance of the justification of any vengeful inclination. Finally, with 
the above-mentioned in mind, this plus may have been motivated by reverence for the Lord. The Lord will not 
reward someone who pours burning coals on an enemy's head. In fact , this clause at the beginning of v. 22 
prevents any such notion from entering the reader's mind. 
The words r<..i1 "'< r< in v. 25 and r<.1.:::i m may have been influ~nced by walT€p and oihws in the LXX. 
These additions render the sentence a comparison, which is implied in the Hebrew. The same argument applies 
to vv. 26 and 28. However, there are numerous comparisons from vv. 23 to 26. 3, many of which are implied 
in the Hebrew. The LXX does not contain comparisons in all the verses in which the Peshitta does, viz. in v. 
23 the Peshitta reads ""<' r< and r<.1.::1 m, which have no equivalent in the Peshitta; in 26. 3 the LXX reads 
C:ScrlT€p and otlTws, but the Peshitta has no equivalent here. One has to concede that the Peshitta translator 
may have been influenced by the LXX, although he could have deduced these meanings from his Hebrew 
Vorlage. 
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Chapter 26 
The translator of the Peshittta had to contend with difficult, corrupt and rare Hebrew words and phrases in this 
chapter. The influence of the LXX in the correction of some of the readings is unmistakable, particularly in vv. 
5, 7, 10, 19 and 28. There are some harmonisations as well - in vv. 18 and 22. In general the translator 
remained true to the Hebrew as far as was possible within his technical ability and the translation technique that 
he employed to give a simple and clear translation. 
V. 2 altered to read: "Like a bird and a winged creature that flies in the air, thus is an empty curse wandering". 
Since the words usually translated as "sparrow" and "swallow" are not certain, the Peshitta seems to be giving a 
rather neutral translation. The word r<... m.9 ("wandering") at the end of the sentence may have been inserted 
from the first clause in the MT, where ,1)?, is read instead of "flies". There seems to have been no external 
influence on the Peshitta reading; the whole sentence can be based on the Hebrew. 
The Peshitta reads "Speak to a fool according to your wisdom, so that he does not think of himself as wise" in 
v. 5. The MT reads iJ:1 1tl~:P ("according to his folly"), as is the case in v. 4. The Peshitta rendering of v. 5 
establishes an antithesis with v. 4, which in tum reads "Do not answer a fool according to his folly, lest you 
become like him". The translator may have considered it contrary to his ethics to tell the pupil in one instance 
not to answer the fool according to his folly and in the very next verse to propose the exact opposite. The LXX 
agrees with the MT in this regard. The Targum follows the Peshitta in vv. 4 and 5, even as regards the word 
choice - lmo:in::i = V\, di a.::n.J.!J.l.J "\"' r<. 
Although the LXX reads ot!Tws in v. 3, t<..c:im may have been inserted from v. 2 where the Peshitta reads 
r<.i.:::im for);;?. In fact, the translator may have derived it from the whole pericope starting with Prov. 25. 23 in 
order to harmonise the readings. 
The interpretation of v.7 reveals hardly any influence by the LXX ( ~ =EK). The Peshitta reads "If you give 
walking to the lame, you will accept the word from the mouth of a fool". The two verbs "give" and "take" 
establish an antithesis in the sentence to form a logical comparison between the two clauses. The parallelism 
has a connection with v. 6 as well, i.e. the "cutting off the foot" and the "sending off the fool with a message". 
The Hebrew text of v. 10 is di ffic ult - D'-;J:;iil i?.bl ?'¢-?' i;:?b] ?,:P-??ir;r;i ::l"J. The Peshitta translator utili sed the 
LXX to interpret the first clause, while the second clause in the MT is simplified to read: "The flesh of a fool 
suffers much and the drunkard breaks an oath". This reading puts v. 10 well into the general context of the 
preceding verses, whereas the MT sentence stands isolated from the rest of the paragraph. This connection 
between verses and chapters is always considered by the Peshitta translator. 
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V. 13 in the Peshitta has "when he is sent" after "the sluggard says". This insertion should be compared with 
22: 13, which has a similar reading. The word "lion" was repeated to simplify the reading (the MT has "roaring 
beast" and "lion") . This verse, like 22. 13, is based on Prov. 10.26. Although the LXX reads 
d1ToaTE>.>.cSµEvoS' here in v. 13, it Jacks "when he is sent" in 10.26 and the Peshitta rendition of v. 13 
should perhaps be regarded primarily as a harmonisation with 10. 26. 
Although the Peshitta translator may have consulted the Greek in his rendition of ~.<and i<.i..:::im in v. 14, 
he did not insert the equivalent of tlSa1TEp in v. 17. This may also be due to the translator's own interpretation 
in this case, since the comparison is implied in the MT. 
The Peshitta was influenced by the LXX in v. 15, where "in the dish" (nlJ~~;i) reads "in his bosom" 
( m.::i ci~.::i) = tv T~ K6Xm~ a'iiToO. The Hebrew may have been unclear to the translator of the Peshitta 
and the LXX has a sensible reading, which the Peshitta translator obviously followed. 
V. 18 is connected with v. 19 and reads "Like the boastful kind who shoots words, and like a sharp, deadly 
arrow" and then it continues "thus ... " in v. 19. This may be the translator's own interpretation, because tlSa1TEp 
appears only in the first clause of the LXX. Although "words" may have been influenced by Myovs in the 
LXX, in the Peshitta T4i Mrcv is lacking in the second clause. 
V. 19 has "when he understands him" as an insertion after "deceives his brother". This plus is definitely based 
on the LXX, which has the same reading in the second clause - lhav 8~ cpwpa9waLv, >.lyovaLv lSn 
IIaCCwv tfopa~a. The Targum follows the MT text. 
V. 22 reads "The words of a contentious person cause strife and go down to the inner parts of the heart". The 
verse differs slightly from the Hebrew. The first clause harmonises and concurs with v. 21 band the second reads 
"inner chambers of the heart" instead of Jt;?;;i-, ... r\IJ to concur with "evil heart" in v. 23. In the MT Prov. 26. 22 
corresponds with 18. 8, while in the Peshitta both renderings are altered to suit their own particular contexts. 
V. 28 is also influenced by the LXX - µLad d>.:rWnav = .<~.:z:.rui i<..i.m. The MT reads "A false tongue 
hates its afflicted ones". The meaning of this is unclear and the translator preferred the LXX reading, which 
makes more sense. 
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Chapter 27 
The Peshitta has simplifications in this chapter that were influenced by the LXX (vv. 11, 14, 16, 19 and 24). 
Some difficult Hebrew readings were also resolved with the utilisation of the LXX (cf. vv. 21 and 22), although 
the LXX is reinterpreted to suit the context. There are some hillmonisations as well (vv. 6 and 9). 
In the first verse of this chapter, the second occurrence of CJi~ is not translated by the Peshitta translator. The 
translator may have found it superfluous to repeat the word from the first clause. The LXX reads a~pLov and 
lmo{)aa in the two clauses, respectively. 
In v. 6 the Hebrew word ni'it;i.Vl is unclear and is mostly translated as "profuse", "many", "deceitful", "bad", etc. 
The LXX reads i'j E-Ko6aLa ("than willingness"), turning the whole verse into a comparison. The Peshitta's 
translator simplified the sentence by excluding ni'lr;i.Vl and harmonised it with the previous verse. Together they 
read: "Better is open rebuke than hidden love. Better are the blows of a friend than the kisses of an enemy". It 
may be that the LXX influenced the Peshitta in as much as its rendition is also a comparison, but it is more 
reasonable to assume that the Peshitta translator simply solved the difficulty by resorting to the context of the 
text and rendering the Syriac more simply, connecting it logically with v. 5. 
V. 9 is also a comparison and the same argument may apply here as is the case in v. 6. The second clause of 
this verse has a dubious reading and the translator solved this problem by reinterpreting the Hebrew so that the 
comparison is logical and in context. The second clause in the MT reads tZi~rn~~~ m.P.1 pl)~~. which the 
Peshitta translator followed so that the whole verse reads: "As oil and perfume gladden the heart, so is one who 
sweetens his friend with his advice". This is a sensible comparison as opposed to the isolated reading in the MT 
- and no external influence played any part in it (the LXX has a different reading). 
V. 11. in the Peshitta reads "and the reproach of the one who scorns me will cease". The Peshitta was influenced 
by the LXX - Kat drr6aTpElJiov drro aoiJ lrrovELBlaTovs A6yovs ("and the reproachful word will 
tum back from you"). The Peshilta reads more closely to the MT still. It is possible that the translator did not 
understand the word '~lh (the occurrences in 14. 31 and 17. 5 also have alternative readings). The Peshitta 
translator changed the LXX interpretation to what he considered more appropriate in the social context of this 
sentence. The son should obey and become wise so that the father should not be an object of scorn any longer. 
In other words, the extent to which a son reveals wisdom is a reflection on the parental responsibility and ability 
of the father and any reproach will come to the father and not to the son (as the LXX has it) if he fails to teach 
the son. The translator understood this sentence to mean that the son is very wise and that the father exhorts him 
to become prudent; his prudence will assuage his father's concern and will make his father happy, because the 
scorning will cease. 
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The second clause of v. 14 in the LXX may have influenced the Peshitta translation. The Peshitta text of v. 14 
reads "One who blesses his friend with flattery in a loud voice, will not be separated from one who curses". In 
the first clause "with flattery" stands in the place of "in the early morning" of the MT text, which is a unique 
reading, while the LXX reads only TO '!Tpwl instead. The second clause in the LXX reads KaTapwµtvov 
OV8EV 8Lacf>EpELV 86~EL. 
The Peshitta translator also made use of the LXX in v. 16. The MT text is difficult and there is an improbable 
connection between the two clauses. The Peshitta reads "The north wind is severe, and is called by the name of 
the right". The LXX text has: ~opfos <7KAllPOS" dvEµos, 6v6µan 8€ lm8€~LOS" KaAE'i:TaL. 
The Peshitta does not read lm8€~LOS" as "to the right" or "auspiciously", but only as "right" . 
The Peshitta reads the whole of v. 19 in the negative, as does the LXX, but in contrast with the MT and the 
LXX, repeats "hearts" instead of "man" ("man" is lacking in the Peshitta) in the second clause (the LXX reads 
Kap8CaL Twv dvOpwTTwv) to coincide with the repetition of "face" in the first clause. The Syriac 
establishes a logical comparison between the phrases - "like a face does not resemble a (another) face, so a heart 
does not resemble a heart". This rendition also harmonises with v. 17, where r<..9ci,si.9 also appears. The 
Peshitta translator may have found the Hebrew meaning difficult to cornprehend, 1 hence the influence of the 
LXX. 
At the end of v. 21, which agrees with the MT rather than with the LXX, the Peshitta has a long plus that is an 
exact translation of v. 21a in the LXX. It is doubtful whether this addition appeared in the Vorlage of the 
Peshitta and was probably inserted on the grounds that it contains the ideas portrayed in Proverbs: "The heart of 
the godless seeks evil, and the heart of the upright seeks knowledge". 
V. 22 in the Peshitta is an interpretation of the Hebrew that is partially based on the LXX. The Peshitta reads 
"If you crush a fool in the midst of the congregation, you will add nothing to him and you will not remove his 
folly". The phrase "you will add nothing to him" is an interpretation of '7~9 (the LXX reads ov µ1' 
'ITEpLEAlJS") and it is logically connected with the next phrase. The Hebrew is unclear and the Peshitta translator 
probably decided to simplify the reading for the sake of the reader. 
V. 23 in the Peshitta reads "When you tend ( ra.. i) , know the faces of your flock ( ~), and set your heart on 
your flock ( "'\ i ~ ~)". The only difference from the MT is that .IJ10. .11']:, which is generally translated as 
"to know well", is rendered with two different verbs. It is likely that the Peshitta Vorlage differed from the MT 
2 
The first clause in the MT actual ly reads: "As water face to face." 
The Syriac term r<i~ means "sheepfold", but it is apparently also a metaphor for "monastry" (Payne 
Smith, 1967, p. 68). 
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regarding the first word - perhaps it was ll11 (an extended' can also be confused with 1). The Peshitta translator 
may not have understood the inf. absolutus. The Targum copied the Syriac text, even in its choice of words -
n~ 'll11 i1o. 
In v. 24 the Peshitta follows the LXX in the rendering of CJ~1 - ov6t. For itj the Peshitta reads ~~.x..:::n 
(1Tapa8C8wcnv in the LXX). The Targum follows the Peshitta. 
The clause 1'0i1~J7 CJ'~tri is not represented in v. 27 of the Peshitta. It may have been lacking in the Peshitta 
Vorlage. Alternatively, the translator may have considered it to be superfluous, since the term "your household" 
does include the servants as well. 
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Chapter 28 
Verses 6 and 8 can be considered as harmonisations with the preceding verses . V. 20 contains some 
simplifications (based on the LXX), while vv. 4 and 21 are influenced by the LXX to clarify the readings. 
The second clause of v. 4 in the Peshitta reads "Those who keep the law strengthen themselves". The MT text 
has c;;i n~i;i: i1lin' '").t;i1Zi1 ("the law-abiding contend with them"). The LXX has ot 8£ d'YamilvTEs TOV 
voµov lTEpL~dAAouow lauTots TE'Lxos. The verb ~i~i;i: was unclear to the Peshitta translator, 
especially since c;i refers to the law-abiding. The LXX concept of the law-abiding who "build a wall around 
them" is an interpretation of the Hebrew, but it is still reflected in the Peshitta reading. The Peshitta translator 
also inserted ~ m.:z:..9.J from €auTots. The Peshitta keeps closer to the MT than the LXX and the translator 
may primarily have needed to interpret lTEpL~dUouaLV . 
Equivalents for the word :iicp and the o before 1Zipl1 are lacking in the Peshitta at the beginning of v. 6. The 
Peshitta reads simply: "A poor man walks in innocence, and the rich pervert their ways". The translator did not 
want to make the sentence a comparison, because vv. 4, 5 and 7 are not comparisons. To have a comparison 
among simple statements may have seemed somewhat illogical and, for the Peshitta translator of Proverbs, no 
sentence is considered isolated from the larger context. 
The second clause of v. 11 may have been difficult to translate. It reads - ~J'J.P.r;T: )';;io '?'J1· The translator relied 
on the LXX to give a better reading: "The intelligent poor man condemns him" (1TfV1lS 8£ vonµwv 
KaTa'YVWaETaL aiiToV). This reading is more fitting in the context. The first clause of this verse in the 
Peshitta is closer to the Hebrew than to the LXX. 
At the end of v. 13 in the Peshitta t<m~t< is added as the subject of ~.ui~.J (CllJ"1.'. in the MT). The 
translator may have considered it necessary to have this addition, since in the context of this sentence it is indeed 
the Lord who forgives sins. It avoids any heretical view concerning whose mercy matters ultimately. The word 
could have been deliberately inserted by the translator from v. 14 (where it is lacking) for the same reason given 
above, i.e. thinking that the subject of v. 13 is more important than that of v. 14. The Targum also has this 
plus and was probably based on the Peshitta - ~i1?~ '1?.l) = r<m~t< ,mill. The LXX follows the MT. 
The term t<r~ ("in a pit") at the end of v. 18 in the Peshitta, was based on v. 10. The MT has ir;nn~::;i 
in v. 10 and nTJ!'.9 ("in one") in v. 18. Both verses compare the result of the work of "evil" with the labour of 
the "honest" ones. Although the Peshitta translator may have afforded himself the licence to change nr,;i~:;i, the 
noun may well have read nnlli:i in the Peshitta Vorlage. However, that this instance is another intertextual 
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harmonisation seems more likely than it being based on a different Vorlage - the Peshitta translator quite rightly 
did not make sense of the Hebrew. Hence the harmonisation. 
The Peshitta translator did not understand the combination of i'~~iJ? r~ in the second clause of V. 20 and 
employed the neutral words m~C)~.:J i<.:z:....:i instead. The LXX may have been consulted. It reads 6 8€ 
KaKOS' ouK dnµwpT)TOS' laTaL and thus agrees only partially with the Syriac. 
Inv. 21 ll~~~ was rendered as "to finish" (cf. Payne Smith, 1967, p. 582). This is the meaning of 7JS.:z:..=r.i; 
the Peshitta was influenced by dTTo8waETaL ("to give up" , "surrender") in the LXX. The Syriac has a subtle 
interpretation of the Hebrew, which reads "A man who puts on a false appearance1 is no good, because he will 
hand over a man for a piece of bread". The MT and the LXX refer to corruption in the process of law, while the 
Peshitta translator used the LXX to say something entirely different. 
Cf. Payne Smith, 1967, p. 342; this is the meaning ~f i<sr<.:::i .:::wi.J. 
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Chapter 29 
Inv. 2• the verb ~ is repeated to read: "When the righteous increase, the people increase". The MT, 
followed by the LXX and the Targum, reads n_9~: ("rejoice") instead. This rendition of the Peshitta is perhaps 
intended as a complement of, or antithesis to, v. 16', which reads: "With a multitude of wicked men, iniquity 
increases". 
Inv. 4 the Greek term 1Tapdvoµos probably influenced the Peshitta rendition of ~Cl~, which also serves to 
harmonise this verse with v. 2. 
The verb ~~p,~; in v. 10 is interpreted in the Peshitta to read ~1 instead. This serves to clarify the Hebrew 
and provides a sensible reading: "Bloodthirsty men hate one who is blameless, but the righteous like him" . The 
LXX and the Targum follow the MT. This interpretation by the Peshitta translator serves to clarify the phrase 
and to prevent it from being understood by the reader in a negative, metaphorical sense, i.e. that the righteous 
"seeks his soul" with the intention of killing him perhaps. 
The only extensive addition in this chapter is at the beginning of v. 18, where JirO, 1'!9 ("lack of vision") is 
rendered as rd.~" r<~nm.:i. These words were inserted from the beginning of v. 16 and complement the 
ideas put forward in v. 16. The first clause reads "With a multitude of wicked men, iniquity increases". V. 18• 
follows logically and reads "With an increase of iniquity, the nation is rent". Both these verses harmonise with 
v. 2. The LXX reading of v. 18 is closer to the MT text, while the Targum follows the Peshitta. 
There is a different rendition of the last word il~~O of v. 19 in the MT as well. The Peshitta, reads ~~..::i and 
interprets the sentence thus: "The slave is not instructed by words, because he knows that he does not get 
beaten". The Targum reads exactly the same as the Peshitta, but the Peshitta and Targum Vorlage may have had 
a slightly different orthography in their respective Vorlagen. In Prov. 10.13, 19.29, 26.3 and 23 .13 the rod is 
suggested as a means of punishment for fools and as an instrument of correction for the disobeying youth. The 
interpretation of v. 19 does not necessarily coincide with the above-mentioned instances in Proverbs. It rather 
appears to be an everyday observation by the translator (provided that slaves existed at the time of translation). 
The LXX follows the MT. 
V. 20 in the Peshitta was influenced by the LXX interpretation to some extent - '" = idv and ~" = 
y(vCi>O"KE (both words are lacking in the MT). The rest of the verse was simplified. The translator may have 
found the Hebrew unintelligible, particularly the second clause, which reads: u~o '?'9=?~ ilJP,r:i . 
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The Peshitta follows the LXX interpretation in v. 21. In the first clause the Peshitta reads "If someone is 
pampered from his childhood, he will be a slave", which was surely influenced by the LXX text, which reads: 
Bs KaTacmaTa>..q lK lraL86s, oLKETT)S lcnaL . The Hebrew has one unclear word in the second 
clause, Ji~r;i . which is rendered as .wChCh.J in the Peshitta - this was copied from oSvvri0i1aETaL in the 
LXX. 
The first clause of v. 25 in the Peshitta agrees with the LXX, while the second is perhaps closer to the MT -
il)il~ reads r< .. i.::n in the Peshitta and ~:::...J is the equivalent of :i~tq~ in the MT. The LXX, however, 
although reading tcvpLov in the first clause, has an addition that is not shared by the Peshitta and that is 
actually closer to the MT than the first phrase; it reads Srnrr6TIJ for ilJil'. The Peshitta translator probably did 
not understand the Hebrew entirely in the first clause of this verse and decided to use the LXX rendition instead, 
which does suit the context well . It reads: "The iniquity of man is a stumbling block to him, but he who trusts 
in the Lord shall prevail". 
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Chapter 30. 
This chapter is a surprisingly literal translation compared to the previous chapters. Some of the most difficult 
Hebrew words are not simplified at all (cf. vv. 14, 15, 17, etc.) and the translator hardly made any attempt to 
force a connection between the verses - perhaps he did not even consider the possibility that the relations 
between them may be important. 
There is such painstaking attention to detail in most renderings of sentences in this chapter, as well as chapter 
31, that it almost seems doubtful whether these two chapters were translated by the same man that translated the 
preceding chapters of the book of Proverbs into Syriac. In fact, if the work was indeed done by the same person , 
his knowledge of Hebrew had improved considerably. However, there are some corrupt readings and some 
influence by the LXX, which is to be expected, as is the case in vv. 30 and 31 (v. 19 is an exception). Another 
striking feature, compared to the rest of Proverbs, is the meticulous adherence to translating the elements of the 
Hebrew only. 
Another feature of this chapter is that there is generally not nearly the same liberal use of particles, prepositions 
and conjunctives, viz. Cl, ~ "· etc. as is the case in the previous chapters. For instance, in the second clause of 
v. 27, instead of the Hebrew reading i'p~ r~n ~~~1. the Peshitta text is rendered as "and they all assemble as one" 
( r<'W ~r< ~cn~.:i ~.J.:l~~rn) after the first clause, which reads "The locusts have no king" (the 
LXX reads "they march in order at one command"). The Syriac coincides with the Hebrew, reading all the words 
in the phrase as a unit, and does not add conjunctions to interpret the difficult words that, at a glance, have 
unintelligible connections between them. The Syriac almost retains the brevity of the Hebrew diction. 
The Hebrew in v. 1 of the MT reads :'?;?~1 '?~'D'~'? '?~'D'~'? i~iJ. CJ~~ ~\'iOiJ ilp;-p il~~ 1 '):;:n. The Peshitta 
translation is: "The words of Agur son of Jakeh, who received (~.::i.c ") a prophecy ( r<~ Cl .. .::i.i) and found 
( >.s.::n ~ r< Cl) strength ( <l .. ..u) , and says to Ethiel''. The general reading of the Peshitta translation was not 
influenced by the LXX, which as a matter of fact, contains quite a different reading . The Syriac is probably a 
reinterpretation of the Hebrew as understood by the Peshitta translator. It is difficult to distinguish between the 
elements that resulted in the unique rendition found in the Peshitta. The Hebrew text itself presents difficulties 
and a satisfactory translation of the MT text is probably unattainable. The Syriac clause "(he) who received a 
prophecy" is perhaps some unique combination of CJ~~ ~~OiJ. The Peshitta Vorlag e may also have been 
different, which seems to be another possible explanation for the Syriac rendition.I Finally, the second 
1 For instance, the noun ~\'JOiJ may read some form of the root of '?~o in the Peshitta Vorlage. 
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occurrence of the term ?~'l'.1'~7 may have been left out deliberately by the translator, because he may have 
considered it tautological. 
Hardly any of the rare or difficult words were simplified. Indeed, the translator shows remarkable skill in 
rendering a very precise reading of the MT. The rare word c::i·~~~. in v. 26, which is generally rendered as 
"badgers", reads rU:t:J~ ("coneys") in the Peshitta. It should be considered as one of many examples that 
illustrate how well the translator understood the Hebrew text and how scrupulously he followed his Vorlage. 
Some words are given even more specific meaning where more neutral words would have sufficed. For instance, 
in v. 14 ni?~~O reads i<di·: •, ?M ("knives", "daggers"), ni:;ilQ reads i<:u:a...9.m ("sword") and c::J'~i':;il$ reads 
r<:%:..:...::i ("the unfortunate") .2 
In verse 8 the Peshitta translator, contrary to the usual translation technique that he employed in his rendition of 
the previous ~hapters, complicated rather than simplified an ordinary and quite frequently used Hebrew word -
CIJ? ("bread"). V. 8 in the MT reads "Remove me far from falsehood and lying; give me neither poverty nor 
riches; feed me with the food (CIJ?) that is needful for me". Instead of'PIJ c::i[? ("sufficient bread") the Peshitta 
reads ,<N:a.::n i<'i.::ncu. ("a sufficient daily life"). The LXX has Td al'ITdplCTJ - "what is needful". The 
Peshitta has a good reading, doing justice to the obvious metaphor in the MT within this context. 
The milieu of the translation may have played a part in the rendering of "garment" (i17~(ZI) in v. 4<, which reads 
"Who has wrapped up the waters in a garment?" The Peshitta reads ~cu::. instead of the usual (and suitable) 
terms i<~Cl~;.::n ("covering" or cloak") found in 20. 16 and 27. 13 and i<.Ji<.::n ("dress") in 25. 20. The 
word i<.9.:z:. Cl.%. primarily means "veil" and not clothing as such. The second meaning of i<-:9.:z:. Cl.%. is 
"napkin" or "towel" and the word can specifically refer to the towel in which the baptised are held (Payne Smith, 
2 In Prov. 31. 9 and 20 li::;il$ is also rendered as r<.%:.:...::i. In 14. 31 li::;i~ reads ~.::n, which is the usual 
term for "poor." Incidentally, the term ?1,in the first clause of 14. 31 is also rendered as r<.J..?.ctJ.::n. This 
was probably done to simplify the translation, which is in keeping with the style of the translator. 
However, in 30. 14 the translator rendered c::J'~i·:;i~ and c::J','~~ each with its own particular word, i.e. t<..X.:...::i 
and i<.J.::i..r:i:i.::n, respectively. The Hebrew word c::J'~i·:;i~ is also the spelling for a Jewish-Christian sect 
called the Ebionites. The Peshitta translation may have avoided any reference to . them by rendering the 
Hebrew with a more nondescript word like "unfortunate." One of the characteristics of this sect was its 
insistence on being poor and its very antimaterialistic stance. 
The word r<.x.....:i is commonly associated with "bad" in Proverbs, since it appears regularly in the book, 
and this particular rendering of the term "poor" may reveal a subtle bias against the Ebionites. All of the 
above-mentioned hypotheses depend on the dating of the Peshitta and the importance of the Ebionites in 
Edessa - if this is the place of origin of the Peshitta, as is commonly assumed. Schoeps (1969, p. 37) 
mentions that the Ebionites probably actually merged with the Elkesaites in the last stages. These two 
sects had a lot in common right from the start and the Elkesaites were active in Edessa. All of the above is 
perhaps highly speculative, but the important point is that the Peshitta translation of Proverbs, even in a 
small and rare case like this, shows no leaning towards the Christians or Jews; both groups considered the 
Ebionites to be heretical. 
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1967, p. 569). The Peshitta translator's choice of this word is especially appropriate in the context of the word 
"water" next to "garment" in this phrase and can perhaps serve as a reminder of a particular kind of cloth and not 
just any garment. 
Inv. 15 ::i;:t 1 :i.;i (usually translated as imperatives - "give, give") reads ~ ("beloved"). This reading may 
have been influenced by the LXX, although not necessarily. The LXX reads dyall'liaEL dyam~µEvaL. The 
Peshitta Vorlage may have read :i.i::i;i and may have been interpreted accordingly (the first clause in the Hebrew 
text is probably corrupt). 
The last phrase in v. 19 of the Peshitta reads "the way of a man in his youth" instead of "the way of a man with 
a maiden". The LXX has the same reading. The Peshitta translator altered the reading deliberately, because of the 
unacceptable ethics expressed in this clause. The Targum follows the MT instead.3 
The rendition of chapter 30 generally agrees with the MT as opposed to the LXX, but the influence of the LXX 
on the Peshitta is perhaps not entirely absent. In v. 30 the word tti~7. ("lion") is rendered as i<.,;r(,. i<.,;~ 
("lion's whelp") - aKvµvos XiovTOS". The Hebrew word is rare, but the translator understood the other rare 
words in this chapter quite well. 
The Peshitta also adds "does not fear" (from ovK drroaTpl«i>ETaL) in the second clause. Generally speaking, 
the Peshitta follows the word order of the MT, reading: "The lion's whelp is stronger than all animals and fears 
not, and does not turn away from any animal". 
V. 30 may have been influenced by the LXX merely to clarify the Hebrew but, in the light of the other verses 
discussed above, there may be a religious reason for this rendition of "lion". The term "lion's whelp" is used 
metaphorically of Christ in allusion to Gen. xlix. 9 (Payne Smith, 1967, p. 66).4 
V. 31 in the Peshitta also follows the LXX. This influence by the LXX is perhaps caused by the fact that the 
translator found the Hebrew somewhat incomplete and the meaning of c:np,?~ uncertain. The Peshitta Vorlage, 
like the MT, may have been corrupt. The LXX reading offered a good comparison in the context of the verse. 
3 
4 
In view of the metaphor in v. 30, one may speculate whether there is not an added consideration for the 
deviation in v. 19, namely the possible association of this verse with the Nativity of Christ (together with 
the possible negative reaction that it may have evoked should the Hebrew text have been translated 
Ii terall y). 
This could indicate that the Peshitta translator was indeed a Christian, unless, as a Jew, he was unaware of 
this metaphor and used the LXX merely as clarification of the MT. 
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V. 32 is also corrupt, but here the Peshitta follows the word order of the MT and the influence of the LXX is 
much less. It reads: "Do not desire so that you are dishonoured, and do not stretch out your hand to your mouth 
in a quarrel". 
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Chapter 31 
Many features discussed in chapter 30 can be found in this chapter as well. The translator did not really simplify 
the text as often as in the previous chapters and the Syriac reads very like the Hebrew. For instance, in v. 11 the 
Peshitta reads r<:..w:i r< ("provisions'', "storing up") instead of??~ ("gain") and this is a good rendering. In v. 19 
the LXX has a different reading from the MT, while the Peshitta translated from the Hebrew - ii~·~ = 
r< Ch ci 'i.i..x..=>. Sometimes the Hebrew did pose problems for the translator and the translator then rectified the 
reading as best he could; in v. 8 "open your mouth for the dumb" (OJ~'?) reads "open your mouth with upright 
words" (r<Ch.x.ci.c11 r<ChJ..::n.::i); the LXX reads "word of God". This rendition may, of course, be a 
harmonisation with v. 9• - "open your mouth, judge rightly". In general, the translator did not make a particular 
effort to harmonise or at least establish a connection between the verses and he was not too dependent on the 
LXX when the Vorlage confronted him with difficult readings. 
Inv. 3 the Peshitta reads r<~..:::it(.::n for "destroy". The Peshitta Vorlage may have read mon? instead of 
nl;!r;i'.?. The LXX has an entirely different reading of this verse. 
In v. 5 the Peshitta Vorlage may have read il-'~'i (~Ch ci) instead of il~~'.1. The two verbs look alike and can 
be confused with one another. The Peshitta translator may also have inserted the verb from the first clause in 
order to harmonise the two clauses with each other, i.e. in the first clause the son should not forget "what is 
decreed" and in the second he should not forget "the rights" of the afflicted. 
In vv. 9 and 20 li~~~ reads r<..X:.:...::l. The same argument put forward in Prov. 30. 14 could perhaps apply here as 
well (cf. particularly the footnote to v. 14). 
Inv. 10 i'l'J:;>O ("her worth") is interpreted as "nothing compares with them" (cf. 3. 15, which has a slightly 
different reading and is probably not a harmonisation). The MT reads "Her value is more than precious stones", 
while the Peshitta has "For she is worth more than precious stones with which nothing compares". The 
translator probably understood i'l'J:;>O as an adjective qualifying "stones" . 
In v. 11 the Peshitta translator rendered??~ as i<.JJXJ r<. The Syriac noun means "provision". which is more 
suitable in the context of this verse than the Hebrew term, which means "spoil" or "prey". 
For the Hebrew term rr9r;i'? in v. 14 the Peshitta text reads mCh;ci~r<Ch . The Syriac word may have been 
influenced by the LXX, which reads TOV ~Cov. 
In v. 15 pfi is rendered with a more neutral term, r<'l.::i~ . in the Peshitta translation , which may have been 
influenced by the LXX, which reads tpya . The Syriac word is a suitable equivalent of "task" and cannot be 
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considered a deviation. There is some possibility that the translator may have mistaken the Hebrew term for 
another that has the same consonants, i.e. "bosom" or "lap". 
The rest of the chapter reveals no external influence and is remarkably literal, even in word choice. 
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Conclusions 
The Peshitta translation of the book of Proverbs is undoubtedly a remarkable translation, exhibiting many 
characteristics generally associated with modem translations. The translator was very allusive in his treatment of 
the text. It is difficult to ascertain the religious and/or philosophical background of the translation. In a few 
places it reveals probable antiheretical tendencies, but in general the Peshitta is true to its ideal; it is a 
translation for the ordinary man. Syriac was the primary language of the province of Osrhoene (even some of the 
monks were not very literate) , making the translation of the Bible almost indispensable in keeping the faith 
(Segal, 1970, p. 151). 
The threat of apostatising was ever-present in a world where many pagan cults and numerous sects flourished. 
Edessa was the centre of Eastern Syriac Christianity and many times referred to as the bride or "beloved of the 
Lord" (ibid., p. 171), while nearby Hierapolis was regarded as the centre of paganism 1 (ibid., pp. 51-52). 
Christianity in Mesopotamia had the added disadvantage of being cut off from Western Christianity as well. 
Fortunately, many able men in Edessa and Nisibis, mostly attached to schools and monasteries (ibid., pp. 150-
151), translated numerous theological and philosophical works from Greek into Syriac (and Syriac into Greek). 
The learned were generally fluent, and sought to be educated in Greek (ibid., p. 150). 
The Jews played no small part in the development of Christianity in the East either. Their lives were to varying 
degrees generally happier than those of Jews in the Roman world and they represented a source of stability, 
theological schooling and a ready expertise in Greek and Hebrew to the Edessans.2 At times, the Jews were 
necessary as traders and as political confederates of Christians and both groups were fiercely antipagan. Not a few 
of the Jews were even converted to Christianity and Edessa, in fact, had a large Jewish Christian community 
(Segal, 1970, pp. 100-101). 
Thus it would not be surprising to find some Jewish influence in the translation of the Bible (McCullough, 
1982, p. 86).3 There may be some cross-pollination in the rendering of Proverbs as well. For instance, it has 
1 
2 
3 
In Northwestern Mesopotamia, Harran was the great centre of paganism (Segal, 1970, p. 104). 
Wand (1937, p. 246) states that Edessa "was the center in which Semitic thought fought its battle with 
Hellenism for the honour of providing a mould for the development of Christian doctrine." 
McCullough (1982, p. 86) mentions that a Syriac translation of the OT was made available quite early in 
the history of the Syriac church and was probably the work of various hands, some of whom may have 
been Jewish Christians. Then later, Jacob, the former bishop of Edessa, is said to have revised the current 
OT text with the help of the Greek texts at hand and with the occasional assistance of Jewish scholars. 
Segal (1970, p. 100) states: "The influence of Jewish learning and tradition upon the early Christianity of 
Northern Mesopotamia is apparent from the writings of Aphraates, who lived near Mosul in the first half 
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been remarked that Proverbs reveals Jewish exegetical or midrashic characteristics. The assumption was that the 
addition of some paraphrases and the name of the Lord in the translation means that the Peshitta is "Jewish". 
But why should such anti-anthropomorphic tendencies be the exclusive privilege of Judaism? Moreover, why 
should Christianity in the East be compared with the Christianity of Byzantium, when it is a known fact that 
these two despised each other to no small degree?4 Is it not natural that Eastern Christianity may intellectually 
have had more in common with the East5 than with the abundance of philosophical works and the rational way 
of thinking in the West? The East was known as a place of mysticism and one might imagine that the translator 
of the Peshitta, not having full access to the works of the Western Church and having to contend with many 
sects and cults, would have done anything to avoid any ambiguity in the translation of the text, even if this 
meant that he should put some interpolations in his translation. 
In any event, Proverbs agrees substantially with the ethics of both Jew and Christian and any lack of sentiment 
in the text, for or against one or the other, should not be surprising, since both groups were committed to much 
the same principles reflected in Proverbs. Both religions are against any form of adultery (religious or 
otherwise), which is a major theme in Proverbs, and ethical characteristics such as faithfulness, responsibility 
towards family , prudence, industriousness and integrity are almost universal. As far as the pluses and some 
variants are concerned, there are some that do tend to be rather reflective of Christian dogmas (e.g. 11. 31 = 1 
Peter 4. 18). In many cases the Peshitta reads a sentence in its ordinary social context, whereas for Judaism there 
may be an underlying meaning, reflected in its own exegesis of these verses (e.g. Prov. 6. 1, 10. 1, 13. 20, 21. 
3 and 22. 1). In none of these cases can it be said that they are against Jews or Judaism de jure, but rather that 
they are against other sects in general.6 If anything, the main polemic was between Monophysitism and the 
Nestorians.7 The term "in general" is used , because the surrounding cults were attacked on general grounds, 
4 
5 
6 
7 
of the fourth century. Aphrahat was acquainted with the Targum and the Talmud, although his acquaintance 
with them was not necessarily first-hand. He employs a Jewish chronology, and even his metaphors in a 
few passages are Jewish." 
Especially after the alienation that the African and Eastern churches suffered after the council of Chalcedon. 
At the beginning of the fourth century Christians even maintained some Jewish practices like eating 
unleavened bread at Passover and avoiding eating meat before the blood had been removed (Segal, 1970, p. 
100). The Eastern churches also maintained some other Jewish practices (Meyer, 1964, p. 176). 
Furthermore, McCullough (1982, pp. 68, 69) mentions the similarity between asceticism and the Qumran 
community. 
Paganism in Edessa itself apparently incorporated many of the beliefs and practices of neighbouring cult 
centres, notably those of Hierapolis (Segal, 1970, p. 56). 
It is interesting that Nestorian doctrine was even regarded as being (or rather accused of being) close to 
Jewish doctrine. Segal (1970, pp. 102-103) writes: "We cannot wonder, then, that the Monophysites of 
provincial Edessa in their execrations against the 'Nes torian' bishop Hiba should have exclaimed, 'No one 
wants the enemy of Christ... .... No one wants a Jew as bishop! ... No one wants the friend of the Jews! No 
one wants the enemy of God! " 
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rather than on account of their misguided practices, some of which they evidently had in common with 
Christianity. It has already been remarked in the discussion of chapter 9 that baptism played a prominent role in 
Edessa, the city of "leaping waters" (cf. Prov. 9. 18). So much so that, when the fortunes of the Jews took a 
turn for the worse in the seventh century, the Jews were given a choice by the authorities: they had to either join 
the Persians, or had to be baptised (ibid., p. 104). 
The historical milieu of the Peshitta translation may have had some influence on pluses like Prov. 9. 12 and 18 
as well. In the fourth century, St Ephraim declared: "Thy waters are bitter and thy children harsh; 0 Harran, 
make thyself sweet with the Cross .... My treasure, 0 Harran, is in thy vicinity, the famed and beauteous Edessa. 
O daughter, be like thy mother who is the salt of the earth, and with her doctrine season thy mind .... " (Segal , 
1970, p. 105). This quote is a good example of the kind of Christian perspective of the surrounding world 
prevalent in Edessa and other examples exist in literature that are of a similar vein. Edessa was indeed the bride 
of Christ, a jewel in a pagan world. The pluses in chapter 9 could have served to strengthen this particular 
world-view and would, in the end, create familiar images to the reader of the Peshitta. 
The main characteristics of the deviations in the Peshitta can be summarised as follows: 
(1) A substantial number of these deviations and pluses are for the sake of clarity on the grounds that the 
Peshitta Vorlage is unintelligible (e.g. Prov. 27. 21). 
(2) The pluses are minimalistic in most cases (Cook, 1985a, p. iv.). The translator avoided adding long 
sentences. Compared to the LXX, for instance, the Peshitta is quite literal, while in comparison with the 
Targum it has a noticeable number of deviations. It is important to note that the Peshitta (Proverbs) concurs 
with the Pentateuch in this regard.8 
(3) Because of the fact that the Targum reveals so few haggadic additions and that it contains certain similarities 
wjth the Peshitta - even in cases where the Targum translates only the MT readings - it seems plausible that the 
Tar gum made use of the Peshitta in its rendition of Proverbs. In numerous cases, the character of the Targum 
translation is of such a nature that it coincides with the Peshitta rather than the MT. In a sense the Peshitta 
looks more like a Targum than the Targum itself. However, this is not necessarily the case, because closer 
scrutiny reveals that the additions are not independent exegetical material, but rather appropriate in their 
8 As a matter of fact, Koster came to a similar conclusion in his study of the Peshitta version of Exodus 
(Koster, 1977, p. 190). Should this minimalistic tendency and other characteristics of translation like 
harmonisation and simplification apply to other books of the OT, it would open up new possibilities for 
the identification of the Peshitta translator (cf. Van Wyk, 1977, pp. 183-185 where many features in the 
Peshitta translation Song of songs are quite similar to Proverbs). It could mean that the Peshitta 
translation belongs to a "school" or "tradition" of translation (cf. Segal concerning schools in Edessa; ibid. 
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contexts, with the clear intention of offering a simple, intelligible translation. This , in tum, emphasises once 
more the difficulty in identifying clear evidence of a particular religious influence that can be attached to any 
particular reading.9 It is perhaps more accurate to say that the Peshitta translation is Targumic, not in character, 
but in style, brought about by the influence of Jewish Christians in particular - since most interpolations are 
from the Greek text. 
(4) In conjunction with the above-mentioned, the pluses are inserted to explain the text. The translator did not 
want to say something different in those instances where the deviations occur (12. 4, 18, 22, 19 and 22), 
although there may be allusions, or concepts familiar to the reader. In short, the deviations are bound by their 
10 
context. 
(5) Concerning the large number of coinciding readings where the Peshitta agrees with the LXX, the general 
impression that the LXX was considered authoritative by the translator is warranted. He liberally made use of the 
LXX in cases where he did not agree with the MT, whether it was for ethical or other reasons (6. 25, 14. 35 and 
22. 13), and in cases where unintelligible words and phrases occurred. Although it is a strong argument, the 
utilisation of the LXX per se does not prove Christian influence in the Peshitta (Cook, 1985a, p. 134). The 
LXX is a Jewish document and, although the pluses agree with the LXX, they are not necessarily based on the 
same tradition; they may be associated with another Jewish tradition. This will depend on the dating, of course, 
because the LXX did eventually become a Christian document, although equally important is the fact that, in 
Edessa, the Jews left a substantial mark on the Christian translations as mentioned above (cf. Segal, 1970, pp. 
101-102; McCullough, 1982, pp. 85-86). 
(6) The translation technique is quite literal wherever the Peshitta agrees with the MT. Common, familiar terms 
are translated regularly. This fact concurs with the Peshitta translator's intention to give a verbum e verbo 
translation. 
(7) To make the translation read fluently, the translator readily made use of particles and conjunctions, which he 
did not always get from the LXX text. He inserted them whenever he found it necessary. He rendered the 
sentences not only in the context of their own paragraphs, but even in the context of the whole book of 
Proverbs. He hardly ever considered each verse in isolation. 
9 
10 
pp. 150-151). A more detailed study of the translation among more books of the OT could assist research 
in identifying the translators and probably the location of the translation of the Peshitta version. 
The influence of Jewish learning on Christianity is apparent in the writings of Aphrahat where even some 
of the metaphors are Jewish (Segal , 1970, p. 100). Cf. Owens (1988, pp. 1-48) for a more critical 
examination of Jewish influence in the quotations of Leviticus by Aphrahat. 
Koster (1977, p. 191) says of Exodus (Peshitta) that some of the longer additions came into existence 
under the influence of the nearby or parallel verses. This concurs with the discussion of Prov. 9. 12 and 9. 
18 (cf. footnote 5 above). 
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(8) This harmonisation is a major feature of Proverbs. The translator had a holistic view of Proverbs and 
therefore inserted elements of the text into other verses that contained the same reading and had to be harmonised 
(e.g. 3, 19 and 20, 19) intertextually. 
(9) The possibility that the Peshitta Vorlage had some elements in agreement with the LXX Vorlage should be 
considered, especially in those cases where the Hebrew is admittedly corrupt (cf. Prov. 30. 31 and 32). 
(10) Some pluses were inserted to bring out the contrast between opposite ideas, e.g. the wise as opposed to the 
foolish, the good man or woman as opposed to the bad man or woman and the evil as opposed to the righteous. 
Antithetic parallelisms are also enhanced by these deviations, especially regarding comparisons (cf. 19. 22 and 
20. 19). It should be added that contrast is part of the composition found in numerous ethical phrases in 
Proverbs; this did not escape the Peshitta translator either. Prov. 6. 30 and 9. 6 serve as good examples of how, 
with the aid of pluses, dubious and confusing ethics were strengthened and enhanced by the translator in order to 
render a clearer reading in the Peshitta. 
(11) Although the Peshitta has almost nothing in common with the Midrash Mishle, it should be borne in mind 
that many midrashim are lost and some unknown traditions may have influenced the text history of the Peshitta 
(cf. Maori, 1975, p. VII). This should be regarded in the light of the influence that Jews had on Christianity in 
Edessa 
(12) In the final analysis it should be concluded that the Peshitta text of Proverbs is of relatively limited text-
critical value, particularly because of its extensive dependence on the LXX text for the translation of the Syriac 
text. 
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